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Chapter 1
Introduction
The topic of this thesis is searching for fast radio transients, sub-second ﬂashes of radio waves
from astrophysical phenomena. There are several sources of these ﬂashes, from stars, planets,
neutron stars, cosmic particles to the yet unknown origin of the fast radio bursts. In the next
sections of this introduction the sources that are most relevant for this thesis are described. This
is followed with a section about the new radio telescope LOFAR, that is used for this research.
The only important information needed beforehand is that it observes between 10 and 250 MHz,
lower than the typical observing frequencies used in fast transient searches in the last decades.
This introduction concludes with a section about this thesis itself.
1.1 Pulsars
The ﬁrst detected and most studied class of fast radio transients are the pulsars. Pulsars are highly
magnetized rotating neutron stars, that emit radio waves continuously, but are only detected when
they point to Earth, like a lighthouse. They were ﬁrst detected by Jocelyn Bell and Anthony
Hewish in 1967, during an experiment to detect inter-stellar scintillation [Hewish et al., 1968]
using the Interplanetary Scintillation Array of the UK Mullard Radio Astronomy Observatory.
The telescope’s time resolution of 0.1s made it possible to time-resolve some "scruﬀ", as Jocelyn
Bell put it, and detect very regular pulsations with a period of 1337 milliseconds at a speciﬁc
sidereal time, 4 minutes earlier every day, and thus from a source outside our solar system. The
short duration of the pulsations hinted to a compact emission region, and therefore initially white
dwarfs and neutron stars were suggested as possible sources. Later discoveries of even faster
pulsars concluded that the object should be a neutron star, an object that was ﬁrst predicted by
Baade & Zwicky [1934], but was not observed before. The possibility of pulsations from neutron
stars was ﬁrst predicted by Gold [1968].
Since this ﬁrst discovery more than 2400 pulsars have been detected according to the ATNF
pulsar catalog1 [Manchester et al., 2005]. The periods of these pulsars range from 1.4 ms to 11.8
s, and while the typical mass of a neutron star is about 1.4 solar mass, also heavier pulsars have
been observed with a mass of 2.0 solar mass. The radius of these objects is only 10-15 km, and
1For the current catalog see http://www.atnf.csiro.au/people/pulsar/psrcat/
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therefore these are very dense objects with a density of 1015 g/cm3. In addition they also have a
strong magnetic ﬁeld of ∼ 108 − 1015 Gauss. This makes them important laboratories for physics
under extreme conditions unaccessible at earth.
One important topic is to determine the equation of state of a neutron star, that is the
relation between mass and radius of the star. Two important discoveries here are the detection
of the fastest known pulsar, PSR J1748-2446ad [Hessels et al., 2006], that spins at 716 Hz, and
the discovery of the heaviest known pulsar, PSR J1614-2230 [Demorest et al., 2010], with a mass
of 1.97 ± 0.04 M⊙, that ruled out most of the strange-quark neutron star models at that time.
Besides being interesting as an individual object, pulsars can also be used to study diﬀerent
astrophysical subﬁelds.
One of the ﬁelds that can be tested by studying pulsars is general relativity. The ﬁrst example
of this is the ﬁrst binary pulsar PSR 1913+16, that was discovered by Hulse & Taylor [1975].
The binary companion of this pulsar is another neutron star. The orbit of this binary shrinks
over time and causes a shift in periastron passage over the years that is exactly as predicted
by general relativity [Taylor et al., 1979]. This is the ﬁrst indirect indication of the existence of
gravitational waves. Even better measurements of strong gravity can be obtained from the double
pulsar system, J0737-3039 [Burgay et al., 2003], that consists of a pulsar with a period of 22.7 ms
and a pulsar with a period of 2.77 s. Combined measurements of a number of pulsars can also
be used for the direct detection of gravitational waves, because they are very precise clocks. By
correlating the timing residuals, after correcting for all known pulsar parameters, the combination
of pulsars over the sky can be used to probe variations caused by these gravitational waves. The
largest eﬀort in this respect is the International Pulsar Timing Array [Manchester & IPTA, 2013].
Another test came from measuring the Shapiro-delay, that appears when the pulses from a
pulsar have to pass through the gravitational ﬁeld of a binary companion. This was for example
measured for PSR J1713+0747 [Camilo et al., 1994]. As last example, the strong equivalence
principle can be tested by the three body system of PSR J0337+1715, that consist of a pulsar
with two white dwarfs [Ransom et al., 2014].
Another ﬁeld that can be studied is stellar evolution and binary interactions. The majority
of neutron stars is formed by core collapse supernovae and are one of the end-products of stellar
evolution. Their number should be matched with the creation rate (see also RRATs in Section 1.3).
Also interesting is the interaction in binaries. Millisecond pulsars (MSPs) have long been thought
of as old pulsars that have been spun up in a binary [Bhattacharya & van den Heuvel, 1991]. More
evidence became available in recent years, where a transition has been seen between an X-ray
binary and an MSP in PSR J1023-0038 [Archibald et al., 2009]. Also both accretion powered
emission (X-ray bursts) and rotation powered spin-down emission have been seen in J1824-2415I
in the globular cluster M28 [Papitto et al., 2013].
It should be noted that the pulsar emission mechanism is still an unsolved mystery after more
than 45 years. Pulsar emission exists in a variety of forms, from very steady emitters, to nulling
pulsars [Backer, 1970b], that are oﬀ for several periods in a row, to intermittent pulsars [Kramer
et al., 2006], that are oﬀ for extended periods of time, and rotating radio transients [McLaughlin
et al., 2006], that only occasionally emit detectable pulses. Also there are pulsars known, such
as the Crab pulsar that emit ’Giant Pulses’, very bright pulses at a diﬀerent phase from the
2
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regular pulsar emission [e.g. Mickaliger et al., 2012, and references therein]. Recently, there has
been a correlation between a high and low X-ray state in PSR B0943+10 and the low and high
state of radio emission [Hermsen et al., 2013; Bilous et al., 2014]. Thanks to LOFAR, which
is much more sensitive than previous radio telescopes and has a much larger bandwidth at low
frequencies (10-250 MHz), the low frequency emission can be studied as additional information
to help understand the emission mechanism.
1.2 Pulsars in Globular Clusters
A special place to ﬁnd pulsars are globular clusters (GCs), dense groups of stars, containing 104
to ∼ 5×106 stars that are ∼10-12 Gyr old. The core density of GCs can be as much as 103 to 106
stars / pc3. This high density gives rise to many binary systems and recycled millisecond pulsars
(MSPs), named after their short pulsation period. In 28 globular clusters, 144 pulsars are known2,
of which 128 are millisecond pulsars. In fact, it is surprising that there are still young pulsars
in GCs, with a high magnetic ﬁeld and long period, because the primary formation channel of
core-collapse supernova explosions should not occur anymore for stars of this age. In addition
this formation channel gives a high kick velocity when the neutron star is created, most likely
a velocity much higher than the escape velocity. There are two explanations why these pulsars
can still be found. They could be mildly recycled, but the recycling stopped because the binary
was disrupted by the interaction with another star, or the neutron star is created by an accretion
induced collapse.
The ﬁrst pulsar in a GC has been detected by Lyne et al. [1987] in M28, a pulsar with a
period of 3.05 ms and a dispersion measure of 120 pc cm−3. The existence of pulsars in this
cluster was predicted by a pulsar-like source in a radio image of this cluster. The next GC pulsar
detection was PSR B1620-26 in M4, an 11 ms pulsar in a 191-day orbit with a white dwarf [Lyne
et al., 1988]. Interestingly, this system also has a Jovian-type planet in a very wide orbit. Many
more GC pulsars have been discovered [e.g. Possenti et al., 2003; Ransom et al., 2005; Hessels
et al., 2007; Freire et al., 2008; Lynch et al., 2011; Bogdanov et al., 2011], through advances in
instrumentation and search algorithms for binary pulsars [Ransom et al., 2002, 2003; Chandler,
2003].
Next to ﬁnding more interesting systems, such as PSR J1748-2446ad and J1824-2415I men-
tioned above, and MSPs to be used in graviational wave arrays, the pulsars in GCs can also be
used to study GC composition and dynamics. Examples of this are the detection of intra-cluster
ionized gas [Freire et al., 2001] and the measurement of a high mass-to-light ratio [D’Amico et al.,
2002].
Finding pulsars in GCs is constrained by the senstivity of the telescope, and the capability of
software to correct for complicated motions. If either is upgraded, there is a high chance to ﬁnd
more and diﬀerent types of pulsar systems. LOFAR opens such a new window because of a high
sensitivity and large frequency coverage below 250 MHz compared to the previous generation of
radio telescopes, which can lead to new discoveries (Chapter 6).
2current overview at http://www.naic.edu/~pfreire/GCpsr.html
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1.3 Rotating Radio Transients
Rotating Radio Transients (RRATs) were ﬁrst discovered by McLaughlin et al. [2006] as repeating
and dispersed pulses with a long oﬀ-time between their pulses, ranging from 4 minutes to 3 hours.
Their constant dispersion measure makes it unlikely that they are a terrestrial signal. By observing
multiple pulses, a period could be derived for 10 of the initial 11 sources. Their periods range
from 0.4-7 seconds. All these sources were found in multiple observations. Given these periods,
they are most likely rotating neutron stars. Their bursts last from 2-30 ms, though the sensitivity
for even longer bursts is reduced by searching for a maximum length of 32 ms. These sources were
not detected by folding them with their derived periods, which is how most regular pulsars are
being discovered nowadays, but only by a single-pulse search. Currently, more than 70 RRATs are
known [McLaughlin et al., 2006; Deneva et al., 2009; Burke-Spolaor & Bailes, 2010; Burke-Spolaor
et al., 2011b; Keane et al., 2011; Karako-Argaman & GBT Drift-Scan Collaboration, 2013]
One important question is whether the RRAT emission is like that of giant pulses or of regular
pulses. McLaughlin et al. [2006] note that RRAT pulses are among the brightest fast transient
radio sources in the Universe, after the giant pulses detected from the Crab pulsar and pulsar
B1937+21 [Cordes et al., 2004]. This was before the discovery of the potentially much brighter
Fast Radio Bursts (Section 1.4). Also RRATs appear to have a power-law distribution of their
pulse strength, like giant pulses. However, the magnetic ﬁeld strength at their light cylinder
radii range from 3 to 30 G, while the Crab pulsar has a much higher magnetic ﬁeld strength of
9.3 ×105 G. Further studies by Keane [2010] show a more pulsar-like emission. This links them
to other types of irregularly emitting pulsars such as nulling pulsars [Backer, 1970a; Lorimer &
Kramer, 2005], that show a few pulses with more than 10 times less energy than the regular strong
pulses, and intermittent pulsars [Kramer et al., 2006], that turn oﬀ, or at least switch to a mode
with less energetic emission for hours or days. The label RRAT is then also merely a detection
label, of pulsars that are more likely to be detected by their single pulses than by the average
proﬁle. This is supported by PSR B0656+14, that if it was further away would only be detected
by its individual brightest pulses [Weltevrede et al., 2006]. This can have several reasons. The
most physical reason is that the pulse energy distribution is such that the brightest pulses do
cross the threshold, while the time-averaged emission does not. It can also be that there is a
high nulling fraction which leads to a lower average. Another reason could be a radio frequency
interference environment that reduces the signal strength, or by which the candidate is discarded
in the candidate inspection process. The ﬁrst two are dependent on the setting of the pulsar
survey and observations, therefore a source could be identiﬁed as a pulsar in one survey, but only
be visible as an RRAT in another survey. This is also discussed in McLaughlin & Cordes [2003].
McLaughlin et al. [2006] estimate the population of RRATs at N ≈ 2 − 4 × 105. This is
a few times the total Galactic population of active radio pulsars: of order 105 (see, for example
Vranesevic et al. [2004]). This causes a problem for the total birthrate of neutron stars, as pointed
out by Keane & Kramer [2008]. Their total birthrate of neutron stars, the sum of the birthrates of
pulsars, RRATs, X-ray dim isolated neutron stars (XDINS) and magnetars is at least 5.8 / century,
compared to the core collapse supernova rate of 1.9 ± 1.1 / century, as derived by comparing
the amount of Al26 expelled by core collapse supernovae (CCSN) with the amount found in the
Galaxy. It is possible that the CCSN rate is underestimated, or that the birthrate of neutron
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stars is overrated, or that there is another major formation channel of neutron stars. To solve
the problem in another way Keane & Kramer [2008] propose that there is an evolutionary link
between the diﬀerent types of neutron stars, where pulsars can evolve into RRATs, and RRATs
can evolve into XDINS. This is supported by the longer periods of XDINS compared to RRATs
and of RRATs compared to regular pulsars. This would signiﬁcantly reduce the birthrate required
to explain the current populations. This is supported by PSR J1819-1458, an RRAT that shows
glitches that reduce its period, which makes it evolve from having magnetar-like spin parameters
to having pulsar-like spin parameters.
Searching for RRATs with LOFAR is interesting for several reasons. The study of RRATs at
low frequency makes it possible to compare the multi-wavelength emission patterns of RRATs to
that of the rest of the pulsars. This can further conﬁrm their pulsar-like emission, or open up
questions as to what could be diﬀerent for RRATs, by probing the part of the magnetosphere
that is responsible for the low energy emission. It is also possible that a wider beam at low
frequencies, as seen for pulsars, enables us to see certain RRATs only at low frequencies. The
discovery potential of LOFAR is further enhanced by its large instantaneous ﬁeld of view (e.g.
11.25 deg2 at 150 MHz) and by commensal observing3 with imaging observations that can last
typically 4-12 hours. This enables the discovery of the tail end of the duty cycle of RRATs, to
discover sources with an oﬀ-time of several hours. Previous RRAT searches found sources with an
oﬀ-period up to three times the observation length. The number of RRATs at these long oﬀ-times
are an important contribution to the total population, but require these long integration times,
which are usually not possible for a regular pulsar survey.
For a further overview of RRATs, see e.g. Keane [2010]; Keane & McLaughlin [2011]; Burke-
Spolaor [2013].
1.4 Fast Radio Bursts
The newest source of fast radio transients are the class of Fast Radio Bursts (FRBs). The ﬁrst
FRB was discovered by Lorimer et al. [2007] with the Parkes radio telescope at 1.4 GHz in
archival data from the Magellanic Clouds [Manchester et al., 2006]. Further FRBs were found at
Parkes [Keane et al., 2012; Thornton et al., 2013; Burke-Spolaor & Bannister, 2014; Petroﬀ et al.,
2015a; Ravi et al., 2015] and Arecibo [Spitler et al., 2014]. Their distinctive feature is that their
dispersion measure is too high to be attributed to the model value of the free electron content in
the Galaxy in the direction of the source. Therefore there needs to be an extra source of quadratic
delay in frequency. There are several solutions to this problem: The signal could be artiﬁcial,
where the quadratic delay is intrinsic to the source; the signal could be atmospheric; the signal
could be from the inner part of a star, where the outer layers adds to the delay; there could be
an undetected cloud of ionized gas between us and a Galactic source; or perhaps most probable,
the source could be of extra-galactic origin. The excess electrons then are in the intergalactic
material and the host Galaxy of the sources. These possible source origins are now discussed.
The case for artiﬁcial, or atmospheric signals is supported by the discovery of the so-called
3Also known as piggy-back observing. This uses the same observation time but a diﬀerent correlation method.
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"Perytons" 4. These are signals with an incomplete dispersive curve. For part of the frequency
range, they follow the dispersion curve with a typical DM value of 350 pc cm−3, close to the
Lorimer FRB DM of 375 pc cm−3. These signals are close by and therefore much stronger than
regular celestial sources. They can cause a signiﬁcant signal already when entering through a
sidelobe of the telescope. They are visible in all 13 beams of the Parkes multi-beam receiver. A
"peryton"-like signal was also observed by Saint-Hilaire et al. [2014] at the Bleien Radio Observa-
tory in Switserland. The source of perytons turned out to be the microwave oven at the Parkes
observatory [Petroﬀ et al., 2015b]. Kulkarni et al. [2014] argued, before the microwave veriﬁca-
tion, that the FRBs, that are typically only visible in one beam, could be the same terrestrial
phenomenon, but then further away.
For FRBs to be a Galactic signal there are at least two solutions. One is that it comes from a
ﬂaring star. This was suggested by Loeb et al. [2014]. However, this would only work for a certain
sub-set of stars [Tuntsov, 2014; Dennison, 2014]. Because of the stability of the star, if this signal
can be produced and is produced suﬃciently, the signal is expected to have a diﬀerent DM value
for diﬀerent ﬂares. The discovery of FRB 140514 with a diﬀerent DM near the location of the
previously discovered FRB 110220 is interesting in this respect [Petroﬀ et al., 2015a]. However,
given the amount of observing time in this direction, the authors argue that this still is a chance
detection.
Another possibility could be that there is an excess of free electrons to the source, that is
not taken into account in the model. With the discovery of four more FRBs with a very clear
DM excess of more than 90%, the required excess is large, but could be caused for example by a
cloud of ionized gas that has not been taken into account in the modelling. However, that means
that there are at least 7 of these clouds, for the detected FRBs, and that the source of the FRB
should be a well-known source like giant pulses or an RRAT. This predicts two observational
constraints. Firstly, that FRBs are most likely repeating, as are almost all known sources of fast
radio transients, but that has not been detected so far. Secondly, that there should be also pulsars
with a similar large DM excess scattered over the Galaxy, hidden behind clouds of ionized gas.
The most straight-forward, but perhaps also the most exotic possibility, is that FRBs are
extra-galactic sources. Their redshifts would then be of order z=0.3-1.0. This distance implies
very bright sources with energies of 1038-1040 erg [Thornton et al., 2013], more than 7 orders
of magnitude brighter than the brightest pulse observed from the Crab pulsar. This calls for
very violent events. Several sources have been suggested that could produce such a signal, such
as evaporating black holes [Rees, 1977; Barrau et al., 2014], soft gamma-ray repeaters [Popov
& Postnov, 2007], coalescing neutron stars [Hansen & Lyutikov, 2001], core-collapse supernova
[Egorov & Postnov, 2009] and the collapse of a supra-massive rotating neutron star [or "Blitzar",
Falcke & Rezzolla, 2014]. If they are an extra-galactic source they could also be used for cosmology,
for example to probe (missing) baryons [Deng & Zhang, 2014; McQuinn, 2014] and dark energy
Zhou et al. [2014].
The case of evaporating priomordial black-holes through loop quantum gravity [Barrau et al.,
2014] implies a possible additional dependence of source strength with redshift, that has not yet
been discussed by the authors. Because the evaporation time scales with mass, and the time it
4Perytons are mythological winged elk that cast the shadow of a man.
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takes to evaporate is determined by the age of the primordial black hole at a certain redshift,
the signal from larger redshifts correspond to lower masses, and the signals at a certain redshift
correspond to a small range of mass values. If the signal strength also scales with mass, it means
that they are even weaker than would be expected simply by their further distance. To predict
the number of FRBs that could potentially be detected with existing, recent, and new facilities
Hassall et al. [2013] made simulations. They assume a uniform distribution and considerer two
cases of scattering, one with no scattering, and one by the empirical scattering law by Bhat et al.
[2004]. If this law holds for FRBs, the discovery by low frequency instruments through pulsar
like observations will be diﬃcult. Lorimer et al. [2013] argue that this scattering law probably
does not hold for the case of extra-galactic signals. A deviation from a uniform distribution was
found by a lower detection rate at intermediate latitudes [Petroﬀ et al., 2014; Burke-Spolaor et al.,
2011a]. A conclusion from this is that FRBs are likely of extra-galactic origin.
With all these terrestrial, Galactic and extra-galactic scenarios it is important to obtain more
information about this kind of objects. LOFAR can help with this in two ways: By expanding
the frequency windows of detection or even of non-detection to below 250 MHz, the various
models need to predict the correct intensity of the radiation at these frequencies (sections 3, 5).
Another part is the localization of sources, by using buﬀered data at the antenna level (Chapter 4).
Because LOFAR is an array, instead of a dish, it is possible to localize sources. The long baselines
to international stations (>1000 km) potentially even deliver sub-arcsecond resolution for these
signals.
1.5 Cosmic Rays
Another source of fast radio transients are Cosmic Rays (CRs), (charged) particles from astro-
physical origin. They were ﬁrst discovered by Victor Hess with balloon experiments in 1911-1913.
At that time ionized radiation was already measured at the ground, but it was thought to be
of terrestrial origin. Hess measured ﬁrst a decrease in intensity, but as he went higher up, the
radiation increased, showing an astrophysical origin. Since then many experiments have been
performed to detect CRs at higher and higher energy up to and beyond 1020 eV, the energy of a
well-served tennis ball. There are a few important questions that still need to be answered: What
is the nature of the sources that can accelerate particles up to this energy? What is the spectrum
at the highest energy and is there a maximum energy?
Lower energy cosmic rays originate from the sun (up to 1010 eV) and higher energies are
accelerated and contained within our Galaxy. Popular candidate acceleration sites are supernova
remnants, pulsar winds and X-ray binaries. However to pinpoint their origin is diﬃcult, because
they are deﬂected by magnetic ﬁelds in the Galaxy. If the energy becomes high enough the
deﬂection is minimal (i.e. ∼2.7 degrees for a 60 EeV proton [Pierre Auger Collaboration et al.,
2008]), and cosmic rays point back to their source of origin. This enables the discovery of the
sources of Ultra-High-Energy Cosmic-Rays (UHECR).
There are two possible types of origin for UHECR, the bottom-up and top-down models. In the
bottom-up models, particles are accelerated from low energies, through a stochastic acceleration
process [Fermi, 1949]. To gain a suﬃciently high energy, the particles need to be contained within
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the accelerator. This is limited by the product of source size and magnetic ﬁelds [Hillas, 1984],
so for the highest energies large sources (galaxies) or very strong magnetic ﬁelds (Magnetars) are
needed. Active galactic nuclei may accelerate particles up to 1020 eV. In the top-down models,
the cosmic rays are the decay products of supermassive dark matter particles or originate from
topological defects from cosmic strings [Berezinsky et al., 2011]. Detection of cosmic rays of this
energy may enable us to study exotic new physics, while a non-detection will constrain theoretical
models.
There is an eﬀect that decreases the energy of UHECR, by its interaction with photons from
the cosmic microwave background. The center of mass energy of the proton after collision for
particles above 6 · 1019 eV is high enough for the proton to decay and thereby lose energy. This
eﬀect is known as the GZK-eﬀect [Greisen, 1966; Zatsepin & Kuz’min, 1966]. Therefore, for both
models, the sources should be within ≈ 50 Mpc and there would be a pile-up at this threshold
energy from particles coming from further away. However, in this process, also ultra high energy
neutrinos are created, that could help answer questions about their origin.
There is a diﬃculty, however, because their ﬂux is very low, and therefore a large detection
volume is needed. Even the 3000 km2 Pierre Auger Observatory only detects 30 events per
year above 6 · 1019 eV Aab et al. [2014]. Therefore other techniques are needed to answer these
questions. There are two other options for detecting UHECRs. One option is to monitor the
atmosphere from above to search for ﬂuorescence radiation from the shower of particles created
when an UHECR hits the atmosphere. This is planned by JEM-EUSO [Casolino et al., 2011] by
adding a module to the Japanese Experiment Module at the international space station in 2017.
The other option is to monitor the moon with a radio telescope to search for nano-second pulses
from a lunar shower, caused by the Askaryan eﬀect [Askaryan, 1962]. The same technique is
used to try to detect ultra high energy neutrinos impinging on the moon. That this should also
work for cosmic rays is explained in Chapter 7. As a consequence a limit is set on the UHECR
ﬂux above 1022 eV using the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope, the most stringent limit up
to that date. To lower the energy threshold and go down to 1020 eV, a more sensitive telescope
needs to be used. In the future this will be done with LOFAR [Singh et al., 2012], and currently
plans are made to enable the Square Kilometer Array [Bray et al., 2014] to be able to detect lunar
showers.
1.6 LOFAR
The Low Frequency Array (LOFAR) [van Haarlem et al., 2013; Stappers et al., 2011] is a new
generation radio interferometer constructed in the north of the Netherlands and spread across
Europe. Instead of using dishes to increase the receiving area, it uses ﬁelds of simple dipole
antennas with digital signal processing to create a very ﬂexible radio telescope. It operates
between 10-250 MHz.
LOFAR consists of stations with dipoles. There are two types of dipoles, the Low Band
Antennas (LBAs) and the High Band Antennas (HBAs). The LBAs are dual polarization antennas
that operate between 10-90 MHz. The HBAs consist of tiles of 16 dual polarization antennas that
are combined with an analog beamformer. The HBAs operate either from 110-190 MHz or 210-
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250 MHz on a 200 MHz clock, or from 170-230 MHz on a 160 MHz clock. The band between
90-110 MHz contains many strong FM radio stations and is therefore ﬁltered out by LBAs and
HBAs.
LOFAR has 3 types of stations with a diﬀerent number and conﬁguration of LBAs and HBAs:
the Core Stations (CS) near the center of LOFAR, the Remote Stations (RS), further away, but
still in the Netherlands, and the International Stations (IS) in surrounding countries. There
are currently 24 CS within a 2 km diameter around the center of LOFAR, the Superterp5 that
consists of 6 of the CS within a 300 m diameter. The 14 RS have baselines up to ∼100 km. Out of
nine IS, six are constructed in Germany, and one station each in France, Sweden and the United
Kingdom. Three more stations will be constructed soon in Poland, to create longer east-west
baselines. The CS have a ﬁeld, or sub-station of 96 LBAs and two sub-stations of 24 HBAs. The
LBAs are spread in an optimized way to provide diﬀerent baselines within a station. A CS only
has 96 single polarization receivers and therefore cannot record all 192 polarizations of the LBA
antennas. The default conﬁguration is to use the 48 outer antennas (LBA-OUTER) or the 48
inner antennas (LBA-INNER) in dual polarization, but it is also possible to choose to observe
with all antennas in one polarization, or to make a sparse selection. The HBAs are constructed
in a regular grid. This is easier for the calibration, but does cause strong sidelobes. Therefore the
HBAs are rotated diﬀerently for the diﬀerent stations. The RS have a ﬁeld of 96 LBAs and one
ﬁeld of 48 HBAs. It also has 96 receivers and thus a selection needs to be made for the LBAs. It
is also possible to select the 24 inner HBA tiles to create a beam-shape similar to the CS which
may be easier to calibrate. The IS have a ﬁeld of 96 LBAs and 96 HBAs. They have 192 receivers,
and thus can use all LBA antennas simultaneously.
LOFAR has 3 standard observing modes, interferometric imaging, beamforming and direct
storage mode. In the ﬁrst two modes, the signals from each station are ﬁrst combined into one
or more station beams or Sub-Array Pointings (SAPs). To do this, the band is split into 512
frequency channels, named subbands, by a polyphase ﬁlter to optimize the frequency separation.
The subbands have a bandwidth of 195.3125 kHz when the 200 MHz clock is used. A SAP consists
of one or more subbands beamformed into a certain direction of the sky, by adding the signal
while correcting for the geometric and calibration delays. In total 488 combinations6 of a subband
can be made. For example one SAP of 488 subbands covering a large frequency range, or making
488 SAPs of a single subband in 488 directions or using one third of the bandwidth for 3 SAPs
in diﬀerent directions.
In interferometric mode and in beamforming mode the signal from the diﬀerent antennas
is combined by the correlator. This was a BlueGene/P supercomputer, but has recently been
replaced by the COBALT cluster that uses GPU-based processing.
In interferometric mode the SAPs are cross-correlated on all available baselines after a ﬁner
frequency channelisation. From this it is possible to create an image of this part of the sky.
In beamformed mode the signal from the diﬀerent stations is combined. This can be done
incoherently, by adding the signals in power, (known as incoherent array beam) or coherently, by
adding the signal in phase, known as Tied-Array Beam (TAB). For the coherent addition, the
5Terp is a dutch word for an artiﬁcial hill that they used to build their houses and churches on to keep them
dry from the ﬂood.
6In the now default 8-bit mode. The 16-bit mode has a maximum of 244 combinations, 976 in the 4-bit mode.
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complex voltages can be stored. For both modes the signal can also be stored as Stokes IQUV
values or just as power (Stokes I), and in both modes they can be integrated in time. Usually
the signal is also split into several smaller frequency channels. The incoherent array beams have
the same large ﬁeld of view as the SAPs. The TABs have a narrow beam, but the full sensitivity
by combining the stations coherently. Currently the 24 CS stations can be used to form TABs,
because they all use the same clock.
The direct storage mode works directly on the raw data of the LBA dipoles or HBA tiles.
These data are stored in ring buﬀers at the Transient Buﬀer Board (TBB). The TBB contains the
last 5 seconds of the raw voltages in "transient" mode, or a proportionally longer amount when
selecting several subbands. This subband mode is still under construction. The TBB memory
can be frozen and then read out, either by a self-trigger on the signal in the antennas themselves,
or by an external trigger from, e.g., a particle detector to search for cosmic rays, or a real-time
trigger to search for dispersed pulses. This external trigger mechanism is described in Chapter 2.
This thesis uses both the beamformed and the direct storage mode, and is the ﬁrst LOFAR
project that combines these two modes.
1.7 This thesis
This thesis is about searching for fast radio transients with the LOFAR telescope. In the previous
sections both the various types of fast radio transients and the LOFAR telescope were intro-
duced. There are three diﬀerent parts to this thesis. Chapters 3, 4 and 5 are about the Fast
Radio Transients Search (FRATS) project. Chapter 3 describes the real-time pipeline that is
run commensally on regular LOFAR observations to search for dispersed millisecond pulses, from
pulsars, RRATS, FRBs and possible other sources. The focus here is on the detection of unknown
objects, and on the detection of very bright, but sporadic signals, such as giant pulses, from known
pulsars. Chapter 4 describes the oﬄine pipeline to identify sources detected in real-time by the
FRATS pipeline. The focus here is to verify the astrophysical origin of the signal and to ﬁnd
a precise location. This location can then be cross-checked with known stars or galaxies to ﬁnd
for example the source of FRBs. Chapter 5 describes the latest results from the FRATS project,
with a focus on extra-galactic transients up to a redshift of ∼0.3.
Chapter 6 focuses on a more regular pulsar search. This is the ﬁrst observation with this
sensitivity performed for globular cluster pulsars at frequencies between 110 and 190 MHz. It
also uses a new combination in the data analysis, where ﬁrst the signal is dedispersed coherently
at multiple DM values, before the search is performed over a wide range of DM values. It reports
on measurements of GC M13.
Chapter 7 explores the possibility to observe even faster transients, nanosecond radio pulses
that are emitted when ultra-high-energy cosmic rays hit the Moon. It proves that such a signal
actually leaves the moon, instead of being internally reﬂected. Therefore it is worthwhile to point
a large low frequency radio telescope at the Moon to search for cosmic rays. As a consequence
of this, we report on the most stringent upper limit for ultra-high-energy cosmic rays above 1022
eV, from measurements with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope.
Part of the work required for this thesis, and for the work on cosmic ray air shower detection
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that I was also involved in, was the data acquisition of the TBB data. This is described in
Chapter 2.
To summarize the thesis, and also to look forward to future work that can now be done, the
thesis is concluded with a summary and outlook.
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Chapter 2
Transient Buffer Board
Data Acquisition
S. ter Veen
Abstract
This chapter describes the Data Acquisition system for LOFAR’s Transient Buﬀer
Board Data, as used during the Fast Radio Transient Search project and for the
detection of cosmic ray air showers.
2.1 Introduction
The LOFAR telescope (see Section 1.6) has an interesting feature that empowers new research
methods. This feature is a ring buﬀer for each polarization of all the individual elements (LBA
dipole or HBA tile). The ring buﬀer is located in RAM memory at the Transient Buﬀer Board
(TBB), and this data is referred to as TBB data. This ring buﬀer can be frozen and then read
out to disk over the network. This systems acts as a time machine: after a signal is detected,
the TBB data can be read out, and then be used to repoint the telescope into any direction,
or alternatively, be analysed at the single dipole level. This allows for example the study of
cosmic ray signals (see references in Section 2.3), lightning and to verify and localize fast radio
transients (Chapter 4). Our group at the Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen pioneered this method
and developed software, the pycrtools1, to analyse TBB data. To obtain the TBB data I have
built and maintained a data acquisition system during the commissioning phase and ﬁrst years of
operations of LOFAR. This system will at some point be replaced by an oﬃcial LOFAR system,
but at the time of writing was still the system used to obtain data and without which we would
not be able to do our research in cosmic rays and fast radio transients. In this section I describe
the development and working of this data acquisition system.
1https://www.astro.ru.nl/software/pycrtools/
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Figure 2.1: Dynamic spectrum from TBB data of a single dipole. Three Dutch FM radio stations
are visible, Radio 2 at 88.0, Business News Radio at 88.3 and 3FM at 88.6 MHz.
2.2 Early TBB data
The acquisition of the ﬁrst TBB data was done manually, through shell scripts, acting on the
tbbctl program, the test interface for the TBBs. This program will be explained later in Section
2.4.1. In this chapter I show some of the ﬁrst TBB data we took during the construction and
commissioning of LOFAR to give an idea about the type of data.
The TBB data contains the raw voltages of individual dipoles and therefore gives access to
the highest time resolution available of 5 nanoseconds as opposed to at least 5.12 µs for imaging
and beamformed data2. This enables the study of short duration signals, and to make dynamic
spectra of any resolution possible. In Figure 2.1 one of the ﬁrst dynamic spectra is shown of
a single polarization of a single dipole. In this plot several FM radio stations are visible. FM
stands for "frequency modulation", and slight changes in frequency that encode the audio signal
are clearly visible in this plot.
The ﬁrst data of a thunderstorm was obtained in June 2009, by automatic dumps during
the night. The duration of the data read out, or dump time, was 30 seconds per antenna, so to
increase the probability to detect lightning, data from only 6 antennas was obtained, 5 in single
polarisation and one in dual polarisation. For at least 3 dumps, the lightning was visible. From
this data an all-sky image was made, as shown in Figure 2.2. The inset shows a picture from
buienradar3, that shows lightning activity around the LOFAR station. The direction of our image
is consistent with the lightning activity shown.
As already shown with the lightning result, the capability of the oﬀ-line analysis is to repoint
the telescope in any direction. It is therefore possible to produce all-sky images, as shown in
ﬁgure 2.3. This ﬁgure was made as part of the Master project of Sef Welles [Welles, 2009]. The
Milky Way, the Sun and M87 are clearly visible. This kind of images is now used to check
the origin of transients that were triggered online, of which one was identiﬁed as a solar burst
(Section 4.4.2, Figure 4.6).
2Unless an inverse polyphase ﬁlter is applied that reverts the initial subband forming
3www.buienradar.nl, a Dutch website that shows and predicts rain and thunderstorms.
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Figure 2.2: Lightning imaged with 5 antenna’s. In the inset a picture from www.buienradar.nl,
showing rain (blue) and thunderstorms (yellow crosses) from the same direction. The
circles represent the elevation. The outer full circle it the horizon, and the inner circles
have an elevation increase by 15o.
2.3 Cosmic Ray Air Showers
Next to the fast radio transient search project described in this thesis, the other main project
that uses TBB data uses it for the measurement of cosmic rays. In this case the read out of the
buﬀers is initiated by a trigger from a particle detector, the LOFAR Radboud air shower Array
[Thoudam et al., 2014] for an incoming cosmic ray air shower. This enabled the most detailed
measurements of radio waves emitted by such air showers to date. The main analysis method is
described in Schellart et al. [2013]. The emission shows very strong polarization [Schellart et al.,
2014], corresponding to charge-excess and geomagnetic emission mechanisms. The shape of the
front is hyperbolic. This was measured by timing the exact arrival time in the diﬀerent antennas
[Corstanje et al., 2015]. At higher frequencies, 110-190 MHz, a Cherenkov ring is measured
[Nelles et al., 2015]. Most importantly it is possible to measure the mass composition of the
incoming cosmic rays by comparing measurements and simulations [Buitink et al., 2014]. The
most important parameters for this, the energy of the air shower and the distance to the shower
maximum, can also be obtained by a parametrization of the distribution of the pulse powers over
the array, instead of the full simulation [Nelles et al., 2015]. This reduces the processing required
for the analysis of an event signiﬁcantly, which makes it applicable on a larger scale.
2.4 Data acquisition
This section describes the data acquisition. First the tbbctl program is introduced, that is used
to control the TBB boards. Then setting up and obtaining data is explained. The datawriter
program is described next. Finally, the trigger center is explained.
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Figure 2.3: An all-sky image, showing the milky way, including the Crab Nebula and Cassiopeia
A, as well as the Sun and Galaxy M87. The image was made with 43 low band
antennas from station CS302 on 29-7-2009, 12:20:03, integrating for 50 ms and from
58 to 78 MHz. The outer full circle is the horizon, and the inner circles have an
elevation increase by 15o. Credit: Sef Welles.
2.4.1 tbbctl
The TBB board is controlled by two programs running at the local control unit (LCU) at each
individual LOFAR station, the TBBdriver and the TBBcontrol program. The TBBdriver is the
low level controller, that performs basic operations such as clearing the memory, assigning mem-
ory, starting and stopping recording into the ring buﬀer and data read out from the ring buﬀer.
The TBBcontrol program performs higher level functions, such as correlating triggers from the
radiotrigger that runs on individual TBB channels, or, in the future, control TBB datadumps
from external trigger messages. Until the latter functionality is fully operational, the TBBs are
operated through the TBBdriver. The tbbctl program is used to issue test commands for the
functionality of the TBBdriver. This can be used to start up the TBB boards and to stop, read,
and restart the recording of data. The tbbctl help ﬁle is displayed below with all the commands.
tbbctl help ﬁle
> > > > tbbctl COMMAND USAGE > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > >
# --command : all boards or active rcu’s are selected, and will be displayed
# --command --select=<...set> : only information for all selected boards or rcu’s is displayed
# Example: --select=0,1,4 or --select=0:6 or --select=0,1,2,8:11
______| CHANNEL |_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
tbbctl --alloc [--select=<rcuset>] # allocate memmory locations for selected rcu’s
tbbctl --free [--select=<rcuset>] # free memmory locations for selected rcu’s
tbbctl --record [--select=<rcuset>] # start recording on selected rcu’s
tbbctl --stop [--select=<rcuset>] # stop recording on selected rcu’s
______| CEP |_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
tbbctl --mode=[transient | subbands] [--select=<rcuset>] # set receive mode to configure UDP/IP header for CEP tranport
tbbctl --storage=node [--select=<rcuset>] # set storage node to configure UDP/IP header for CEP tranport
tbbctl --read=rcunr,centertime,timebefore,timeafter # transfer recorded data from rcunr to CEP,
tbbctl --readall=pages [--select=<rcuset>] # transfer number of pages from all selected rcunr to CEP,
tbbctl --stopcep [--select=<boardset>] # stop sending data to CEP
tbbctl --cepdelay=delay [--select=<boardset>] # set delay between CEP frames, 1 delay unit = 5 uS
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______| TRIGGER |_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
tbbctl --settings [--select=<rcuset>] # list trigger settings for selected rcu’s
tbbctl --release [--select=<rcuset>] # release trigger system for selected rcu’s
tbbctl --generate [--select=<rcuset>] # generate a trigger for selected rcu’s
tbbctl --setup=level,start,stop,filter,window,mode [--select=<rcuset>]# setup trigger system for selected rcu’s, mode = 0/1
tbbctl --coef=f00,f01,f02,f03,f10,f11,f12,f13 [--select=<rcuset>] # set trigger coeffients for selected rcu’s
tbbctl --triginfo=rcu # get trigger info for selected rcu
tbbctl --listen=[one_shot | continues] # listen for triggers, in continues mode the system
# is released after a trigger, in one_shot mode
# the recording is stopped after a trigger
______| INFO |____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
tbbctl --rcuinfo [--select=<rcuset>] # list rcu info, only allocated rcu’s are listed
tbbctl --version [--select=<boardset>] # get version information from selected boards
tbbctl --status [--select=<boardset>] # get status information from selected boards
tbbctl --size [--select=<boardset>] # get installed memory size from selected boards
______| DDR |_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
tbbctl --readpage=rcunr,startpage,npages # ddr read npages from rcunr, starting on startpage
______| FLASH |___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
tbbctl --imageinfo=board # read info from all images on board
tbbctl --config=imagenr [--select=<boardset>] # reconfigure TP and MP’s with imagenr [0..15] on
# selected boards
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
tbbctl --clear [--select=<boardset>] # clear selected board
tbbctl --reset [--select=<boardset>] # reset to factory images on selected boards
tbbctl --help # this help screen
< < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < <
Setting up the TBB boards
The TBB boards can be started by a TBB observation from the LOFAR scheduling system.
This will set up the TBB boards and start the recording into memory. If no such observation is
available, for example in stand-alone mode, the TBBs can be started by executing the commands
below.
#startTBB.sh
#!/bin/bash
/opt/lofar/bin/rspctl --tbbmode=transient
echo "Starting up the TBBs. The entire process takes about 30 seconds"
tbbctl --rcui --select=0 2>&1 | grep 0x0 | egrep "(S|R)" > /dev/null 2>&1;
if [ $? -eq 0 ];
then
echo "Already recording, not doing anything";
else
sleep 5
echo "Sending tbbctl --mode=transient to set the headers"
/opt/lofar/bin/tbbctl --mode=transient
sleep 5
echo "Sending tbbctl --free to free up the board"
/opt/lofar/bin/tbbctl --free
sleep 5
echo "Sending tbbctl --alloc to allocate memory"
/opt/lofar/bin/tbbctl --alloc
echo "Sending tbbctl --record to start recording"
sleep 5
/opt/lofar/bin/tbbctl --record
fi
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There are two modes of recording data in the TBBs, either the raw voltages can be recorded
in the transient mode, or selected subbands can be recorded in the subband mode, such that
a smaller bandwidth can be recorded for a longer duration. The subband mode is still under
development. The default mode used for cosmic ray, lightning and current fast radio transient
observation is the transient mode. This needs to be communicated with the RSP boards, to
send the correct data to the TBB boards, and to the TBB board, to provide the correct header
information. This is the ﬁrst step in setting up the recording. The next steps are to free the
memory and then to allocate memory. By default, each RCU is assigned an equal part of the
memory, to store the last 5.12 seconds of data. It is however also possible to assign a longer buﬀer
to a selected lower number of RCUs by selecting an rcuset (see help ﬁle). Because of the system
architecture there are limitations in this conﬁguration. The ﬁnal step is to start the recording of
the data. This will start the data ﬂow into the ring buﬀer. After the ring buﬀer is full, it will
start again at the beginning of the buﬀer to overwrite old data.
Freezing and reading out the TBB memory
To obtain data from the TBB memory, the data recording ﬁrst needs to be stopped with the
tbbctl --stop command. The data can then be read out, until recording is started again, or the
buﬀer is reset. There are three ways to read out data, by the --readpage, --read and --readall
command.
The --readpage command reads a number of pages (1024 samples) after a startpage from a
selected rcu to the harddisk of the station computer, the LCU. This startpage is relative compared
to the start of the memory buﬀer. The data is stopped at an arbitrary moment compared to the
start of the buﬀer. As this read method also returns a timestamp, it can be used to ﬁnd at which
page and time the recording of the data really started, to check which data can be read out, or
to check the delay time between sending a trigger and stopping the TBB memory. The readpage
command can also be used while still recording data. It should be seen as an inspection tool. To
take large volumes of data, the data can directly be sent to the storage computers using the other
two commands.
The --readall command is also a relative command. It reads the last number of pages stored.
By default it reads all RCUs, but a selection can also be made. Because each RCU is stopped at
a slightly diﬀerent time, the RCUs in the dataproduct will also start at a slightly diﬀerent time.
The total buﬀer length read should be more than this time diﬀerence to have simultaneous data
that can be correlated. This method is useful for the fast radio transient detection, when the
complete buﬀer contains useful data. After the readall command, the TBBs will start recording
data into the buﬀer again. Also the readall command would stop the buﬀers if they are not
stopped already.
The --read command is used to read for a certain time before and after a central time from
a speciﬁed RCU. By looping over all RCUs a certain fragment of data can be obtained. This is
the most useful method for getting a small segment of data from a trigger around a speciﬁc time.
This is used for the cosmic rays, where 2 milliseconds of data is obtained around the trigger time
that is given by the particle detector LORA [Thoudam et al., 2014].
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Connection to central processing
The TBB data is sent over the network to the second Central Processing (CEP2) cluster. At
this cluster the data is received by the datawriter (2.4.2) and stored to disk as HDF5 ﬁles. The
data is sent using the UDP protocol. This means occasionally a packet may be lost, especially
if there is a lot of traﬃc going on at the same time. The data from all stations and all TBB
boards can in principle be sent in parallel, but this may lead to too high traﬃc. Therefore the
data from the stations is sent in parallel, but only one TBB board per station sends data at the
same time. In case the data traﬃc is too high, the sending of packages can be delayed by the
command tbbctl --cepdelay=delay.
Each station sends data to a diﬀerent locus node, one of the CEP2 computers. To do this the
IP address of the station needs to be speciﬁed, as well as the MAC address of a gateway router
that leads to this destination. The connection for each station is given in the TBBConnections.dat
ﬁle in the etc/StaticMetaData folder at the LCU. The translation from locusnode to MAC and
IP address is given in Storage+MAC.dat in the same folder. With these ﬁles the TBBDriver.conf
ﬁle will be ﬁlled with the corresponding values, e.g.
TBBDriver.DST_MAC_ADDR_0 = 00:02:c9:0e:39:30 # Gateway
TBBDriver.DST_IP_ADDR_0 = 10.135.252.11 # locus011
The assignment of locus nodes to stations is part of the roll-out of LOFAR production soft-
ware. If required, and after consulting the observatory, the node can be changed by using
tbbctl --storage=node.
2.4.2 datawriter
The datawriter receives the UDP packages at the locus nodes and writes the data into an HDF5
ﬁle with additional metadata corresponding to the current observations. The datawriter is a
program named TBBraw2h5 and is part of the LOFARSOFT / DAL software4. This program
takes several parameters, including the ports to listen to - one port per TBB board. The port
number is 0x7BBn or 31664+n, where n is the TBB board. (n=0-5 for Dutch stations and n=0-11
for international stations, that have twice as many connections). An example command is:
/home/veen/lus/src/code/release/bin/TBBraw2h5 -P31664 -P31665 -P31666 \
-P31667 -P31668 -P31669 -P31670 -P31671 -P31672 -P31673 -P31674 \
-P31675 -K -V -M -R20 -O/data/TBB/VHECRtest// \
--observer Buitink, Dr Stijn --project LC2_023 --observationID L244323 \
--filterSelection LBA_10_90 --antennaSet LBA_OUTER
There is no command sent to tell the datawriter that the readout is ﬁnished. Therefore a
timeout-time is given by the -R command option to determine when this ﬁle is completed. If no
new data arrives during this time, the ﬁle is completed and a new ﬁle will be created if new data
comes in.
At the moment the transmission of data is a separate process from starting the datawriter. The
datawriter needs to be started with some metadata from the observation, such as the antenna set
4http://www.lofar.org/wiki/doku.php?id=public:user_software:user_software
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(e.g. LBA_OUTER) and the ﬁlter (e.g. LBA_10_90 ). Additional metadata, such as antenna
positions, is added later, using the tbbmd program. To accomplish this, a new datawriter is
started for each observation. First the old datawriter is stopped at the start of a new observation.
The datawriter will only stop if datapackets stop coming, to prevent data from being lost. After
that metadata will be written to the ﬁles created during this observation. Subsequently a new
datawriter will be started with the new settings.
The datawriters are running through programs in /home/veen/datawriter/ at the locusnode.
They are started with the start.sh script in the program screen at each locusnode that has a
station connected to it. This checks if a datawriter is already running. If this is not the case,
it will start a new datawriter using rundatawriter.py. This is the programs that also checks
for new observations and stops the datawriter, adds metadata to the ﬁles created during the
previous observation (using addmetadata.py) and starts a new datawriter. The datawriter only
starts if there is an observation running. Observations are detected by reading the parsetﬁles from
/globalhome/lofarsystem/log/ that are created when observations are started. Every minute it
is checked if there is a new observation by running /home/veen/scripts/linkLatestObsdir.sh.
The latest parset will be linked at /home/veen/tbbdump/locustest/latest/latest.parset.
This process will need to be revised if multiple observations run simultaneously.
Sometimes, the process stops, for example when locus nodes are rebooted. To make sure that
new datawriters will be started, a cron job runs /home/jprachen/scripts/autorestart.sh to
check if all nodes still have datawriters running. If not, it will start a new one. The source code
of the programs mentioned in this and the following section are available at the LOFAR User
Software svn repository at http://usg.lofar.org/svn/code/trunk/src/contrib/tbb/.
2.4.3 trigger center
To handle triggers the program /home/veen/tbbdump/locustest/udpdumpMSSS.py runs at the
CEP2 head node, lhn001. This receives triggers from for example LORA, the FRATS programs
and for manual test dumps. The latter are initiated by running LORAsimulatedsend.py from the
same directory. When a trigger is received, the trigger center checks if an observation is running
and if this observation is allowed to obtain data. It does this by sourcing allowconditions.py.
The default setting is to check the Observation.tbbPiggybackAllowed ﬂag from the parset.
This is set when scheduling observations to allow simultaneous TBB dumps. It is also possible to
allow certain projects to dump, even if this ﬂag is not set explicitly, if agreed to by the observatory.
Allowing dumps also depends on the trigger source. It is for example possible to disable cosmic
ray triggers during another project that requires the TBB dumps.
For each trigger source, the amount of data (in pages of 5.12 µs) and the method (read,
readbefore or readall , see section 2.4.1 ) are also speciﬁed in allowconditions.py. There
is a general source list of stations for which TBB data can be requested. TBB data will only
be requested from stations that are both in the current observation, in this list, and that have
stopped TBB boards.
When a trigger is received and is allowed to dump, the necessary (tbbctl) commands are
sent to the stations. To do this, the commands are wrapped together with an ssh command in
a python module called TBBcontroller.py. This makes it is easier to loop over stations. All
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triggers are logged in /home/veen/logs/LORAreceived, with their source, whether they were
allowed or not, or if there was no observation, as well as the observation id, and the stations. The
time to verify the trigger and the total time to stop the stations are also logged. The timestamps
of allowed LORA triggers are also logged in /home/veen/logs/LORAtime4. Two examples from
the LORAreceived ﬁle are displayed below.
1411300998 490654382 not allowed L244333 LORA
1411310905 557035001 allowed LORA L244323 durations check:0.0120251178741 \
total 0.519134998322 nr stations [’CS031C’, ’CS021C’, ’CS103C’, ’CS032C’, \
’CS004C’, ’CS006C’, ’CS011C’, ’CS201C’, ’CS001C’, ’CS007C’, ’CS301C’, ’CS024C’, \
’CS026C’, ’CS101C’, ’CS013C’, ’CS302C’, ’CS002C’, ’CS003C’, ’CS501C’, ’CS401C’,\
’CS030C’, ’CS005C’, ’CS017C’]
For certain triggers, for example from the FRATS project, there needs to be additional checks
after the trigger is sent to verify if it is worth obtaining the data. In this case the TBB boards
can be frozen ﬁrst. The udpdump program then asks whether data should be obtained. This
can be set in the allowconditions.py ﬁle, e.g. waitforresponse["FRATS"]=True. This requires
interaction with the program, that is run in a screen, and can only be performed by the person
that started this program. But this saves downtime and diskspace if it is not worth obtaining
TBB data. Alternatively for these kinds of dumps, data can be obtained manually while the
observation is still frozen, for example by using functions from TBBfunctions.py. This is for
example useful to check if lightning is present in an observation by checking the data from one
antenna ﬁrst and then reading out the relevant time range of the other antennas.
2.5 Future implementation
While the system as described above has done its job, it required quite some user eﬀort and
system access and is not a stable long term solution. Therefore a new system is currently being
designed that uses the complete LOFAR architecture instead of this work around. It will interact
using VOEvents5. In 2016 it will likely replace the system described above and will hopefully also
enable an advancement in science as the current system has done.
5http://www.ivoa.net/documents/VOEvent/
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S. ter Veen, E. Enriquez, H. Falcke, and the LOFAR Pulsar Working Group, the LOFAR
Cosmic Ray Key Science Project and the LOFAR Transients Key Science Project
in preparation
Abstract
In the last 10 years, two new classes of fast radio transients have been detected: the
galactic Rotating Radio Transients (RRATS) and the likely extra-galactic Fast Radio
Bursts (FRBs). LOFAR is ideally suited to search and localize these transients at
low frequencies, because of its sensitivity, diverse beamform capabilities and the use
of buﬀers for the individual elements, that allow retroactive imaging of events, po-
tentially at arcsecond resolution. To expand our understanding of the population of
fast radio transients we aim to search for, identify, and localize sources at frequencies
below 250 MHz, with the ﬁrst observations taken between 119 and 151 MHz. We do
this by running a real-time search program for fast radio transients, commensal to
other observations to optimize observing time, and using a wide incoherent LOFAR
beam (11.25 deg2 at 150 MHz), to optimize sky coverage. Buﬀered data from hun-
dreds of dipoles are used to reconstruct the direction and polarization infomation, and
to distinguish between celestial, terrestrial and instrumental origins. In addition to
describing our novel experimental setup, we also present ﬁndings of the ﬁrst observa-
tions, a limit on the transient rate at LOFAR frequencies of less than 1360 events per
sky per day above a ﬂuency of 761 Jy ms at dispersion measures < 120 pc cm−3.
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3.1 Introduction
Radio was the ﬁrst domain of the electromagnetic spectrum to detect fast, sub-second, transients
with the discovery of pulsars [Hewish et al., 1968] and searches continue at major radio telescopes,
such as Parkes [Keith et al., 2010], Arecibo [Deneva et al., 2013; Cordes et al., 2006] the Green
Bank Telescope [Boyles et al., 2013] and LOFAR [Coenen et al., 2014]. While the ﬁrst pulsars
were discovered through their individual pulses [Hewish et al., 1968; Pilkington et al., 1968] the
ﬁeld moved quite quickly to use periodicity searches to ﬁnd new pulsars [e.g. Davies et al., 1970].
The longer integration time enabled the detection of weak pulsars, that would not have been
detected through their individual pulses. In the last decade, pulsar astronomers got increasingly
interested in the study of individual pulses again, by using more advanced back-ends. This led
for example to the discovery of the Rotating Radio Transients [RRATs, McLaughlin et al., 2006],
neutron stars for which only occasionally pulses can be seen on earth. This class of objects may
be related to the intermittent pulsars [Kramer et al., 2006], or to emission like the giant pulses
from the Crab Pulsar (Cordes et al. [2004] and references therein) that only a few pulsars show
[Slowikowska et al., 2007]. To get a complete picture of the neutron star population in our Galaxy,
we should also search for them through their individual pulses.
The study of these fast radio transients, however, may not be constrained to our Galaxy.
The recently discovered Fast Radio Bursts (FRBs) [Lorimer et al., 2007; Keane et al., 2012;
Thornton et al., 2013; Spitler et al., 2014] are argued to be of extragalactic origin to explain their
high Dispersion Measure (DM). If FRBs are of extragalactic origin, the energy radiated by these
bursts is very high at 1038-1040 erg [Thornton et al., 2013], more than 7 orders of magnitude
brighter than the brightest pulse observed from the Crab pulsar. This cannot be easily explained
by the pulsar and magnetar radiation observed so far. Several sources have been suggested as
the origin of this type of burst, such as evaporating black holes [Rees, 1977], soft gamma-ray
repeaters [Popov & Postnov, 2007], coalescing neutron stars [Hansen & Lyutikov, 2001], core-
collapse supernova [Egorov & Postnov, 2009] and the collapse of a supra-massive rotating neutron
star [or "Blitzar", Falcke & Rezzolla, 2014].
There is still the possibility that these events are Galactic or even terrestrial. Events that
mimic the dispersion curve, at least for part of the bandwidth, were seen at the Parkes telescope,
the "Perytons" [Burke-Spolaor et al., 2011a]. These were found to be artiﬁcial events caused by
the microwave ovens of the observatory [Petroﬀ et al., 2015b]. Recently, similar events have been
reported by Saint-Hilaire et al. [2014]. Kulkarni et al. [2014] suggest that FRBs could be Perytons,
but in the far ﬁeld of the telescope, such that only few beams are triggered. The original FRB
and the higher DM events cannot be explained by the observatories microwave ovens.
A suggestion for a Galactic source is ﬂares from nearby, magnetically active stars [Loeb et al.,
2014]. The DM excess is then explained by free electrons in the star’s corona. However, if the
stars density is too large, higher order terms in the dispersion relation need to be taken into
account [Tuntsov, 2014; Dennison, 2014], which limits the type of stars for which this may still
work.
Given the uncertainties in the origin of FRBs, more observations are needed to understand
the nature of these pulses, preferably also at diﬀerent frequencies to get a complete picture of
their emission mechanism. If the source proves to be extragalactic it could be used as a probe
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of the intergalactic medium (IGM), through scattering and dispersion, and of the intergalactic
magnetic ﬁeld, by obtaining rotation measures. They can be used to probe (missing) baryons
[Deng & Zhang, 2014; McQuinn, 2014] and Dark Energy [Zhou et al., 2014], if the redshift can
be determined. If this emission can be used as a standard candle, they form an additional probe
for distance determination and cosmology.
As a preparation for the Square Kilometre Array (SKA; Garrett et al. [2010]) several pathﬁnd-
ers have been built that combine a high sensitivity with a large ﬁeld of view. This combination
makes these instruments very useful to search for rare objects such as FRBs and RRATS. One
such instrument is the LOw Frequency ARray (LOFAR) [van Haarlem et al., 2013; Stappers
et al., 2011] operating between 10 and 250 MHz. This chapter describes a LOFAR real-time
search pipeline and illustrates this with our ﬁrst measurements from the Fast Radio Transients
Search (FRATS) project, using a newly developed real-time search algorithm that concentrates
on commensal observing with a wide ﬁeld of view. The ﬁrst observations concentrate on the low
DM range < 120 pc cm−3 at the observing band 119-151 MHz.
As an unique extra feature, the LOFAR instrument is equiped with ring buﬀers from the
hundreds of individual receiver elements. This allows for post event localization of fast transients
with the full array resolution and full sky coverage, which cannot be done by a traditional single
dish telescope, and can be used for element-wise RFI rejection, to ﬁlter out local sources and
instrumental glitches. Together it is all that is needed to ﬁnd and identify these pulses as a new
cosmic messenger, if they are bright enough at these frequencies.
The outline of this chapter is as follows. Section 2 describes LOFAR and the FRATS project,
section 3 describes the ﬁrst measurements, section 4 presents the results of the measurements,
including an upper limit on fast radio transients. This limit is compared to other measurements
in section 5. A conclusion is presented in section 6.
3.2 Method
The aim of the FRATS project is to search for millisecond pulses with a maximum on-sky time
and sky-coverage, using the LOFAR radio telescope, while still being able to ﬁnd an accurate
position of the pulse and to discriminate against a terrestrial origin. In this section we will give a
brief introduction to LOFAR in the context of the project, describe the real-time search method
and go into source veriﬁcation and localization using buﬀered data.
3.2.1 LOFAR
The LOFAR telescope is a next generation telescope that enables interesting observing strategies
using digital techniques. In this section we only explain the speciﬁc features of LOFAR related
to the observations presented here. In principle the FRATS project may use diﬀerent LOFAR
conﬁgurations for future measurements. For further details we refer for a general description of
LOFAR to Section 1.6 and van Haarlem et al. [2013], and for the beamformed modes to Stappers
et al. [2011].
The observations presented here use the High Band Antennas (HBAs), with the 110-190 MHz
ﬁlter. Three diﬀerent station pointings or sub-array pointings (SAPs) are formed with 2592
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channels of 12 kHz bandwidth covering the frequency range 119 -151 MHz. These SAPs can be
combined in imaging mode (optimizing on angular resolution, e.g., to image radio sources) and
beamformed mode (phasing up high time-resolution data, e.g., to observe pulsars). In beamformed
mode the SAPs can be combined in phase (coherent mode, more sensitive, narrow beam) or in
power (incoherent mode, less sensitive, wide beam, e.g., 11.25 sq. degr at 150 MHz). Imaging
and beamformed mode can operate simultaneously, but these observations use beamformed mode
only.
3.2.1.1 Transient Buﬀer Boards
A very important feature for our project is the ring buﬀer for each dipole or tile that stores the raw
data for the last several seconds at the Transient Buﬀer Board (TBB). At the start of the project
the buﬀer time was 1.3 seconds, but later this was upgraded to 5.2 seconds. If an interesting
signal is found, these buﬀers can be frozen and then the data can be read out to study the signal
in detail. This is a very powerful tool to study transient events, because with this data, a beam
can be reconstructed in any direction. With multiple beams, multiple directions can be covered,
which enables us to ﬁnd the source of the radiation anywhere on the sky, by making an all-sky
image. A precise location is found using long baselines, potentially down to arc second resolution.
This unique feature is at the basis of the FRATS project, to provide additional high-precision
positional information as well as a discrimination against RFI by the all-sky coverage and access
at the antenna level. In this chapter we only discuss the real-time trigger. The details of the TBB
data reduction pipeline are discussed in Chapter 4.
3.2.2 The FRATS project
For the FRATS project, because it is looking for rare events, it is important to obtain a maximum
sky coverage, both in Field of View (FoV) as well as in observing time. To do this an incoherent
beam is formed parallel to other LOFAR observations. The incoherent beam adds the SAPs in
power. This preserves the large FoV (e.g. 11.25 deg2 at 150 MHz) and maintains the high time
resolution. One observation can have multiple pointings and thus multiple incoherent beams.
Each beam consists of hundreds of channels with a frequency resolution of 0.6-195 kHz that can
be used for radio frequency interference (RFI) excision and dedispersion, the removal of the delay
caused by free electrons in the interstellar medium (Eq. 3.1). For these ﬁrst observations 2592
channels of 12 kHz bandwidth were used.
At this moment the computational costs are too high to run a trigger in real-time on the large
number of more sensitive coherent beams that is needed to tile out the station beam, but this is
certainly a desired extention for the future.
3.2.2.1 Real-Time Trigger Algorithm
These ﬁrst observations have 3 beams. On each beam a trigger algorithm runs in real-time to
search for dispersed millisecond pulses, by reading the data of the disk as soon as it is written.
The trigger algorithm consists of three tasks that will be described in detail: 1) RFI cleaning, 2)
dedispersion for a range of trial values, and 3) ﬁnding short dispersed pulses.
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Task 1, RFI cleaning. Before the data is cleaned, the data is ﬁrst integrated from 0.5 ms
to 2 ms samples to enable enough calculations in the second step. Then the bandpass is removed
by dividing each sample in a channel by the average in that channel as calculated over 1 second
intervals. This results in each sample having a value around unity. After that, two types of
RFI are removed, narrowband RFI at a speciﬁc frequency and broadband RFI at a speciﬁc time
sample.
Strong narrowband interference is removed by identifying and correcting bad channels. This
is done assuming that the noise follows a Gaussian distribution and interference does not. For
Gaussian noise
∑N
t=1 x
2
t /µ
2 = N(σ2/µ2− 1) is constant with µ =∑Nt=1 xt/N and σ2 =∑Nt=1(xt−
µ)2/N . For each frequency channel Sf =
∑
t x
2
t,f/µ
2 is calculated, where xt,f/µ is the sample at
time t and frequency f after the division by the average in the previous step. The average and
standard deviation over the frequencies is calculated for Sf , where the lowest and highest 10% of
the values are not taken into account, to be less sensitive to outliers. Channels are ﬂagged that
are 15 standard deviations above the average. This high threshold is chosen, such that bright
broadband pulses will not result in the ﬂagging of many channels. Flagged channels are replaced
by the expected average of 1.0 for the complete one-second chunk of data.
The second step is to ﬂag broadband RFI, signals with a high S/N at DM=0. Therefore the
data is split into 8 diﬀerent frequency bands, and summed over each band, producing 8 time
series. For each time series the average and standard deviation are calculated, where the lowest
and highest 10% of the values are not taken into account. Time samples that have a value of more
than 4 standard deviations above the average in at least two bands simultaneously are ﬂagged.
The value at at all frequencies for this speciﬁc time is replaced by unity. On average 1% of the
samples are ﬂagged.
The ﬂagging of channels at 15 standard deviations is not suﬃcient to ﬂag all narrowband
interference. Therefore there is an extra step where channels that are still more than 6 standard
deviations above threshold are ﬂagged. On average 4% of the channels are ﬂagged because of
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(a) Raw dynamic spectrum. The spectrum is
dominated by strong RFI lines that need to
be removed ﬁrst.
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Figure 3.1: Dynamic spectra of B0834+06, showing the RFI cleaning process.
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RFI. Also, every 16th channel is ﬂagged, because these contain non-physical data, because of the
polyphase ﬁlter. This brings the total fraction of channels ﬂagged to 10%.
As a ﬁnal step, for each of the frequency bands, the average time series is subtracted, to have
smoother dedispersed timeseries if the averages of the diﬀerent one-second blocks vary too much.
An example of a ﬂagged dynamic spectrum can be seen in Fig. 3.1b. For comparison, see the
unﬂagged spectrum in Fig. 3.1a, where only narrowband RFI lines are visible.
Task 2, dedispersion. Dispersion in the interstellar medium causes lower frequencies to
arrive later according to the dispersion law (Eq. 3.1). Emission at frequency ν1 is delayed with
respect to emission at frequency ν2 by ∆tDM:
∆tDM = 4.15msDM(
1
v21,GHz
− 1
v22,GHz
) (3.1)
where DM =
∫ Source
Earth ne(l)dl is the electron column density in pc cm
−3 with ne the electron density.
For unknown objects the amount of electrons along the line of sight to the source, and thus the
DM value, is unknown. Because of the large eﬀect at low observing frequencies, hundreds or even
thousands of DM trials need to be searched, as explained in Section 3.3.2. For each of these trials,
the data is summed according to this delay law in ﬁve diﬀerent frequency bands. This enables
us to use a very eﬃcient coincidence trigger to ﬁlter out false positives as explained in the next
section. The dedispersion uses an integer sample correction in the shift, rounded to the lower
integer value (Fig. 3.2).
Task 3, ﬁnding strong, short signals The ﬁrst step is to search for peaks in a single
frequency band. For this the average and standard deviation of this block of data is calculated.
A ﬁrst level trigger message is sent for values exceeding the average by 7 standard deviations for
diﬀerent integration lengths at 2, 4, 8 and 16 ms, using a sliding window for the summation. The
standard deviation and average are corrected for the integration length. A trigger in just one band
is not signiﬁcant enough, therefore a coincidence is required over 3 diﬀerent frequency bands. To
do this, the time stamp, DM value and integration length are stored in a table. The timestamp is
rounded to 100 ms accuracy and corrected for the dispersive time delay with respect to the lowest
observing frequency. For a coincidence to occur, there should be a trigger received for a certain
DM and integration length in at least 3 diﬀerent frequency bands within a 100 ms window. This
window is larger than required for a strict coincidence, 16 ms is enough for the maximum oﬀset
DM of 0.15 pc cm−3, but it allows a few consecutive DM values to provide a coincidence trigger,
thereby making a stronger case for a dispersed pulse. To ensure this window of 100 ms the total
number of events are counted both for the current timestamp and the previous timestamp, and
the current timestamp and the next time stamp, as the real 100 ms window that contains the
events may be across the border between two bins.
Using the coincidences over 3 bands is a very eﬀective way of cutting out non-dispersed events,
including RFI, because it does not trigger for a strong signal in just one band, and also not when
the delay between bands does not follow the dispersion relation. Table 3.1 lists the number of
trigger messages in 34 observations with 3 beams each. Counting distinct triggers is not straight-
forward, as one event may show up at diﬀerent bands, at diﬀerent lengths, with diﬀerent DMs,
and in diﬀerent beams. If we make no such distinction, but do group the events in a 100 ms
window, there are more than 640 000 candidates. By applying diﬀerent ﬁlters, this is brought
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Figure 3.2: Dedispersed timeseries in 5 bands for observation L83047, showing pulsar B0834+06.
The bands are shifted with respect to each other corresponding to the delay between
the bands. A coincidence of 3 bands is required for a candidate event.
down to 34 distinct triggers, in at least one beam. Therefore the average false trigger rate is 1
per hour, but there is an outlier with a maximum of 10 triggers from observation L88290 (Fig.
3.3). Compared to the number of triggers in a single band or from other single pulse searches
[e.g. Siemion et al., 2012], this is a very low rate. One important ﬁlter is a minimum DM ﬁlter to
ﬁlter out RFI triggers, that occur at low DM. At early observations we did not trigger below a
DM of 5 pc cm−3 and for the last seven observations, not below a DM of 10 pc cm−3. However,
this also means we will not trigger on any real sources at such low DM values. For the full DM
range see Fig. 3.4.
3.2.2.2 Source veriﬁcation and localization
The trigger algorithm responds to an increased signal in the diﬀerent frequency bands at a dif-
ferent time, prescribed by the dispersion law. Dispersed pulses are not the only signals showing
this behaviour, and therefore, to train the algorithms, the data is ﬁrst visually inspected before
allowing the system to save TBB data to disk. Therefore, when a coincidence trigger message is
received, not only are the TBB buﬀers frozen, but also an e-mail is sent with plots for inspection.
This e-mail contains the dynamic spectrum with (Fig. 3.1b) and without ﬂagging (Fig. 3.1a) as
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Table 3.1: FRATS trigger statistics over 33 observations without strong pulsars. Triggers are sent
separately for each beam, integration length, subband and DM. Therefore one event can
be counted multiple times, by counting it at diﬀerent DM values, in diﬀerent subbands
or at diﬀerent integration lengths. The entries such as "no multiple DMs" mean that
the triggers at diﬀerent DMs are counted as one trigger. The coincidences require a
trigger in 3 diﬀerent subbands within 200 ms.
Trigger count method Number of triggers
Total 2 650 864
Excluding data loss 729 023
and ∆t > 100 ms 646 375
and DM>5 pc cm−3 246 281
and no multiple DMs 59 440
and no multiple lengths 38 434
and no multple subbands 32 317
Coincidences (Summed over beams) 78
Coincidences (Summed over observations) 42
Coincidences (within 3 seconds) 34
well as the timeseries of the diﬀerent bands at the trial DM (Fig. 3.2) and a near-zero DM. The
latter is used to check for RFI. From these plots it can easily be seen if there is indeed a dispersed
pulse, or if there is another type of signal causing the trigger. Only when the source is interesting
enough for further study, be it a dispersed pulse, or another signal, TBB data from all individual
dipoles/tiles is obtained. With this data, the telescope can be repointed in any required direction.
In addition high resolution images can be made. This enables the investigation of instrumental
glitches and checking for nearby signals, as well as determining a more precise origin. In principle
this is possible at the full LOFAR resolution, up to sub-arcsecond if international baselines are
used, provided the data can be calibrated. See Chapter 4 for details on this TBB data reduction.
3.3 Observations
This section describes the setup of the ﬁrst measurements and how this data is used to calculate
the sensitivity for Galactic and extra-galactic pulses.
3.3.1 Survey description
As a ﬁrst test survey we had the FRATS analysis running in parallel on 35 hours of observations
at 119-151 MHz, using 3 diﬀerent beams. When performing a survey for dispersed pulses, there
are several parameters that need to be chosen. Examples of these parameters are the DM step, the
time resolution, the search time resolutions, the frequency channel resolution, and the observation
bandwidth. These parameters are limited by the instrument and by the available computing
power. Especially with a real-time trigger system like FRATS, the computing power is a limiting
factor. Also, because FRATS runs in parallel to other LOFAR observations, the other observation
constrains the possible values for certain parameters as well. The settings for the survey are
displayed in Table 3.2.
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Figure 3.3: Number of non-dispersed triggers per observation. Triggers in multiple beams or too
close together are counted only once. These triggers are likely caused by RFI or
instrumental eﬀect, but can also be caused by astronomical objects such as the Sun.
For the FRATS analysis we downsample the data to a time resolution of 2 milliseconds, to
decrease the required computing power, and analyse the data per 512 samples in approximately
one-second blocks. The data is split into ﬁve continuous frequency bands used for the ﬁrst-level
trigger, with a bandwidth of 6.25 MHz each. Choosing more frequency bands gives more overhead
in calculating triggers for each band and reduces the sensitivity per band. Choosing fewer bands
at ﬁrst gives an increase in sensitivity, but this eﬀect is counteracted by a reduced sensitivity for
intermediate DM values, as explained in section Section 3.3.2. This setup allows to search ∼400
DM trials in real-time, depending on what other processes have to run in parallel at the LOFAR
post-processing cluster.
3.3.2 Dedispersion eﬃciency
The DM step, or ∆DM, that is the diﬀerence between two subsequent DM values, is an impor-
tant parameter determining the survey eﬃciency. Usually the DM step is chosen to optimize
the survey eﬃciency, without duplicating computation too much. In this project a balance is
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Figure 3.4: Minimum and maximum DM for the 3 pointings are displayed as three bars for each
observation. Some pointings were not searched, leaving gaps in the plot.
required between the survey eﬃciency and the computational resources available1. To probe the
eﬃciency we have calculated how many samples in the dynamic spectrum overlap between the
dispersive curves for values DM0 and DM0+∆DM/2. As in Lorimer & Kramer [2004], given a
two-dimensional array of time samples and frequencies, the jth time sample at the lth frequency
channel can be denoted as Rjl. The dedispersed time series Tj , summed over a sliding window
with length nbins, is then Tj =
∑nbins
m=1
∑nchans
l=1 Rj+k(l)+m,l, where nchans is the number of channels
and k(l) is the oﬀset compared to the delay in samples for the lth channel compared to the ﬁrst
channel. It is thus a summation over the samples (j+k(l)+m, l) for all channels l and time steps
m in the integration. Now, if we consider another dispersion curve with relation k′(l), this has a
collection of samples (j′ + k′(l) +m, l). The overlap between these two curves is the maximum
fraction of samples that these two collections have in common, considering all oﬀsets between j
and j′. If the overlap in samples is 75%, the trial DM will still contain at least 75% of the power
of the true signal. This gives the eﬃciency of the intermediate DM values. This value depends
on integration length and ∆DM, but is independent of the actual DM value. For the chosen
value of ∆DM=0.3 pc cm−3 this is displayed in Fig. 3.5 which gives a maximum loss of 25% for
1In this stage of the LOFAR development it was not yet possible to install custom hardware to increase the
computing power.
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Table 3.2: Observation and trigger properties
Property Value
Incoherent beams 3
Frequency range 119-151 MHz
Pointing duration 1 hour
Pointings 35
Total Observing Time 105 beam hours
Eﬀective Observing Time 68.51beam hours
Frequency Resolution 12 kHz
Time resolution (data) 0.5 ms
Time resolution (search) 2 ms
Search width 2, 4, 8, and 16 ms
Station conﬁguration Superterpa
FWHM 1 beam 119 MHz (zenit) 4.77o
FWHM 1 beam 151 MHz (zenit) 3.78o
FoV 1 beam 119 MHz 17.9 deg2
FoV 1 beam 151 MHz 11.25 deg2
Minimum DM 0 pc cm−3
DM step 0.3 pc cm−3
Maximum DM 70-120 pc cm−3
Trigger bandwidth 6.25 MHz
Number of bands 5
Bands required to trigger 3
Coincidence window 2 x 100 ms
Single band threshold 7 sigma
Notes: (a) Dense core of 12 HBA substations.
the shortest duration pulses. For the DM range searched, the smearing within a channel is not
yet larger than twice the sample length, therefore the same ∆DM is used across the band. Note
also from Fig. 3.5 that dedispersion over the complete band, instead of in each of the subbands
separately, substantially decreases the sensitivity, because of the larger mismatch between the real
and the searched dispersion curves over such a broad frequency range. Therefore the sensitivity
increase by using the full bandwidth, a factor
√
5 ≈ 2.2, does not increase the detection threshold
signiﬁcantly, at least for the smallest integration lengths. This can be compensated by a smaller
∆DM, but that decreases the total DM range.
Because of this small DM step and the limited compute power available, the results presented
here only search up to a maximum DM of 70-120 pc cm−3, dependent on the speciﬁc pointing.
Additionally, the size of the TBBs during this survey was only 1.3 seconds, which limits the
amount of bandwidth captured for a triggered pulse. For example, at a DM of 120 pc cm−3 there
is only 3 MHz of bandwidth buﬀered at 130 MHz, which is only half the bandwidth of what was
triggered on. To verify candidates enough bandwidth should be contained in the buﬀer. The main
beneﬁt of this survey is that it runs in real-time and that the detailed oﬀ-line identiﬁcation of
targets is possible because of these TBBs. Therefore this initial survey was restricted to this low
DM, instead of increasing the DM range at the sacriﬁce of eﬃciency for intermediate DM values.
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Figure 3.5: Eﬃciency for ∆DM=0.3 pc cm−3 as a function of integration length as explained in
Section 3.3.2. The calculations are performed at DM=5.4 pc cm−3. The lines show
the fraction of overlap of the dedispersion curve between a DM value and a DM value
0.15 pc cm−3 (∆DM/2) higher. The solid line shows this for the lowest out of 5
bands used in these observations. The other bands give slightly higher eﬃciency. The
dashed line shows the eﬃciency, if instead we would sum over the complete frequency
range. For this calculation, the increase in bandwidth is not taken into account. The
triangles show the relative median eﬃciency at a DM =12.6 pc cm−3 compared to the
pulsar DM of 12.9 pc cm−3 for the detected pulsar B0834+06. The higher measured
eﬃciency can be explained by the intrinsic width of this pulsar (Table 3.3).
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3.3.3 Eﬀective observing time and beam size
An important objective of the survey is to ﬁnd a rate for the occurrence of FRBs and other
transients. Therefore we need to know how much of the sky is covered for how long. The duration
is set by the amount of good quality data that has been dedispersed. As the analysis runs in
chunks of around 5 minutes, the edges of these chunks are not fully dedispersed. Also, because
of a break between the analysis of chunks, the total time of 1 hour per pointing has not been
observed. An additional problem is data loss. Occasionally a block of 0.25 seconds is lost and
replaced by zeros in all frequency channels. This causes wrong averaging over the one-second
blocks and the data around such a block cannot be used to search for dispersed pulses. The time
lost per such block is 25 seconds, corresponding to the delay time of the highest DM (110 pc cm−3
in most cases) from the top of the full band (151 MHz) to the bottom of the band (119 MHz) to
both sides from this block. This last eﬀect reduced the eﬀective observation time by 15 %.
The beamsize depends not only on the observing frequency but also on the elevation of the
beam. This is because of the use of a ﬂat array instead of a steerable dish. The further the
deviation from zenith, the more elliptical and larger the beamsize is, due to projection eﬀects.
The beamsize scales as 1/ sin(EL) with EL the elevation of the beam. The minimum FoV is
11.25 deg2 at 151 MHz towards zenith.
3.3.4 Noise level
To set a limit on the transient rate, the detection threshold needs to be determined. The noise level
for an incoherent beam of N sub-stations at zenith is determined by Ssys = SEFD/
√
2∆t∆νN,
where SEFD is the System Equivalent Flux Density, ∆t is the integration time, and ∆ν is the
bandwidth. For ∆t = 2ms and ∆ν = 6.25MHz, the Ssys = 6.5Jy around 120 MHz or Ssys = 5.5Jy
from 130 MHz to 150 MHz, following van Haarlem et al. [2013] using an incoherent summing
of the stations. The eﬀective bandwidth is decreased by 10% by ﬂagged channels. The noise
level also depends on the elevation EL. To correct for this the antenna model needs to be taken
into account. There are two models provided by the observatory, the "Hamaker model" at the
antenna level, and the "Wijnholds model", at the station level. However, for the range of elevations
used here (33o-48o) the antenna models follow a sin (EL) dependence within 5%, which can be
explained by the beam size, so this is used as a simple model to calculate the ﬂux level.
The noise level depends also on the sky temperature in a certain direction. The sky tem-
perature towards the Galactic plane is higher. If all corrections are in place, the noise received
should follow the sky noise. To estimate the noise, the median of the average spectrum of 3-5
minute chunks of data at a speciﬁc frequency channel is used. The expected noise is taken from
the Haslam et al. [1982] 408 MHz map. Because the noise levels are normalized, no correction
needs to be applied for observing the sky at a diﬀerent frequency, assuming that the scaling is the
same for each sky position. The measured noise and expected noise level are plotted as a function
of Galactic longitude in Fig. 3.6 and their fraction is also plotted in Fig. 3.7. For pointings far
away from the Galactic plane there is at most a 20% deviation from the expected value. As the
pointings that add up to the extragalactic volume all point outside the Galactic plane, their noise
level is similar and therefore the typical SEFD value is used instead of a diﬀerent sky contribution
at each position.
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Figure 3.6: Normalized RMS noise, determined by average squared of the median in one frequency
channel and expected noise level from the sky. The Average is the measured value.
The Hamaker and Wijnholds values are from two diﬀerent beam models.
An additional loss in sensitivity comes from the deviation of the real DM of the pulse with
the trial DM we take. As these trials have a minimum spacing, the deviation is at most half this
spacing. For that situation we can calculate the overlap between the summed samples for the real
DM and the trial DM. For the DM step used here, this diﬀerence is at most 75%, see Fig. 3.5.
To compensate for the average gain of the beam, a factor 0.73 is used, which is common in such
surveys [e.g. Edwards et al., 2001]
The values presented above are for the design speciﬁcation of LOFAR. It is unclear if this
speciﬁcation has been reached or if there is still an additional noise contribution by improper
phasing of the SAP or the incoherent beam, or additional system noise. The best available
estimate so far is by Coenen [2013], who has compared the measured and expected S/N ratio
from 30 pulsars, and found that the gain was 40% of the predicted value. This would increase
the noise level by a factor 2.5. Even though the Coenen [2013] measurements were done with an
early installation of the system and are likely improved in the meantime by better calibration, or
be less aﬀected by additional noise, because less stations are used for the FRATS measurements,
the limits presented do take this factor into account and should be taken as a conservative value,
as the real sensitivity may be higher, up to a factor 2.5.
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Figure 3.7: Fraction of normalized RMS noise, determined by average squared of the median in
one frequency channel and expected noise level from the sky. The Average is the
measured value. The Hamaker and Wijnholds values are from two diﬀerent beam
models.
3.4 Results
As a ﬁrst exploratory result, this work covers the search for dispersed pulses in 35 pointings of 1
hour with 3 beams. On these pointings we have run the FRATS trigger algorithm with 5 bands
of 6.25 MHz, requiring 3 of those bands to trigger simultaneously at a 7 sigma threshold from a
minimum DM of 5 or 10 pc cm−3 up to a maximum DM of 120 pc cm−3 (Fig. 3.4). Because of
data quality issues, the total eﬀective observing time is 68.51 beam hours. We have checked the
data from each coincidence trigger to see what kind of signal caused it.
3.4.1 Pulsar rediscoveries
The main objective of the FRATS project is to search for dispersed pulses. Such pulses have been
found from two pulsars: pulsar B0834+06 (see Figs. 3.1b, 3.2, and 3.8) and pulsar B1133+16. The
ﬁrst pulsar was visible in all three beams of observation L83047, the second pulsar was observed in
beam 1 of observation L81249, with a few pulses also visible in beam 0. Detection of these pulsars
shows that our method is capable of triggering on dispersed pulses in a blind search. Several
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Table 3.3: Pulsar properties of the brightest pulsars in these observations. Values used are from
the ATNF database2 [Manchester et al., 2005]. The ﬂux is estimated from extrapolating
the S400 value and spectral index in this database.
PSR NAME Peak DM ObsID beam oﬀset period width S400 S150
[Jy] [pc cm−3] [deg] [s] [ms] [mJy] [mJy]
B0834+06 56.312 12.89 L83047 SAP000 1.98047 1.27377 23.9 89.0 1257.49
L83047 SAP001 1.78412
L83047 SAP002 2.55791
B1133+16 23.099 4.86 L81249 SAP001 2.75644 1.18791 31.7 257.0 1119.14
B1541+09 9.94 35.24 L94172 SAP001 2.18653 0.748448 46.2 78.0 611.827
other pulsars were in our beams, but most were intrinsically too weak to detect, according to our
estimations. The brightest pulsars are shown in Table 3.3. To estimate the brightness, we either
use the results from Hassall et al. (in prep.) of measured LOFAR data or extrapolate known
ﬂux values at 400 MHz (ATNF S400 values) with a given spectral index, or spectral index -1.7, if
not given. The peak ﬂux is calculated as [S150 * Period / Width] for the ﬂuxes by Hassall et al.
(in prep.). Pulsars B0834+06 and B1133+16 are the two brightest pulsars in the sample. They
give triggers up to 20 sigma in a single band. The detection threshold is 7 sigma, so we expect
pulsars that are 3 times fainter not to be visible. The only other candidate within 0.75 FWHM
(3.6 degrees) above a 7 Jy estimated peak ﬂux threshold is B1541+09. This pulsar is weaker and
has a relatively long pulse width compared to the detected pulsars and was not detected at ﬁrst.
In a re-analysis of this data it was detected by lowering the detection threshold or extending the
pulse lengths searched to include 32 ms.
3.4.2 Isolated Fast Radio Transients
Apart from the pulses coming from the two detected pulsars, no other dispersed pulses have been
found while checking all triggers from these 35 pointings. This allows us to set an upper limit on
the occurence of FRBs and other transients at 135 MHz. Other triggers were clearly not from
dispersed pulses, and could be celestial, terrestrial or instrumental. See section 3.4.3 for examples.
To set a limit on the rate of FRBs, there are four important parameters: the duration of the
observation, beamsize, noise level, and the maximum DM. These are determined per observation
and then summed to get a total number. As a conservative measure we take the limiting num-
bers, for example the minimum beamsize, at the highest frequency, and the maximum eﬀective
observing time reduction, at the highest DM.
3.4.2.1 Sky rate limit
By integrating the beamsize × duration for each pointing as a function of the trigger threshold
for this pointing, we can determine a rate limit in events per sky per day as a function of ﬂuence
(intensity × duration), see Fig. 3.9. For the highest threshold this sums up to 1/1360 sky day.
This means no events were detected at a rate of 1360 events per sky per day above a threshold of
761 Jy ms for a 2 ms pulse. The pulse duration is important in this limit. For pulses shorter than
2 ms, the average brightness need to be brighter. For longer pulses, the threshold in principle
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Figure 3.8: Trigger messages in the 5 frequency bands (dots of diﬀerent colors), with coincidences
(circles) for pulsar B0834+06 around DM=12.89 DM pc−3. At low DM there is some
noise that also causes coincidences. At higher DM there are many single channel
triggers. Because of the coincidence requirements of three simultaneous triggers these
are omitted. There is an accidental coincidence trigger around DM 40 pc cm−3.
increases with
√
t where t is the pulse duration. However, the eﬃciency caused by the ﬁnite DM
step also increases (see Fig. 3.5), such that for a 10 ms pulse, the threshold is 1540 Jy ms, instead
of 1700 Jy ms, as expected purely from pulse duration scaling. Note again that the thresholds
may be a factor 2.5 lower, because of improved calibration.
3.4.3 Non-dispersed events
We investigated two events that were clearly not dispersed pulses, but did have an increased
power over a large range of frequencies. We obtained the TBB data to ﬁnd the cause of these
events. In one case we have detected a solar burst, that entered through a side-lobe. In another
case the event was caused by a malfunctioning antenna. The TBBs are excellent in making such
a distinction. The identiﬁcation is discussed in Chapter 4.
3.5 Discussion
To put our non-detection into perspective we compare it to other results that have been published.
We ﬁrst discuss the sky rate limits and then discuss the implications for RRATS and Perytons.
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Figure 3.9: Rate excluded as sky area probed, as a function of pulse strength.
We also compare this survey with other LOFAR surveys.
3.5.1 Sky rate
In Fig. 3.10 we compare the sky rate and limits from various surveys. Our own result is corrected
for a 10 ms pulse, i.e. a ﬂuence limit of 1540 Jy ms. For all the observations, the captions shows
the DM range that was searched. We have covered as much or even more sky as the surveys
by Lorimer et al. [2007] and Keane et al. [2011], but not yet as much as the survey by Siemion
et al. [2012]. Our energy threshold is three orders of magnitude higher than the surveys done
at Parkes, but this may be compensated if the spectral index is negative to give brighter bursts
at our frequency, as shown in the plot for a spectral index of −2. A comparison with the other
LOFAR observations [Coenen et al., 2014] is made in Section 3.5.4.
A common misrepresentation of upper limits in this kind of plots, compared to actual data,
is by stating that if one has observed for an amount T over an observing angle Ω, the upper limit
is less than 1/TΩ. This is the expected value, but to make a statistically sound statement, one
should observe several times T to expect a rate less than 1/TΩ, as explained in Gehrels [1986],
for Poisson statistics with no detection. Therefore we have used the equivalence of a Gaussian 2σ
conﬁdence level in Fig. 3.10 for both the data points as well as the upper limits.
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3.5.2 RRATS
The non-detection of single pulses also means a non-detection of RRATs. RRATs have a high
nulling fraction, which can be more than 95%, in which no pulses are detected, and they have
typical "oﬀ" timescales during which pulses can be detected which can range from minutes to
hours, while the "on" timescale is seconds to minutes [Burke-Spolaor et al., 2011b]. Therefore,
RRATs with an "oﬀ" time scale below the observation duration should be detected, while there is
a chance of detecting RRATs with a longer oﬀ time scale, typically up to 3 times the observation
duration [Burke-Spolaor et al., 2011b]. Therefore instead of giving a limit in sky-duration, we
note that in 1610 square degrees (3.7% sky) no bright RRATs were observed in a typical eﬀective
observation duration of 42 minutes, above a threshold of 1540 Jy ms for a 10 ms pulse.
In light of the non-detection of RRATs we want to make two additional remarks. The ﬁrst
relates to the signiﬁcance of the non-detection. Out of a sample of ∼60 of the ﬁrst known RRATs
[McLaughlin et al., 2006; Deneva et al., 2009; Burke-Spolaor & Bailes, 2010; Burke-Spolaor et al.,
2011b; Keane et al., 2011] only one would be bright enough to be detected with the current setup,
while most need ∼4 times the sensitivity. This assumes RRATs are pulsar like and therefore have
an average spectral index of -1.8 [Maron et al., 2000; Miller et al., 2011] and that our search
bin exactly matches the pulse width of the RRAT. It is therefore not surprising that we have
not seen any RRAT in the current observations and that more data or a more sensitive setup is
needed to be able to see them. It is also possible that any such closer, brighter RRAT would have
also been identiﬁed as a pulsar. The second remark relates to future observations. Single pulse
searches are typically sensitive to RRATs with oﬀ-times of 3 times the observing length. This
means the current survey is sensitive to oﬀ-times of 3 hours, but future commensal observations
with multi-hour imaging observations are sensitive to oﬀ-times of several hours to more than a
day. This is a mostly unexplored parameter space, which needs to be searched to estimate the
full size of the population. The inclusion of further LOFAR stations in future observations will
also make us more sensitive to weaker RRATs that now have been missed.
3.5.3 Perytons
Another class of highly dispersed bursts are the Perytons, ﬁrst found at Parkes [Burke-Spolaor
et al., 2011a], but later also seen by Saint-Hilaire et al. [2014] at the Bleien Radio Observatory
in Switzerland. These bursts have a DM between 350 and 400 pc cm−3, but their time-frequency
signature is not completely an inverse-square relation, as it is for dispersed celestial pulses. They
are also visible in all beams of the Parkes multi-beam receiver, and therefore were early identiﬁed
as terrestrial. Perytons at Parkes are now known to be caused by the microwave ovens on site
[Petroﬀ et al., 2015b]. The normal microwave radiation is at 2.4 GHz, but when opened too early,
the microwaves also radiate at 1.4 GHz. LOFAR has seen no bursts that resemble Perytons.
Because it observes below 250 MHz this is not surprising.
3.5.4 Other LOFAR surveys
This is not the only project that uses LOFAR to search for fast radio transients. There were
two pilot pulsar survey, the LOFAR Pilot Pulsar Survey (LPPS) and the LOFAR Tied-Array
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Survey (LOTAS) [Coenen et al., 2014]. Currently, the LOFAR Tied-Array All-Sky Survey is
running. These are oﬀ-line surveys. The beneﬁt is that they can do the analysis oﬀ-line and thus
do not need to limit the sensitivity by the available compute power. However, they do not run in
real-time, parallel to existing observations, which limits their observing time and the speed with
which they can report on transients, delaying possible follow-up. Another project that does run
real-time is the ARTEMIS project [Serylak et al., 2013], which uses international LOFAR stations
in a stand-alone mode. It uses dedicated hardware with GPUs and can therefore also do a ﬁner
DM search. Unlike FRATS, that uses the pointings of regular observations, ARTEMIS does a
drift scan with multiple 6 MHz wide beams. This accumulates to a large coverage, but is limited
in declinations searched. The sensitivity of an international LOFAR station is comparable to that
of the Superterp, as used here, but the beam size is smaller.
Of these projects, LPPS is the ﬁrst that has reported a fast radio transient limit [Coenen
et al., 2014]. LPPS also optimized on sky coverage. As a dedicated survey it observed 34% of
the sky with 7 incoherent beams simultaneously with a 6.8 MHz bandwidth at 142 MHz. FRATS
has a similar single band bandwidth, but observes from 151 MHz down to 119 MHz. The time
resolution of LPPS is 0.655 ms, while FRATS uses 2 ms in the online search. Instead of just
6 stations (12 sub-stations), these observations used all available stations, 17 at the early phase
and 44 at the later stage. Some of the future FRATS observations will use a similar set. The
estimated gain of LPPS is 40% of the design value. For FRATS we used the same estimate, but
because of the installation of a single clock, the use of less stations, and better station calibration,
the real gain of FRATS could be better and this should be taken as a conservative limit. The
main diﬀerence is the observing time of LPPS, versus what FRATS has seen so far. LPPS reports
a limit of < 150 day−1 sky−1, for bursts brighter than 107 Jy for the narrowest search duration
of 0.66 ms. For a 2 ms burst, this results in a ﬂuency of 123 Jy ms, compared to 761 Jy ms for
FRATS. With 10 times more observing time, FRATS will reach a similar limit, albeit at a higher
ﬂux limit, if the same setting is used as it is now.
3.6 Conclusions
The FRATS project searches in real-time for Fast Radio Transients with the LOFAR radio tele-
scope below 250 MHz to identify new objects such as RRATS and FRBs. The focus is on an
optimal sky coverage, by using parallel observation and an incoherent beam. The real innovation
compared to other such surveys is the use of buﬀers from individual antennas which allows for
post-event beamforming and imaging. This greatly increases the conﬁdence in the validity of any
event and increases the positional accuracy, potentially to the full arc second LOFAR resolution.
This would be instrumental for identifying the source of FRBs, if any are detected.
In the ﬁrst parallel observations at 120-150 MHz, three pulsars, a Solar Burst and an instru-
mental problem were identiﬁed while searching up to a DM of 110 pc cm−3. The identiﬁcation of
the last two events was only possible by the use of the antenna buﬀers.
In the ﬁrst 68.51 hours of observing, no single dispersed pulses were identiﬁed, that were not
linked to a pulsar. This allows us to set a limit on the occurence of Fast Radio Bursts (FRBs) of
less than 1360 events per sky per day above a threshold of 761 Jy ms below a DM of 110 and a
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conservative gain correction of a factor 2.5. Even with the wide ﬁeld of view, the rate of FRBs
for the LOFAR telescope is limited by the DM range, either by the analysis, or by the intensity
of the pulses at high DM, due to their distance and possibly because of scattering. In Chapter 5
more observations are performed up to a DM of 500 pc cm−3.
Figure 3.10: FRB detection and upper limits, corrected for a Gaussian 2σ conﬁdence level. DM
ranges are in units pc cm−3. Detections by Spitler et al. [2014] (Arecibo, Sp14,
DM=0-2038), Thornton et al. [2013] (Parkes, T13, DM=0-2000), Keane et al. [2011]
(Parkes, K11,DM=0-2200), Lorimer et al. [2007] (Parkes, L07, DM=0-500). Upper
limits by Deneva et al. [2009] (Arecibo, D09, DM=0-1000), Siemion et al. [2012]
(ATA, S12, DM=50-1950), Burke-Spolaor & Bailes [2010] (Parkes, B10, DM=0-
600), and Coenen et al. [2014] (LOFAR, C14, DM=0-2000). All measurements are
at 1.4 GHz, except the LOFAR (Coenen and FRATS) measurements. FRATS upper
limits are plotted with 2 diﬀerent spectral indices, as ν0, ν−2, all DM=0-110. The
maximum estimated systematic error in the LOFAR ﬂux, because of the uncertainty
in the absolute gain calibration, is shown in the upper right corner. For the FRATS
results, the ﬂuence probed can be this much lower.
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Abstract
The Fast Radio Transient Search (FRATS) project uses the LOFAR radio
telescope to search in real-time for short, dispersed pulses. These pulses
can originate for example from pulsars, Rotating Radio Transients, and
Fast Radio Bursts. The project triggers on a signal from a wide incoherent
beam, and then uses data from individual dipoles, stored in ring-buﬀers, to
identify the source and the type of event. This chapter describes the data
analysis of this type of data, and gives examples of the localization and
identiﬁcation of several sources that were triggered in real-time, including
a pulsar and a solar burst. The ultimate goal is to localize precisely a fast
radio burst, to match it with a counterpart at a diﬀerent wavelength.
4.1 Introduction
There are several sources of fast radio transients, sub-second pulses that can be observed with a
radio telescope. Examples are pulsars, Rotating Radio Transients (RRATS), Fast Radio Bursts
(FRBs), solar bursts and stellar ﬂares, planetary emission such as cyclotron radiation from Jupiter
or lightning from Saturn or Earth, and nano-second pulses from cosmic ray showers in the atmo-
sphere or in the lunar regolith. And there may be other, unknown sources, such as the recent
discovery of FRBs shows [e.g. Lorimer et al., 2007; Thornton et al., 2013].
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To study this kind of short signals in great detail, the LOFAR radio telescope is equipped with
ring buﬀers for all its hundreds of receiving elements, at the so-called Transient Buﬀer Boards
(TBBs).
The Fast Radio Transient Search (FRATS) project aims to detect fast radio transients in real-
time with the LOFAR radio telescope and then trigger the storage of the TBB data to study the
signal in detail. The focus is ﬁrst on dispersed pulses from pulsars, RRATS, and FRBs, but other
sources may also be detected and studied in the same way. In Chapter 3 the real-time pipeline
and the ﬁrst measurements are described.
The diﬃculty with this type of searches, also at other telescopes, is the wide ﬁeld of view,
or low angular resolution (even Arecibo has a beamsize of 3.5’). This is especially limiting the
identiﬁcation of FRBs, by ﬁnding a counterpart at diﬀerent wavelengths, which could help identify
whether or not they are of extra-galactic origin. Another diﬃculty here is that the location of the
pulse within the beam determines its measured energy spectrum, which may alter the spectral
index as for the FRB found by Arecibo [Spitler et al., 2014]. It is even possible that this is altered
severely by a sidelobe detection of a very bright pulse.
The problem in localizing FRBs can be overcome by using the TBB data. With this data, the
telescope can be repointed in any direction, and thus also towards a sidelobe, or centered at the
real location of the pulse. The angular resolution is also increased by using longer baselines. It is
also useful to identify RFI in only part of the telescope, that may have been responsible for the
trigger. The same techniques can also be used to study the low frequency radio signal from other
sources, when triggered from an external system, such as gamma ray burst (GRB) detections by
the SWIFT satellite or fast radio transient searches at another radio telescope.
This chapter describes the TBB pipeline in Section 4.3 and the identiﬁcation and localization
of several transients found during the observations in Chapter 3 or during the commissioning of
this mode in Section 4.4. The chapter concludes in Section 4.5. But ﬁrst more background on
the telescope and project is given in Section 4.2.
4.2 Project background
In this section, the LOFAR instrument is introduced, with special emphasis to the TBBs. Then
a description of the FRATS project follows.
4.2.1 LOFAR and TBBs
The Low Frequency Array (LOFAR) [van Haarlem et al., 2013] is a digital radiotelescope designed
for fast response and parallel observations. It consists of ﬁxed dipoles (with two orthogonal
polarizations) distributed around several western European countries, with the center and largest
concentration located in the Netherlands. The array is arranged in stations. In this work we use
data from the stations in the LOFAR core1, but we plan to also use the rest of the LOFAR stations
in the future. The description below is only for LOFAR core stations. The remote stations and
international stations at longer baselines have a diﬀerent conﬁguration [see van Haarlem et al.,
2013].
1Stations within 2 km from the LOFAR center in the Netherlands.
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LOFAR has two types of antennas. The Low Band Antennas (LBAs) and High Band Antennas
(HBAs) are sensitive at the ranges between 10-90 MHz and 110-250 MHz respectively. Each
station contains 96 LBAs and 48 HBA tiles. Only one type of antenna can be used for a given
observation. The shape of the LBAs makes them have good sensitivity above 15 degrees elevation
[Krause, 2013]. For the case of the core stations, HBA antennas are divided in two sub-stations.
Each substation has 24 tiles each with 16 uniformly-distributed antennas. Every HBA tile serves
as a single element, since its individual antennas are combined by an analog beamformer in the
direction of the observation. This tile-beam is mainly sensitive within ∼ 20o of its phase center.
Thus, depending on the type of antenna used, we are sensitive to a diﬀerent part of the sky2. In
the rest of the chapter we denote by antenna or dipole either an LBA dipole or an HBA tile.
The two main observing modes supported by LOFAR are interferometric imaging and beam-
forming, which can also be used simultaneously. Stations are ﬁrst directed with one or more
Sub-Array Pointings (SAPs). They can be beamformed together either incoherently to form an
Incoherent Array Beam (IAB), or coherently to form Tied Array Beams (TABs) . The third
observing mode is a novel feature of LOFAR: the Transient Buﬀer Boards (TBBs). TBBs are ring
buﬀers that contain the raw voltages from each active dipole separately before the signal goes
to the correlator3. The TBBs can be used in stand alone mode or in parallel to other LOFAR
modes. Their use does not interfere with other LOFAR operations.
The TBBs are continuously recording data in their ring buﬀer, until they are frozen. This can
be done manually or by triggering software, and the data can then be saved to disk for oﬄine
analysis as described in Chapter 2. A single TBB data ﬁle contains the raw data of all the
antennas in a station. Diﬀerent modes of saving the data are available depending on the science
goals. The Cosmic Ray Key Science Project, for example, saves only a few milliseconds of data
[Schellart et al., 2013], while for the FRATS project we save the full data available. In terms of
data size, we store around 200 GB/station or 4.7 TB for a single event while only using the core
stations. This is an important logistical factor to be taken into account when designing a pipeline
that analyses this data type (see Section 4.3).
The TBBs can hold, at every given moment, the last ﬁve seconds of raw data at full sampling
rate. This means the data can be used at the highest time resolution as well as over the full
LOFAR frequency range independent of the parameters of the current observation. This also
means that the same TBB data is not limited to the mode LOFAR is observing, but can be
processed in every standard observing mode.
The TBBs also have a subband mode. Here the TBBs contain the data after being Fourier
transformed by a polyphase ﬁlter. The time gain from the bandwidth reduction is approximately
linear. For instance, using a 20 MHz bandwidth results in a 5 fold increase on the time stored.
This mode is not yet integrated in the system, but will be used for FRATS when it is available.
For more detailed information about LOFAR see van Haarlem et al. [2013] and for the TBBs
see Chapter 2.
2For practical purposes, we call in this paper "all-sky" the region each type of antenna is sensitive to.
3A supercomputer (previously) or computer cluster with graphical processor units (currently) located at the
Rijksuniversiteit Groningen.
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4.2.2 The FRATS project
The FRATS (Fast Radio Transient Search) project is designed to look for sub-second time scale
transients at LOFAR frequencies. The aim of this project is to swiftly react to triggers of fast
transients from systems internal or external to LOFAR, for immediate and even pre-trigger low
frequency radio follow-up of telescopes observing at diﬀerent wavelengths, or for a detailed iden-
tiﬁcation of the source seen by LOFAR, for example, by increasing the angular resolution. The
TBBs are a major component of the FRATS project because of their ﬂexibility and immediate
reaction to triggers.
For the observations we have used a custom made algorithm for transient detection in real
time. This trigger system has been developed for the FRATS project and is described in detail
in Chapter 3. There the initial results and ﬁrst limits on transient rates from the FRATS project
are shown. For the rest of this chapter we will refer to this FRATS Real-time Pipeline as FReaP.
Brieﬂy, FReaP aims to maximize the observing time and the sky coverage in order to improve
the chances of detecting these rare events. The observing time is maximized by having commen-
sal observing during other independent LOFAR observations. Additionally, the sky coverage is
maximized by using one or more station beams or SAPs, which have a large Field of View (FoV)4.
These beams are formed by the addition of the power of the diﬀerent beams from the LOFAR
stations. This SAP is usually available with beamformed observations, but can also be created
in parallel when having interferometric observations. FReaP uses the SAP data in real time to
perform a search for radio pulses that follow the dispersion law (Eq. 3.1, page 28). We check for
hundreds of Dispersion Measure (DM) values (Chapter 3). Once a pulse candidate is detected,
a trigger message freezes the TBBs within half a second. It also sends an email warning with
diagnostic plots. If the cause for the trigger looks interesting enough, we save the TBB data to
disk for oﬄine analysis.
This chapter focuses on the TBB analysis of transient candidates. The pipeline described in
Section 4.3 can also be used in the future for triggers from other telescopes. Section 4.4 shows
examples detected during testing and observing with FReaP.
4.3 Validation and localization of Fast Radio Transients
TBBs are a unique feature of LOFAR. Having the raw data of individual antennas gives us
great ﬂexibility. We can repoint the telescope in any direction. We can use the highest angular
resolution available for the LOFAR conﬁguration. We can also use the highest time or frequency
resolution possible. We can use the dual polarization information. Finally, we can inspect each
antenna for instrumental glitches.
These properties give us the ability to better validate and localize a real fast radio transient,
as well as looking in detail at their low frequency and millisecond-scale properties. For the
localization of fast radio transients we developed a pipeline and a series of tools that allows us
to use TBB data for our project. In this section we present the tools and steps we take in the
pipeline to use TBB data to validate and localize transients.
4The FoV of a SAP is 8o for 180 MHz , and 18o at 120 MHz.
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Figure 4.1: General structure of the TBB analysis pipeline. Cylinders represent data structures.
Gray rounded squares in the middle are the standard processing steps (Section 4.3.3
and Section 4.3.5). Blue rounded squares on the left are used for validation of LOFAR
based triggers (Section 4.3.2). Light-orange rounded squares on the right are used
when the pulse proﬁle needs to be identiﬁed (Section 4.3.4). Red squares on the top
contain input information. Solid lines mean that a process is always applied to data,
while the application of the processes indicated by dashed lines depends on the setup.
Dotted lines show steps that give new or updated parameters of for example the pulse
proﬁle (DM, pulse width, start time and so on). 49
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4.3.1 FRATS TBB Analysis Pipeline structure
The pipeline has been structured around our science goals, by keeping into consideration the
ﬂexibility of the required analysis, as well as around the logistics of using big data sets, and the
optimization of the required computational power. Figure 4.1 shows the general structure of the
pipeline. Here we give a general description, followed by speciﬁc details in the next subsections
ordered by the way the pipeline is usually run.
The pipeline is divided in three main parts, one standard and two optional. The standard
processes correspond to the minimum steps necessary for detecting and localizing a transient
with the TBBs. These steps (shown in Figure 4.1 as the gray squares in the middle) are thus
always performed. They are subdivided in two. The ﬁrst one, combines the signal of individual
antennas into their corresponding station BEAMs, discussed in Section 4.3.3. The second part,
combines the signal of the stations into a TAB or image for the ﬁnal localization and analysis of
the transient candidate, and is discussed in Section 4.3.5.
Depending on the type of the trigger, we can also use the two optional parts. The ﬁrst (blue
squares at the left in Figure 4.1) checks for false positives and sidelobe detection when the triggers
come from LOFAR itself (Section 4.3.2). The second optional part (orange colored squares at
the right in Figure 4.1) is used when the trigger does not contain precise or suﬃcient information
about the transient (arrival time, sky location, DM, and so on; see Section 4.3.4). This could
happen for instance if the transient is detected at other wavelengths (ie. SWIFT - X rays do not
show a measurable DM).
With this pipeline we use TBB data to look for millisecond-scale transient events with custom-
made software tools. Our tools are designed under the PyCRtools framework5 described in Schel-
lart et al. [2013]. It wraps C++ low-level functions in Python, where the higher-level tools are
developed.
4.3.2 Initial validation of LOFAR triggers
This section describes the part of the pipeline that correspond to a series of steps that validate that
the received trigger comes from a real sidereal source (see Figure 4.1, blue boxes). The pipeline
uses the unique capability of the TBBs to self-check the LOFAR observations. This validation is
done by rejecting false positives which could originate from, for example, power spikes from single
antennas, solar ﬂares, and lightning. These steps are computationally cheap since one can use
lower time and frequency resolution, or a subset of antennas or stations, depending on the the
type of false positive one is looking for and the signal strength. We can avoid using signiﬁcant
resources in easy-to-ﬁnd false positives this way. This part is run before the standard one, but
the results are not used in the standard pipeline. If a false positive is detected, the pipeline is
terminated.
4.3.2.1 RFI Identiﬁcation
The ﬁrst task in the pipeline looks for Radio Frequency Interference (RFI), and checks if it could
be the cause of a false candidate.
5https://www.astro.ru.nl/software/pycrtools/
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Even though the RFI environment around LOFAR is relatively quiet [van Haarlem et al.,
2013], there are transient RFI signals which can be mistakenly labeled as transient candidates.
In order to ﬁnd the false candidates, we aim to reproduce the trigger circumstances. The pipeline
ﬁrst uses the region of the data that contains the transient candidate. It takes the frequency
range used in the LOFAR observation and the time range (taking the DM into account) where
the pulse should be found. The information is taken from the settings of the LOFAR observation
and from the FReaP trigger message.
The RFI search is done by a tool developed for the Cosmic Ray pipeline [Schellart et al., 2013].
Here, the FRATS pipeline uses diﬀerent threshold values, as well as a slightly modiﬁed version of
this tool, in which we create more inspection plots which help to quickly determine the nature of
a signal. Figure 4.2 shows an example of these type of plots.
To look for RFI, ﬁrst the frequency information is extracted from the raw timeseries data.
The raw TBB data is stored as a timeseries of voltages, and a Fourier transformation is applied
to blocks of the data to make a power spectrum. The frequency domain is then represented with
complex values. The detection of narrow-band RFI is done by looking at the phase information.
For a given frequency, the phase diﬀerence of a pair of antennas will be constant and long lasting
if there is a RFI signal. A steady terrestrial radio transmitter can be found with this method
since the location is constant with respect to LOFAR antennas.
A dominating sidereal source, such as the sun, will also be detected by this method, but over a
large continuous range of frequencies. One can identify this type of false positives using an all-sky
imager (descibed in Section 4.3.2.3) to localize it and then compare it to known bright sources.
On the other hand, a dispersed pulse (e.g. FRB) will not be detected here since their duration
is typically only a few milliseconds [Thornton et al., 2013].
In case the ﬂagged signal is a desired signal, one can avoid ﬂagging it by using other types of
RFI excision, for example by comparing it to the baseline, or by comparing the statistics of the
frequency channels as is used for the FReaP trigger (Section 3.2.2.1).
4.3.2.2 Bad Antenna Identiﬁcation
At some occasions, the LOFAR antennas show short duration malfunctions which result in spikes
in their output power. Antennas whose behavior diﬀers from the rest (hereafter "bad antennas")
can lead to false triggers.
To identify the bad antennas, the pipeline compares the power (after RFI removal) of each
antenna. It integrates the power spectrum along the frequency range used to produce the FReaP
trigger. Any antenna that has more power than
√
N times the median power of the antennas in a
station is ﬂagged as a bad antenna, with N the number of antennas used from a station. Antennas
with a power above this threshold can cause a FReaP trigger.
If bad antennas are detected, the antenna behavior is studied by means of several diagnostic
plots in order to identify the cause. An example of such a plot is shown in Figure 4.2. In Sec-
tion 4.4.1 this example of a false trigger is described.
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Figure 4.2: Standard plot produced by the pipeline that shows the average power spectrum from
station CS003 on blue. The dipole showing a power spike is shown in red.
4.3.2.3 All Sky Imaging: By Interferometry
The previous steps of the pipeline are able to identify false triggers that are related to the instru-
ment. This step checks for signals coming from the station sidelobes. These events can also be
artiﬁcial (strong RFI), or from a sidereal source with no relevance to our science goals (solar or
jovian ﬂares, lightning, etcetera).
If the RFI identiﬁcation detects a source over a large bandwidth, an all-sky imager with
standard interferometric techniques6 is used to determine the origin of the source. This can be
used to check if it entered through a sidelobe.
This method is faster than others if using the full data set, but does not correct for dispersion.
In Section 4.3.4.4 we use a diﬀerent approach that creates an all-sky image taking into account
the DM and the short time duration of a pulse.
4.3.3 Standard processing: at station level
If the trigger candidate passed the initial validation, as described in the previous section, the
station level part of the standard processing pipeline will be run. This part of the pipeline does
the standard calibration and RFI ﬂagging, as well as grouping the signal from the antennas of
each single station by beamforming in the best known direction of the transient.
6Adapted from Jana Koehler’s work
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4.3.3.1 RFI excision
The ﬁrst step is RFI excision. For this the pipeline uses the same RFI ﬂagger as in Section 4.3.2.1,
but now on the full bandwidth available, and at a higher frequency resolution7. Also, it uses
diﬀerent thresholds of more than twice or less than half the median of the clean integrated
power. This time it looks for bad antennas that can increase the noise level. A discrimination of
antennas with zero power as "dead antennas" is implemented. This is a useful distinction since
dead antennas do not contribute to any excess noise, but only to the average power.
In the HBA band, there are some regions which always show strong RFI lines. One is at the
lower end of the HBA band, which corresponds to the FM radio band. The other one is a narrow
region around 170 MHz used for an emergency pager (see Figure 4.2 - blue line).
To eliminate the contamination from those regions all the data below 110 MHz is always
ﬂagged. Also all the data between 169-171 MHz is ﬂagged since the strong RFI line may show
spectral leakage. The last region which is always ﬂagged is between 190-200 MHz since the
sensitivity of the dipoles drops. The current ﬂagging method is performed by dividing the channel
by a suﬃciently large number such that the response is insigniﬁcant when combining multiple
channels.
The pipeline compares the RFI of the ﬁrst and last 0.1 seconds of TBB data. This way the
computation is minimized and only the continuous RFI lines are ﬂagged. This method removes
all the strong RFI and most of the weak RFI, additional RFI removal is done at a later stage
(Section 4.3.5.1).
4.3.3.2 Initial phase calibration
Before the data is ready for processing, diﬀerent calibration steps need to be performed. They
can be either at the intra- or inter-station levels.
At the intra-station level the signal path delays (or "cable delays") between antennas are
corrected up to the sample level accuracy (∼5 ns), by applying the time diﬀerence directly to the
time series before recording the TBB data. The sub-sample resolution correction uses standard
LOFAR calibration tables which are generated regularly [van Haarlem et al., 2013]. This correction
is implemented by applying a phase oﬀset to the Fourier transformed data of each dipole.
At the inter-station level, most calibrations depend on the type of the station (core, remote
or international). For the core stations the timing is done by a central rubidium clock connected
by glass ﬁber to all individual stations. While the remote and international stations use a GPS
system to sync their own clocks. TBB data obtain a time stamp when they are written to disk.
The time delay from the single clock to the core stations is measured periodically and tables are
available to correct for this oﬀset.
Another time diﬀerence between stations comes from the fact that the TBB data ﬁles may
start at a slightly diﬀerent time, because of the internal working of the dump process. The station
that starts recording latest is used here as the one with the reference zero time. A possible oﬀset
between antennas within a station is already corrected automatically by the LOFAR software
when the data is read from disk.
7Commonly ∼ 3 KHz per channel.
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The ionosphere also creates a phase oﬀset between stations. This eﬀect is more pronounced
for larger baselines. In Section 4.3.5.1 we describe how we calibrate this.
4.3.3.3 Flux calibration
There are many factors that aﬀect a ﬂux measurement when using LOFAR. Schellart et al. [2013]
show that the sky noise for the LBAs is dominated by the Galaxy, and thus the relative noise
level can be calibrated as a function of the Local Sidereal Time (LST). The case of the HBA is
more complicated, since multiple bright astronomical sources (e.g., Cas A) dominate regions of
the sky. Nelles et al. [2015] show that a 15% variation in the noise level is expected. Fortunately,
eﬀorts are underway to have an absolute ﬂux calibration for LOFAR. We note that an absolute
ﬂux measurement, even if desired, is not necessary for the localization of transient events. We
consider it suﬃcient for this step to use a relative ﬂux correction.
There are gain diﬀerences between the stations and tiles. The relative gain between the
individual tiles of a station are corrected by using the LOFAR calibration produced regularly by
the observatory according to the method by Wijnholds & van Cappellen [2011]; Wijnholds & van
der Veen [2009]. For the case of the relative gains between stations, data from the MSSS Survey
[Heald et al., 2015] have shown diﬀerences of ∼ 5% between the stations.
Another eﬀect is the overall spectral response or bandpass of the LOFAR antennas. In van
Haarlem et al. [2013][Fig. 20] the normalized global bandpass or total system gain is shown. This
can be measured by calibrating on a bright source with a known spectrum.
The current pipeline does not correct for a measured or expected spectral index of the noise
in the pointing direction. Instead the pipeline performs a simple baseline correction to make the
frequency response ﬂat. It uses a tool developed for TBB data which ﬁts the spectral baseline
using either a polynomial or spline function. It calculates a smooth baseline from a spectrum
with the edges clipped and RFI removed, which is then applied to the TBB data to create a ﬂat
frequency response.
4.3.3.4 Station beamforming: BEAM
After the calibration corrections are applied to the data, the pipeline beamforms each station
separately in the best known direction given by the trigger. For the case of FReaP, the pointing
has a relatively large angular resolution equal to a SAP8.
Beamforming is performed by applying phase oﬀsets in the frequency domain. The oﬀsets
depend on the antenna-dependent geometric delays and calibration delays, such as the delay by
using cables with a diﬀerent length to connect the antenna’s. The cable delay is known down
to the subsample level (as discussed in Section 4.3.3.2). A constant time delay gives a frequency
dependent phase delay. The calculation is done for each station or substation separately. If the
correct phase oﬀsets are applied, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) increases linearly with the number
of antennas as expected for coherent addition. Figure 4.3 shows this for a single LOFAR station.
The data used is presented in detail in Section 4.4.3.
It is possible to beamform by using diﬀerent phase centers. This gives the ability to combine
the data in diﬀerent ways (for imaging or beamforming). The current standard is to use the center
8The FHWM at 150 MHz is 3.8 deg
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Figure 4.3: Coherence measurement within a LOFAR station. Three pulses from pulsar PSR
B0329+54 were used. The dashed line has a slope of one.
of LOFAR9 as phase center. This is used to create standard SAPs or TABs by simple addition
of the stations. If instead the center of each station is used as the phase center, then one can use
each station as a single "dish" for imaging.
The main data product from beamforming is a custom-made array structure with the data
stored as complex voltages. We name this data product "BEAM" for short reference. It also
contains header information related to the observation and the previous processing (calibration)
done to the data. The BEAMs are handled in a dynamic way by an interface where some properties
of the BEAM can be modiﬁed (DM, ﬂagged RFI, etc.). Every time a BEAM is read, some of the
metadata is applied, these include DM, and ﬂagged channels from RFI.
In principle, it is possible to beamform with all antennas at once, but this is not a practical use
of resources. Combining the antennas of each stations into a BEAM is useful for three reasons: 1)
Part of the calibration works at station level, and can thus be calibrated and applied per station.
2) The data can be analyzed in parallel. This is useful since initially the data is also stored on
diﬀerent machines. 3) The reduced data size makes it easier to handle the data, because storage
and data volume are limiting factors10.
Since the BEAMs are formed at the station level, this method reduces the data size by a factor
of N/(p ∗ c) , with N the number of antennas/tiles being combined (24 for a core sub-station), p
is the number of polarizations (usually 2), and c is the diﬀerence in bitsize between data formats
(currently 4 by using 64-bit data instead of the original 16-bit format the TBB data is saved in).
9The center of station CS002 [van Haarlem et al., 2013].
10Recall that one TBB dataset of 24 stations can be 4.7 TB.
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This brings the typical reduction to a factor 6. A further reduction is possible by only selecting
the pulsed region in time and frequency.
4.3.4 Pulse identiﬁcation
Having accurate pulse parameters helps us increment the signal output, as well as minimize the
computational power used. However, this may not be the state of the information on a given
trigger. Depending on the nature of the trigger, some of these parameters may not be (precisely)
known (e.g. triggers from an X-ray telescope will not have a DM value, and therefore the time
the pulse arrives at LOFAR frequencies will be unknown). In the rest of this section we present
how we identify the transient signal.
4.3.4.1 Incoherent beam
Once the pipeline creates the BEAM ﬁles, it combines them incoherently to have a factor
√
S
increase in sensitivity, with S the number of stations used.
The incoherent beam or SAP is created by only using the power information. It uses higher
frequency11 and time resolution12 than the ones used to create the FReaP triggers. Thus, this
SAP is used to accurately locate the pulse in DM, time, and frequency (Section 4.3.4.2 and
Section 4.3.4.3, respectively).
Before all the stations are added together, the pipeline checks for stations with total power
greater than
√
S times the median power of all the stations. Bad stations are rare, but one could
go back to a misbehaving station and check if a single antenna is responsible.
In order to have the complete signal here the two polarization are added together. Besides the
moderate SNR improvement, this is particularly useful when pulses are not completely present
in one polarization. This happens when a linearly polarized pulse suﬀers from Faraday Rotation.
See Section 4.4.3 for an example.
To improve the detection of the pulse, we increase its contrast with the surroundings by
dividing each frequency channel by its median. We call this a "cleaned dynamic spectrum", and
this is only used at this stage of the pipeline.
There are several motivations to use an incoherent beam at this stage. The incoherent beam
has the same FoV as the beam used to detect the FReaP trigger, this way we improve the chances
to detect the transient even if it is not exactly at the phase center. In Section 4.3.3.2 we mentioned
that there are phase oﬀsets from the station time calibrations and the ionosphere. These do not
aﬀect the incoherent beam as much as the coherent beam.
4.3.4.2 Pulse search: DM
Depending on the type of trigger, the DM search will either reﬁne a given DM value, or will search
for a wide range of DM values if no DM is known.
Currently, the FReaP trigger saves the ﬁrst DM where the pulse is detected, this usually means
that the DM is a few units smaller than the real value. Here we take a range of ∆DM = 10
around the DM given and search for the DM with highest SNR (we ﬁt a function to the DM vs
11FReaP uses 12 KHz while here 3 kHz is used.
12FReaP uses 2 ms resolution in comparison with 0.3 ms used here.
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SNR data points). The pipeline also searches using a DM step of 0.05 pc cm−3, which is ﬁner
than the one used in FReaP (0.3 pc cm−3).
Another possibility for lack of precision in the DM could be if the trigger comes from other
radiotelescopes (e.g., Eﬀelsberg) that observe at higher frequencies, and are thus less sensitive to
dispersion. Since the time delay caused by the given DM is stronger at lower frequencies, it is
possible to calculate a more accurate DM [Hassall et al., 2012].
For de-dispersing the data, we use the standard DM prescription given by Lorimer & Kramer
[2005]. See also Section 3.2.2.1. We perform an incoherent de-dispersion meaning that the dis-
persion is not corrected within a given channel. This could cause dispersion smearing which
lowers the SNR, but we minimize the eﬀect by having a ﬁne frequency resolution. This is given
by τDM = 8.3 B DM ν−3µs, where τDM is the smearing, B the bandwidth in MHz, and ν the
observing frequency in GHz. Then for a 3 kHz channel, the smearing would be 0.0187 DM[ms]
at 110 MHz and 0.0036 DM[ms] at 190 MHz 13. Coherent de-dispersion is planned for a future
version of the pipeline.
4.3.4.3 Pulse search: time and frequency
Once the best DM has been found, the location of the maximum peak is used to ﬁnd the width
of the pulse by binning the data and selecting the contiguous bins with signals higher than one
sigma above the mean. This way we avoid having any a-priori assumption on the shape of the
pulse that could hinder the detection (i.e. by say ﬁtting a Gaussian with a scattering tail to the
data).
We note here that if the pulse proﬁle would contain multiple peaks (or other features), this
will not be detected directly at this point by our pipeline. The proﬁle is saved and thus one could
look at this in more detail manually. The pipeline also selects two regions around each side of the
beam, each with twice the width of the pulse as "sky" regions to calculate the background noise,
and check for additional features once the data is added coherently (Section 4.3.5.3).
For large DM values in particular, the time delay caused by dispersion will be longer than the
time available in the TBB buﬀers. This limits the range of frequencies containing the pulse. To
maximize the SNR, the pipeline also searches for this limited range where the pulse is present,
avoiding adding the frequencies where the pulse is not present.
4.3.4.4 All sky imaging: by beamforming
The pulse information is used to create an "all-sky" image in order to have a correct position (with
low resolution) of its location. In order to make an all-sky image one uses a single (sub)station,
and thus the signal needs to be strong enough. Once the pulse location within the dynamic
spectrum has been found precisely (a well known DM, as well as time, and frequency range), the
pipeline calculates the SNR. The threshold used is SNR> 3
√
S, with S the number of stations,
or equivalent to SNR > 3 for a single station, because lower SNR detection in the all-sky image
will be diﬃcult.
The imager used in this step is not the same as in Section 4.3.2.3, this time the pipeline uses an
imager based on tied array beamforming in each "pixel" direction. It was developed by our group
13For large DM pulses, we could choose an even ﬁner resolution.
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to be optimized for multicore systems14. It is also faster for short integration times [Horneﬀer,
2006, Sec. 3.1.2], which we have after de-dispersion. It keeps full time and frequency resolution,
but it also has the ability to integrate over either or both if desired. Another advantage of this
imager is that we can make an image by using only the time and frequency data where the pulse
is located, saving a lot of computational power.
The main purpose of this step is to ﬁnd the rough direction of a pulse. There can be cases
where a signal is actually from a sidelobe of the telescope. The SAP beam angular resolution is a
few degrees, which is good enough at this stage. The location robustness is improved by repeating
this step in a few stations separately. Therefore a minimum of three stations is used.
In the case of the single HBA substations, their regular pattern creates grating lobes that
could be as strong as the primary beam. Thus, a single image is not enough to determine the
real location of the pulse. There are two solutions to create images with diﬀerent sidelobes,
either use diﬀerent stations, as the antennas are rotated diﬀerently, or use diﬀerent observing
frequencies. The latter method is used here. For each station, two or more all-sky images are
created at diﬀerent frequencies. The images will show a displacement of the sidelobes while the
real source will not. The images are created at the maximum frequency diﬀerence, this maximizes
the sidelobe displacement and facilitates detection.
If the pulse is shown to come from a sidelobe, the pipeline can update the trigger values and
restart the standard pipeline. The Pulse Identiﬁcation part of the pipeline will also be run since
there will be likely more signal that had "fallen out of the beam" and is now available. An example
of this is shown in Section 4.4.2.
Finally, if the calculated direction is known to be within half the FWHM max (∼ 3o for
HBA) of the phase center, the BEAMs from Section 4.3.3 can still be used, otherwise they will
be recalculated towards the updated direction.
4.3.5 Standard processing: pulse localization and characterization
The ﬁnal part of the pipeline is the pulse localization and characterization and creates the ﬁnal
products for the scientiﬁc analysis. It is only computed after a rough direction is known. It
takes the BEAM data products and output information derived from the other pipeline parts,
to produces a high resolution image for localization and TABs for analysis and characterization
of transient candidates. This is achieved by coherently adding the BEAMs from the seperate
stations.
There may be some weak RFI that was not ﬂagged previously (Section 4.3.2.1). This time,
only the "sky" regions around the de-dispersed pulse are searched (see Section 4.3.4.3). The
pipeline uses two additional types of RFI identiﬁcation which are diﬀerent from the one described
in Section 4.3.2.1. The ﬁrst one uses the same technique as explained in Section 3.2.2.1, where
for every channel, it looks at the ratio between the sum of the square of the power by the square
of the sum of the power. The second is a more standard approach where a baseline is ﬁt to the
power spectrum and peaks above the line can be identiﬁed. This tool is an extension from the
baseline ﬁt approach in Section 4.3.3.3.
14
Tcomputing ∝ N
−1
cores if Npixels > Ncores.
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4.3.5.1 Inter-station phase calibration
The inter-station phase stability of LOFAR is aﬀected by several factors. The ionosphere causes
phase variations of the order of a radian per 15 seconds for the case of the HBAs for the long NL
baselines [van Haarlem et al., 2013], but the Core Stations are usually under the same ionospheric
bubble. For the case of remote and international stations, there is an extra time drift that comes
from the GPS correction of the station clocks of about a radian per minute. Larger variations are
seen at LBA frequencies due to the dependence of the ionospheric contribution on wavelength.
In regular LOFAR beamformed observations, the location of a point source may wobble be-
tween adjacent TABs in the case of strong ionospheric variations. For the TBB data, if this is
not corrected, the localization can be oﬀ. Therefore an inter-station phase calibration should be
applied.
Phasing-up the LOFAR stations with BEAM data could be a challenging endeavor. The short
duration of the TBB data reduces the sensitivity of the telescope and thus the number of sources
one can calibrate on. For a 5 second TBB data ﬁle, one needs to calibrate on point sources which
are at least ∼10 Jy. In the 10o x 10o MSSS veriﬁcation ﬁeld there were several sources above 10
Jy [Heald et al., 2015]. The tile beam is even larger than this, so we expect such a source in all
pointings.
If there is a calibrator source within the station beam the pipeline tries to self-calibrate with
it. This method has been tested with pulsar data shown in Figure 4.9. BEAMs pointed at 1,2,3
and 4 degrees away from the pulsar were made. As expected, only the pointings within the station
beam show a stable beam pattern. We intend to use this method on calibrator sources as well.
For the case of calibrating on a pulsar pulse, the pipeline takes the dedispersed complex voltage
data for each station and cross correlates each station with respect to a reference station only
on the data where the pulse is located. Our tests give reliable results when having a bandwidth
larger than 5 MHz and a SNR larger than ∼3-5 per station. This self-calibration technique is
eﬀective in removing phase oﬀsets.
The cross-correlation technique is applied in the following way. It uses the pulse information
which would be a few blocks wide. Each block is Fourier transformed and multiplied by the
complex-conjugate block of another station. An inverse Fourier transform is applied to this
product and then averaged with the other blocks. The cross-correlation peak will correcpond to
the time oﬀset between the stations. This is applied to the complex data as phase oﬀsets. A
future method will also use the closure phase approach used in self-calibration [Jennison, 1958].
If the calibrator is not in the BEAM but still within the tile beam, one can create new BEAMs
pointing in the direction of the calibrator, and apply the phase solution to the transient BEAMs,
as is used in very long baseline interferometry.
4.3.5.2 High resolution imaging - Localization
If the correct location of the pulse is known with a low resolution (Section 4.3.4) we can make a
high resolution image to localize the source precisely. Here the pipeline uses the same imager as
in Section 4.3.4.4. Instead of using the antennas as input for an all-sky image, we now use the
BEAMs to create a high resolution image. To be able to use the same imager, the phase center of
the BEAM is moved from the center of LOFAR to the center of each station. The image is then
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created by beamforming in the direction of each "pixel". The image can be produced around the
de-dispersed pulse in time and frequency to reduce computational requirements. The signal can
be integrated over the full range of frequencies where the pulse is located to maximize SNR, or
in separate bands if one wishes to calculate a spectral index. It can also be integrated over time
to create a light curve of the rise and fall of the transient.
These images have the best angular resolution for a given LOFAR conﬁguration (i.e. within
few arcseconds with Dutch stations, and sub-arcsecond if having international stations). This
information is crucial to pinpoint the direction of the transient and to ﬁnd its astrophysical
origin.
Once the image is created, it is also saved into ﬁts format. This allows the use of standard
software for ﬁtting the relative location of the pulse (e.g. PySE15). Section 4.4.3 shows an example
of how high resolution imaging is possible with our method (also see Figure 4.8). To determine
the absolute position, also sources with a known position need to be detected.
4.3.5.3 Pulse characterization
To characterize the pulse, the pipeline creates a coherent beam or TAB, by combining the BEAMs
16. If the BEAMs are still phase-centered at the center of LOFAR, this is a simple addition. This
increases the SNR linearly with the number of stations, compared to the incoherent addition
which scales with the square root of the number of stations.
The increase in SNR helps uncover features in the dynamic spectrum, and can give a better
insight into the frequency and time evolution (i.e. fainter features of the pulse proﬁle such as
multiple peaks, scattering tails, spectral index, and so on). Section 4.4.3, shows an example of
how the characterization of a pulse is possible with our method (see also Figure 4.9).
The information of the two polarizations is also available, and thus one can calculate the
full Stokes parameters. This information is useful to discern between the emission mechanisms
responsible. For instance, Petroﬀ et al. [2015a] has shown the ﬁrst detection of circular polarization
on an FRB of 21± 7%. Our analysis would be able to detect similar properties.
An interesting possibility comes if the Faraday Rotation, Φ, can be measured. This can give
an estimate of the average magnetic ﬁeld parallel to the line of sight, B||, between us and the
source, by means of Φ(λ2) = λ2RM . The Rotation Measure (RM) is described by
RM =
e3
2πm2ec4
d∫
0
ne(l)B||(l)dl, (4.1)
where d is the distance to the source, me is the electron mass and ne is the free electron density.
4.4 Results
In this section we show a few detections with FReaP. These examples show the current capabilities
of our pipeline and the TBB data. They also serve as a proof of concept of the veriﬁcation and
15http://docs.transientskp.org/tkp/cycle0/tools/pyse.html
16One could also make a dynamic spectrum of the corresponding pixel from Figure 4.8
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localization of fast transients.
4.4.1 Bad antenna detection
Accessing the signal from individual antennas is one of the main advantages of using TBB data.
In this example we show a peculiar event that was detected by FReaP mimicking a dispersed
pattern with a DM of 12.75. This observation was done commensally with observation L167143,
an observation of the pulsar survey LOTAAS.
Figure 4.4 shows the dynamic spectrum as produced by the FReaP trigger algorithm from
regular LOFAR beamformed data. In principle, from this ﬁgure one can see that the signal around
second 14 is not a regular dispersed pulse. However, its origin is not clear, as non-dispersed pulses
could be terrestrial or from some part of the solar system (i.e. solar or jovian emission). We thus
continued with the analysis of the TBB data.
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Figure 4.4: Standard plot produced by the trigger algorithm run on LOFAR beamform data. It
shows some peculiar emission around the relative second 14. The blue lines indicate
the dispersion curve corresponding to the trigger.
As mentioned in Section 4.3.2.2, we check for individual antennas that may show power spikes.
Figure 4.2 shows the logarithm of the power spectrum in arbitrary units. The blue line is the
median power spectrum of all the antennas in station CS003. It is clearly seen that one antenna
shows a peculiar spike with some resonant frequency in red. This was the cause of this trigger,
because by removing this antenna the signal from Figure 4.2 disappeared. Our code produces this
and other diagnostic plots automatically, and they help us quickly sort out any false positives.
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4.4.2 Side-lobe detection: Solar ﬂare
During another commensal observation with the LOTAAS pulsar survey (L103773), the FReaP
real time trigger detected another peculiar signal. Figure 4.5 shows the original plot from the
trigger software. The emission triggered is shown at time 7112, between 130 to 135 MHz. At ﬁrst
glance, this emission is not diﬀerent from the one shown previously in Figure 4.4. TBB data was
recorded once more to learn more about it.
Figure 4.5: Original observation (LOFAR Beamformed data) showing a "peculiar" event.
For this example, the pipeline did not ﬁnd any bad antennas. In principle, the direction of
the emission could have been shown by the all-sky image described in Section 4.3.2.3, but for the
sake of showing the full capabilities of the pipeline in this case we show the step described in
Section 4.3.4.4. We used the TBB data of one station (CS003) to make all-sky images at diﬀerent
frequencies. Figure 4.6 shows the all-sky images at 110 and 135 MHz in color and contour lines
respectively. Since diﬀerent wavelengths will constructively add at diﬀerent angular distances
from the phase center, only the real source will be at the same sky location (green cross at a right
ascension of 11h). The original direction of the LOFAR observation is shown with a blue cross at
a right ascension of 13h. The source location corresponds to the position of the sun at the time
of the observation; we had triggered on a type III radio burst from a solar ﬂare.
Having TBB data gives us the ﬂexibility to repoint in the direction of the solar ﬂare. In
Figure 4.7 we show dynamic spectra of TBB data pointed at the two diﬀerent directions. This
clearly shows the increase of information gained at other frequencies when looking in the direction
of the source, because the sidelobes are strongly frequency dependent. For the case of an FRB or
other millisecond pulse like emission, it will then be possible to obtain the correct spectral index.
This example of the solar ﬂare is obviously not a dispersed pulse, and can be rejected as such.
However, it is an excellent example of our ability to ﬁnd the event location, even if it is not coming
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Figure 4.6: All sky image from TBB data showing the sun (green cross) and the grating lobes,
the original observation was made in the direction marked by the blue cross. Color
image at 110 MHz, contours at 135 MHz. North at 0 degrees Azimuth.
from the primary beam, and of the possibility to study diﬀerent, non-dispersed signals.
4.4.3 High angular resolution: Pulsars
As mentioned earlier, the main goal of our project is to better localize a fast radio transient by
using the maximum angular resolution available to LOFAR. To demonstrate this, we used the
LOFAR superterp17 for an incoherent beamformed observation (L43784) of the bright and well
known pulsar PSR B0329+54. We obtained a FReaP trigger on the pulsar and dumped one
second of TBB data from the available stations.
The initial calibration of the data was done as described in Section 4.3.3.2. We computed
the BEAMs in the direction of the pulsar. A subsample calibration between the stations was
calculated as described in Section 4.3.5.1. In this case the known location of the pulsar was used
to self calibrate.
The imager of Section 4.3.5.2 was used to create the image shown in Figure 4.8. The green
circle shows the angular resolution of a SAP using a single HBA substation (∼ 3o). The clearly
higher angular resolution of the image corresponds to the expected resolution of a TAB using the
superterp (about 0.5o ).
This example shows a possible way to calibrate the stations if there is a nearby phase calibrator
from the transient.
17The superterp refers to the 6 innermost stations at the center of LOFAR core, this region has a diameter of
∼ 300 m.
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Figure 4.7: (A) Dynamic spectrum of a beam pointing at the original LOFAR observation direc-
tion. (B) Dynamic spectrum of a beam pointing in the direction of the Sun.
Figure 4.8: Pulsar PSR B0329+54 : Image using the superterp stations showing the higher angular
resolution of a TAB, the green circle shows the SAP angular resolution. The J2000
coordinates of the pulsar are RA 03:32:59.368 DEC +54:34:43.57.
4.4.4 Pulse characterization
Besides making an image with the BEAMs, it is possible to add the complex beamformed data
coherently to make a TAB (Section 4.3.5.3). This helps characterize a transient event better by
having an increased SNR.
Figure 4.9 shows an example of this kind of detailed analysis. We have taken the same data
from PSR B0329+54 to look at the time and frequency properties. Figure 4.9 (B) shows the
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Figure 4.9: Pulsar PSR B0329+54 : single pulse characterization. One LOFAR polarization was
used, you can see the pulse is linearly polarized, and has been aﬀected by Faraday
Rotation. Figure A (bottom left) shows the dynamic spectrum. Figure B (on top)
shows the pulse proﬁle when integrating the dynamic spectrum in time, and Figure C
(on the right) shows the spectrum when integrated in time around the pulse in blue,
and an equally large oﬀ-pulse region in red.
de-dispersed dynamic spectrum of a single pulse.
This particular TBB data set contains 1.2 seconds of data, and the time delay on the pulse
caused by dispersion is larger than the TBB capacity. Thus, only part of the bandwidth is
available. This is a limitation for high DM values. But, it can be minimized to a certain degree
by using the TBBs in a conﬁguration with only part of the available bandwidth (which thus
increases the time one can record almost linearly). If we take 5 MHz as the minimum bandwidth
useful for analysis, the current TBB conﬁguration (with 5.2 sec and full bandwidth) can contain
a pulse with DM ∼ 400 pc cm−3 at 150 MHz. If the subband mode were available, a broader
bandwidth would be available, e.g. 15 MHz around 150 MHz will be available for an FRB at a
typical DM ∼ 1000 pc cm−3.
Figure 4.9 (A) shows the pulse proﬁle of a single pulse, by integrating over frequency in (B).
One can see the main pulse and a weak leading pulse, as was also seen by Kuz’min & Izvekova
[1996].
From the full TBB data of this observation, we detected 7 pulses (in comparison to 3 when
only having the incoherent beam). These give us a pulsar period of ∼ 0.7 seconds, in accordance
with values in the literature (∼ 0.715; [Hobbs et al., 2004]).
Figure 4.9 was created by using only one polarization. The peculiar proﬁle seen in plots (B)
and (C) show the strength of the pulse ﬂuctuating in a periodic fashion. This is explained by
having a linearly polarized emission aﬀected by Faraday Rotation. From this pulse alone, one can
make a simple measurement of the RM of +/-63.4 ± 0.2 rad/m2, in good agreement with −63.7
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rad/m2 from literature values [Manchester, 1972]. The contribution from the ionosphere has not
been taken into account, but it can vary this number by a few rad/m2.
4.5 Conclusion
In this paper we have described the data analysis of Transient Buﬀer Board (TBB) data, taken
from individual dipoles or tiles from the LOFAR radio telescope, to study fast radio transients.
This gives a large ﬂexibility to ﬁnd and verify the nature of the transient. With the raw data
of the antennas, it is possible to make all-sky maps, to identify if sources are coming from a
sidelobe, such as a detected solar burst, or from the horizon, as could be expected for RFI. It is
also possible to test at the antenna level, as was shown with the identiﬁcation of a misbehaving
antenna that caused a trigger. Furthermore it is possible to make a high resolution image. For
the moment this was shown only for short baselines leading to a resolution of 0.5o, but, if proper
calibration is possible, this could be done at a resolution of a few arc seconds or even with
sub-arcsecond resolution, when using only dutch LOFAR stations or also international stations
respectively. When the position is known, it is possible to phase up all antennas in that direction
to make a coherent beam for both polarizations. With this information the rotation measure can
be determined which measures the magnetic ﬁeld in the interstellar or possibly even intergalactic
medium.
The Fast Radio Transient Search (FRATS) project, as a ﬁrst application, runs a real-time
trigger on LOFAR beamformed data to search for dispersed pulses. The TBB part of this project
is used to identify the source. The main goal is to ﬁnd new dispersed pulses, such as the highly
dispersed Fast Radio Bursts (FRBs), that are thought to be of extra-galactic origin, or Rotating
Radio Transients (RRATS), that are likely pulsar with long nulling times in which no pulses can
be seen. Especially for FRBs, an accurate position would help in the identiﬁcation by optical
counterparts. Triggering on these sources ensures there is a transient signal to be identiﬁed. In
most cases this is the dispersed pulse from a pulsar, for which a dispersion measure, rotation
measure and location can be determined, but in two other cases the source was not clearly
dispersed. These were identiﬁed as a misbehaving antenna and as a solar burst that entered
through a sidelobe.
The data reduction can in the future also be applied to triggers from other sources to ﬁnd a
low frequency radio component. Examples are gamma ray bursts detected by SWIFT, or FRBs
triggered at higher frequencies by Eﬀelsberg or the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope. Even
a non-detection at lower frequencies of an FRB will give important constraints on its spectral
index and thus the astrophysical mechanism that could be responsible.
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FRATS: A real-time low frequency
search for Fast Radio Bursts up to
a DM of 500 pc cm−3
S. ter Veen, J. E. Enriquez, H. Falcke, and the LOFAR Pulsar Working Group, the LOFAR
Cosmic Ray Key Science Project and the LOFAR Transients Key Science Project
in preparation
Abstract
The Fast Radio Transient Search (FRATS) project uses the LOFAR radio
telescope to search in real-time for short, dispersed pulses, from for ex-
ample pulsars, Rotating Radio Transients, and Fast Radio Bursts. This
chapter reports on measurements between 119 and 151 MHz, searching
90.5 beam hours of data up to a dispersion measure of 500 pc cm−3. In
this data 7 pulsars were rediscovered, but no new candidates were found,
setting an upper limit for a 10 ms pulse above an energy threshold of 1.5
kJy ms of 2240 events per sky per day or 185 events per Gpc3 per day.
5.1 Introduction
The study of fast radio transients, sub-second dispersed pulses, is a ﬁeld that has been rediscov-
ered in the last ten years. This has led to the discovery of Rotating Radio Transients [RRATs,
McLaughlin et al., 2006], that are now thought to be pulsars that are more easily detectable
through their individual pulses than by their average emission proﬁle, and the discovery of Fast
Radio Bursts [FRBs Lorimer et al., 2007; Keane et al., 2012; Thornton et al., 2013; Spitler et al.,
2014], thought to be one-oﬀ events from an extra-galactic origin. Searching for RRATs is impor-
tant to constrain the neutron star population [Keane & Kramer, 2008], while FRBs, if indeed
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of extra-galactic origin, show us a new phenomenon, or at least a new spectral window for a
known source, and could possibly provide a new standardizable candle for extra-galactic distance
measurements. Additional information may come from observing these events at lower frequen-
cies. To do this the Fast Radio Transient Search (FRATS) program runs at LOFAR [The Low
Frequency Array, van Haarlem et al., 2013], which combines a real-time detection system with an
oﬀ-line identiﬁcation, as described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.
The ﬁrst measurement in Chapter 3 had a limited DM range, that was motivated by the limited
Transient Buﬀer Board memory, required to ﬁnd the origin of the detected fast radio transients
(Chapter 4). This severely limits the sensitivity to extra-galactic sources. In the mean time the
memory was upgraded to contain 5.2 seconds of data instead of 1.3. After this upgrade, the DM
range was increased up to a DM of 500 pc cm−3. This chapter reports on further measurements
of the FRATS project with this increased DM range, which makes it possible to search for nearby
FRBs.
5.2 Method and Data Analysis
The data analysis for the FRATS project is described in Section 3.2. There are a few diﬀerences
in the setup and the analysis method. Their impact is described in this section.
5.2.1 DM range and DM step
Instead of searching up to a DM of 90-120 pc cm−3, the maximum DM is now 500 pc cm−3.
To make this possible the time resolution was changed to 3.932 ms and the DM step between
subsequent trials was increased from 0.3 pc cm−3 to 1.0 pc cm−3. The larger DM step decreases
the sensitivity for sources with a DM value in between two trials, as explained in Section 3.3.2.
The eﬃciency for a DM right in the middle is displayed in Figure 5.1. At the mimimum time
resolution of 4 ms, the eﬃciency is 40% for the lowest band, where it was 75% before. At a
comparative 10 ms, the eﬃciency is 70%, instead of 90% in the analysis in Chapter 3. The
dedispersed timeseries were searched for pulses with sliding windows of 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, and 128
ms.
5.2.2 System Equivalent Flux Density
In Section 3.3.4, a constant System Equivalent Flux Density (SEFD) was used for all pointings,
arguing that those pointings that contributed to extra-galactic volume, had the same sky temper-
ature. The only correction made was for the elevation EL, by including a factor 1/sin(EL) for the
change in the eﬀective area. With the extended DM range, this assumption is no longer valid, be-
cause also pointings with a higher sky temperature contribute to the extra-galactic volume. There-
fore an additional correction is applied to the SEFD, as SEFD/SEFD0 = (Tsky+Tinst)/(T0+Tinst),
where SEFD0 is the value for the SEFD at 120 MHz used in Chapter 3, Tsky = THaslam ∗ λ2.55,
λ is the wavelength at 120 MHz (2.5 m), THaslam is the temperature from the 408 MHz map by
Haslam et al. [1982] corrected to a wavelength of 1 meter, and a spectral index of 2.55 is used
to correct this for the sky temperature at 120 MHz [Lawson et al., 1987]. T0 = 60 ∗ λ2.55 K is
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Figure 5.1: Eﬃciency for ∆DM=1.0 pc cm−3 as a function of integration length as explained in
section Section 3.3.2. The lines show the fraction of overlap of the dedispersion curve
between a DM value and a DM value 0.5 pc cm−3 (∆DM/2) higher. This is shown
for all 5 bands used in these observations.
the average temperature used to calculate SEFD0, and Tinst = 400 K is the instrumental noise as
measured by Wijnholds & van Cappellen [2011].
5.2.3 Trigger veriﬁcation
During the observations a bug was identiﬁed in the part of the code that was responsible for
transmitting the "single band" triggers. Therefore not all coincidences were found during the
real-time analysis. Therefore the data was reanalyzed oﬀ-line to create all the triggers and to
check for coincidences in these triggers. To verify the coincidence triggers, a two stage manual
inspection was performed. The ﬁrst step was by looking at the trigger messages and coincidences
as a function of time and DM for the complete observation of each beams. An example plot is
shown in Figure 3.8 on page 39. A true coincidence only shows up at a small range of DMs.
A pulsar will show up at the same DM at diﬀerent times. A broadband trigger, that triggers a
large range of DMs, has a slope in this plane that is diﬀerent for each of the observing bands.
Candidates that are in a group of single channel triggers that extend over a very large DM range,
are considered false positives and are discarded in the further analysis.
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The second stage is to visually inspect the dynamic spectrum and time series of the remaining
candidates. For genuine dispersed pulses a further check is performed to see if these are from
known pulsars or if they originate from unknown sources, by matching their DM and period to
pulsars in the ﬁeld of view of the pointing. If such a pulsar was found, it is assumed that the
pulse was originating from the pulsar itself and not from an undiscovered source in the ﬁeld with
a similar DM.
5.2.4 Volume rate limit for extra-galactic sources
The spatial volume probed depends on the direction of the pointing and the maximum DM
for each observation (See Fig. 3.4). We make no volume cuts based on the brightness of the
bursts, but calculate the complete volume. To the DM there are three diﬀerent contributions.
The contribution from the Milky Way (DMMW), the contribution from the intergalactic medium
(DMIGM) and the contribution from the host Galaxy (DMhost). The DM contribution from the
Milky Way in the observing direction is taken from the NE2001 model [Cordes & Lazio, 2002].
For a homogeneous universe with ionization factor χe, the DM contribution from the inter-
galactic medium (IGM) is [Ioka, 2003]:
DMIGM = χe
3cH0Ωb
8πGmp
∫ z
0
(1 + z)dz√
Ωm(1 + z)3 +ΩΛ
(5.1)
≈ 1102.0χez pc cm−3 (5.2)
where H0 is the Hubble constant, c is the speed of light, and Ωm and ΩΛ are the matter and
energy content of the universe with c/H0 = 3h−1Gpc, h=0.6777, Ωm=0.3086, ΩΛ=0.6914 and
Ωb=0.04825 [Planck Collaboration et al., 2014] 1. We assume total ionization, χe = 1.0 and use
only ﬁrst order in z.
The contribution of the DM from the host Galaxy is reduced, because of time dilation and
a diﬀerent emitting frequency as DMhost(z) = DMhost/(1 + z). A DMhost contribution of 100 pc
cm−3 is assumed. There is a 75% chance that DMhost < 100 pc cm−3 for Milky Way type galaxies
with a random orientation [Lorimer et al., 2007].
The DM in a certain direction thus depends on redshift z as:
DM(z) = DMMW +DMIGP(z) + DMhost(z) (5.3)
DMMW + 1102.0χez +
DMhost
1 + z
. (5.4)
This equation can be inverted to give the maximum redshift corresponding to the maximum DM
that was searched. The result is plotted in Fig. 5.2.
This redshift can be converted into a co-moving distance, luminosity distance and observed
volume. For this we use the CosmoloPy package2, that follows Hogg [1999]. With this method we
can calculate the DM-limited volume for each observation. The distance is also shown in Fig. 5.2.
1Other papers use DMIGM ≈ 1200z pc cm
−3, which ﬁts better at larger z (> 0.25)
2roban.github.io/CosmoloPy/
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Figure 5.2: Maximum redshift and intergalactic distance probed for each pointing, assuming a
DMhost=100 pc cm−3. For comparison, the closest FRB has an estimated redshift of
0.3 [Lorimer et al., 2007].
5.3 Results
The settings of the observation are listed in table 5.1. The results presented here cover 83 observa-
tions of 1 hour with 3 beams, 50 with all 3 beams analyzed, 15 with 2 beams analyzed and 18 with
a single beam analyzed. The total observing time is thus 198 beam hours. The total analysis
time, again performed in chunks of 3-5 minutes is 168.0 hours. Dispersion is incomplete at the
start and at the end of a data chunk, and around a sample where data loss has occurred. Dataloss
manifests itself in 0.25 seconds of data missing for all frequency channels. The algorithms used
for averaging and calculation of mean and standard deviation do not cope well with this, and
produce many false triggers. Therefore this data can also not be used. This reduces the observing
time in a DM dependent way to 98.76 beam hours at a DM of 500 pc cm−3. The observing time
is further reduced by bad quality data that either cause a lot of triggers, too much to verify for
any genuine pulse, or a very high noise level. Because of this, 13 observations were removed. The
total observing time is 91.2 beam hours at a DM of 500 pc cm−3.
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Table 5.1: Observation and trigger properties
Property Value
Incoherent beams 3
Frequency range 119-151 MHz
Pointing duration 1 hour
Pointings 83
Eﬀective Observing Time 90.5 beam hours
Frequency Resolution 12 kHz
Time resolution (data) 0.5 ms
Time resolution (search) 4 ms
Search width 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128 ms
Station conﬁguration Superterpa
FWHM 1 beam 119 MHz (zenit) 4.77o
FWHM 1 beam 151 MHz (zenit) 3.78o
FoV 1 beam 119 MHz 17.9 deg2
FoV 1 beam 151 MHz 11.25 deg2
Minimum DM 0 pc cm−3
Minimum trigger DM 10 pc cm−3
DM step 1.0 pc cm−3
Maximum DM 500 pc cm−3
Trigger bandwidth 6.25 MHz
Number of bands 5
Bands required to trigger 3
Coincidence window 2 x 100 ms
Single band threshold 7 sigma
Notes: (a) Dense core of 12 HBA substations.
5.3.1 Pulsars
Several known pulsars were detected during the observations. The pulsar properties are listed
in table 5.2, while the detection parameters are displayed in table 5.3. All pulsars were found
during the real-time analysis where plots were e-mailed to the active observer as described in
Section 3.2.2.2, except PSR B2016+28, that was only found afterwards in a re-analysis of the
data, that was done to check why it was not detected3. The ﬁrst 5 pulsars in the table are
the brightest pulsars in the observed ﬁelds with an average peak ﬂux of more than 15 Jy. The
triggering threshold is of order 100 Jy for these observations for an 8 ms pulse. Detections of
pulsars with an estimated peak ﬂux well below 100 Jy thus have a broad energy distribution for
their pulses, such that some will be above 100 Jy, or the peak ﬂux is underestimated. The latter
is clearly the case for B1919+21, which has the highest number of pulses detected, the pulse with
the highest signiﬁcance, and also the ﬂux measurement from Hassall et al. (in prep) is much
higher. From all the bright pulsars multiple pulses have been detected. The detection of PSR
B2111+46 is interesting because it has a relatively high DM of 141 pc cm−3, closer to the DM of
3In the original observation the minimum DM for the coincidence trigger was set to 20 pc cm−3on purpose, so
that no triggers were sent at the DM of the pulsar of 14.17 pc cm−3.
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FRBs. The table also shows two dim pulsars with a peak ﬂux below 15 Jy, for which respectively
just one and two pulses were detected. These are PSR B0301+19, in observation L204719 and
PSR B2021+51 in observation L206791. Given that the estimate by Hassall et al. is even lower
than our measurement, these pulsars likely have a broad distribution of pulse energies, so that
there are a few above the detection threshold. PSR B2021+51 shows a clear indication of a steep
spectrum source, because the higher band triggers at 10σ while the lowest band barely reaches
the 7σ detection threshold. Other pulsars that were in the observed ﬁelds were not detected. This
is not surprising, because these all had a peak ﬂux below 16 Jy, or were further than 2.5o away
from the beam center.
Table 5.2: Pulsar properties of the brightest pulsars in these observations. Values used are from
the ATNF database4 [Manchester et al., 2005]. The ﬂux is estimated as a) from mea-
surements by Hassall et al. (in prep), b) extrapolating from S400 and spectral index
based on values given by the ATNF database [Manchester et al., 2005]. The peak ﬂux
in column 2 is calculated from (b). This is an average, so the higher peaks can be a
few times higher, depending on the peak ﬂux distribution.
PSR NAME peak flux DM obsid beam offset period width S400 S150a S150b
[Jy] pc cm−3 [deg] [s] [ms] [mJy] [mJy] [mJy]
B2016+28 112.22 14.17 L204713 SAP000 1.24918 0.557953 14.9 314.0 83.3 2996.8
B2111+46 51.7 141.26 L199854 SAP000 0.901444 1.01469 32.1 230.0 570.1 1635.56
B0320+39 37.627 26.01 L202433 SAP002 1.62363 3.03207 42.7 34.0 224.7 529.897
L202433 SAP001 2.34418
B1919+21 15.903 12.46 L204712 SAP002 1.77355 1.3373 30.9 57.0 1315.4 367.465
L204712 SAP001 3.3256
B2217+47 124.204 43.52 L196710 SAP001 2.4461 0.538469 7.5 111.0 817.4 1729.96
B2021+51 10.941 22.65 L206791 SAP000 0.518173 0.529197 7.4 77.0 83.3 152.992
B0301+19 2.296 15.74 L204719 SAP002 1.48039 1.38758 58.4 27.0 81.2 96.6325
5.3.2 Limits on isolated dispersed pulses
The main goal of the search is to ﬁnd isolated or sporadic pulses, that could be from new FRBs
or RRATs. These were not detected because all dispersed pulses that were detected could be
attributed to a pulsar between a DM of 10 pc cm−3 and 500 pc cm−3. Below a DM of 10 pc
cm−3 not all triggers were checked, because these are likely local RFI. Using the method of 3.3,
3.4.2.1 and 5.2.4 with the adjustments of Section 5.2, a sky-rate limit and a volume rate limit can
Table 5.3: Detection parameters of pulsars detected in the survey. Detection length is the time
duration of the box car proﬁle with the most pulses detected. Minimum and maximum
strength are given for the middle band (132.1-138.4 MHz) as the number of standard
deviations above the average.
PSR NAME Pulses detected Duration Detection length Min strength Max strength
[periods] [ms] [sigma] [sigma]
B2016+28 144 5914 8 7.0 11.5
B2111+46 8 1182 32 7.0 9.6
B0320+39 22 1088 8 7.04 11.6
B1919+21 362 2243 16 7.13 20.84
B2217+47 54 5943 4 7.01 9.94
B2021+51 2 6238 8 7.8 8.7
B0301+19 1 2379 8 7.26 9.16
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Figure 5.3: Excluded rate by sky area and volume
(a) Rate excluded by sky area probed, as a func-
tion of pulse strength, for two diﬀerent inte-
gration lengths, 10 ms (blue line) and 4 ms
(green dashed line).
(b) Rate excluded by total volume probed, as a
function of pulse strength, for two diﬀerent
integration lengths, 10 ms (blue line) and 4
ms (green dashed line).
be calculated as a function of energy. These are shown in Figure 5.3a and Figure 5.3b respectively.
At an energy threshold of 1.5 kJy ms, the limits are 2240 events per sky per day or 185 events
per Gpc3 per day. If instead an energy limit of 2.2 kJy ms is used, the limits are 1400 events per
sky per day or 134 events per Gpc3 per day.
5.4 Discussion
In this section the result of not detecting any isolated pulse in the observations is compared to
the expectations based on other publications. There are two ways to compare results, one is
to compare the rate per sky per day, the other is to compare the rate per Gpc3 per day. The
former was already treated in Section 3.5.1 and is not so diﬀerent for these results. Therefore the
discussion focusses on the latter.
5.4.1 Volume rate, comparison and expectations
For models of extra-galactic sources, it is required to compare the rate per Gpc3 per day, because
diﬀerent DM ranges probe diﬀerent volumes. For this we use the results of Hassall et al. [2013].
The authors have made simulations to predict the FRB rate for diﬀerent observatories and tuned
the rates to the measured values from the ﬁrst discoveries. The authors made two diﬀerent
calculations, one in which scattering of the signal limited the DM range searched, and one in
which there was no scattering, and the volume was only limited by the DM range. The true
value probably lies somewhere between these two extremes. For the no-scattering regime, the
rate based only on the Thornton results is 17 events per Gpc3 per day. This is still one order of
magnitude less than what we have probed, an equivalent of 185 events per Gpc3 per day. It is
therefore clear that more observing time is needed, to be sensitive to a similar event rate.
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An important check is to see if the FRBs seen thus far by other instruments are detectable
with LOFAR. Intrinsically, they are too weak compared to the detection threshold, but there are
two ways to make the pulses brighter. The ﬁrst is because we are searching at lower redshifts, the
FRBs would be brighter if they were placed at redshifts where we can detect them. The second
is that they could be intrinsically brighter at lower frequencies, as pulsars are. Both ways are
considered now to see if FRBs could be detected. In the bottom plot of Figure 5.4 the ﬂuence
at 1.4 GHz has been plotted as a function of redshift. The horizontal dotted bars denote the
ﬂuence limit for our measurements for diﬀerent spectral indices. For a ﬂat spectrum, all the
bursts would only be detected if they were closer than a redshift of 0.02, and the three brightest
up to a redshift of 0.2. To detect FRBs further out, a steeper spectral index is required. The
top plot of Figure 5.4 shows the events per beam per day as a function of distance, assuming the
rate simulated by Hassall et al. [2013] for the observations of Thornton et al. [2013] of 17 events
per Gpc3 per day, and multiplying this by the volume up to a redshift z. We choose this rate
as it has the highest statistical signiﬁcance and is still compatible with the Lorimer rate. The
Keane measurement ﬁnds a lower rate, but this measurement was close to the Galactic plane and
therefore some FRBs may have been scattered by the Galaxy. An absence of (visible) FRBs at
low Galactic latitudes was also recently reported by Petroﬀ et al. [2014], disfavoring a uniform
distribution.
We have also plotted the time searched so far and the distance limit set by the DMs searched
in Fig. 5.5. To check for the expected rate, we plotted the event rate as function of ﬂuence,
assuming that half the events are bright and using the brighter pulses as the ﬂuence limit. The
expected rate up to a DM of 500 pc cm−3 is 110 events per sky per day or equivalently 1 event
per beam per 23 days, a factor 13 under the current rate limit of 1400 events per sky per day for
an energy threshold of 2.2 kJy ms.
5.4.2 Star Formation History
Hassall et al. [2013] assume a uniform distribution of FRBs. This is the most basic assumption one
can make. However, it is also possible that these events are correlated with the Star Formation
Rate (SFR). If we use the SFR as a function of redshift, we can derive a diﬀerent expected rate
at the distances we are looking at. The rate is then FRBrate(z) =
∫ z
0 SFR(z
′)Vcomoving(z′)dz′.
This needs to be normalized to yield the same result of 104 events per sky per day up to the
appropriate distance as observed by Thornton et al. [2013]. As an example, we use the "Modiﬁed
Salpeter A" initial mass function from Table 2 of Hopkins & Beacom [2006] to calculate the SFR.
As the SFR is highest at z>1 and decreases towards z=0, the higher DMs (around 1000 pc cm−3)
have an extra weight and less events are expected at lower DMs. This decreases the probability
of ﬁnding FRBs at the DMs we are searching. The expected rate including the SFR correction is
plotted as the lower line in Figure 5.5. This decreases the rate by a factor 3.6 for a DM of 500 pc
cm−3 compared to a uniform distribution, requiring 86 observing beam days per event.
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Figure 5.4: The lower panel shows ﬂuence as a function of redshift for 5 FRBs. Their measured
values are marked by the stars, and the extrapolated values are shown by the lines. To
show if they would be bright enough to be detected by LOFAR, the LOFAR ﬂuence
limit is plotted by the dotted lines for three diﬀerent spectral indices (να). For larger
redshift, the FRBs are not bright enough for a ﬂat spectrum (α=0). The top panel
shows the estimated event rate as function of redshift. The top blue solid line uses a
constant rate as function of redshift, multiplied by the volume contained up to that
redshift. The bottom green dash-dotted line uses a correction by the star formation
rate, to calculate the rate at each redshift. This is then integrated by the volume
to get the total rate. See also Section 5.4.1. The redshift is limited by the DM, as
indicated by the vertical dashed line for a DM of 500 pc cm−3.
5.5 Conclusion
Continued FRATS observations have led to the real-time rediscovery of 7 known pulsars. Most
interesting are the rediscovery of a high DM pulsar, PSR B2111+46, at a DM of 141 pc cm−3 and
the detection of just 1 and 2 pulses from the dim pulsars PSR B0301+19 and PSR B2021+51,
that hint at a long tail of the pulse energy distribution for these pulses. The main goal, however,
to ﬁnd isolated pulses from RRATS and FRBs, has not yet been achieved. No such pulses have
been found, despite an increase of the maximum DM searched to 500 pc cm−3, to increase the
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Figure 5.5: Expected event rate as function of ﬂuence, following Hassall et al. [2013], see 5.4.1,
both for an equal distribution (blue line on top) and a distribution following the star
formation rate (green line at the bottom). The plot combines the event rate up to a
certain distance/redshift with the luminosity of an FRB at that distance, so combining
the two subplots of Figure 5.4. For a lower redshift, the volume and thus event rate
are lower, but the ﬂuence is higher. Limits from the results are presented in the upper
right corner for diﬀerent spectral indices. For the conversion to events per beam we
use an average beamsize of 16 deg2. The ﬂuence limit for a distance of DM of 500 pc
cm−3 is indicated by the vertical dashed line.
volume of extra-galactic space observed. With an eﬀective observing time of 3.8 beam days these
new observations set limits at 2240 events per sky per day or 185 events per Gpc3 per day at an
energy threshold of 1.5 kJy ms for a 10 ms pulse for isolated pulses. The expected rate is 1 per
beam per 23 days for a uniform extra-galactic distribution, or 1 per beam per 86 days in the case
of a star formation rate dependence, provided a steep spectrum of ∼ ν−2 for the source ﬂux, with
ν the observing frequency. Therefore more observation time is required to verify if FRBs can be
detected at low frequencies.
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Searching for pulsars in Globular
Cluster M13 with LOFAR
S. ter Veen, J. van Leeuwen, H. Falcke and the LOFAR Pulsar Working Group
in preparation
Abstract
This work focuses on a new frequency window to study and ﬁnd pulsars
in globular clusters, namely at the frequency range of 110-188 MHz, with
unprecedented sensitivity, using the LOFAR radio telescope. These low
frequencies may lead to new discoveries because of the wider beam at
lower frequencies and because many pulsars are steep spectrum sources.
To enable pulsar searches in this range, a combination of coherent and inco-
herent dedispersion is used. Using this search technique, PSR B1639+36A
(in M13) is rediscovered at a DM of 30.43 ± 0.01 pc cm−3 and an estimated
ﬂux of 0.6+1.8−0.3 mJy, which indicates a spectral turn-over between 150 MHz
and 400 MHz. Furthermore, a few weak pulsar candidates are presented.
6.1 Introduction
Globular Clusters (GCs) are good candidates to ﬁnd more pulsars. Thus far, in 28 clusters, 144
pulsars are known1. They have two to three orders of magnitude more millisecond pulsars (MSPs)
per unit mass than other regions. This is because the dense region in GCs causes many binary
interactions. If a Low Mass X-Ray Binary is formed from an old pulsar and a companion star,
the pulsars can be spun up to become a MSP [Alpar et al., 1982; Bhattacharya & van den Heuvel,
1991]. These MSPs are long-lived and therefore still visible today. Most of the pulsars in GCs
are therefore MSPs: 124 out of 144 pulsars have a period less than 12 ms.
1http://www.naic.edu/~pfreire/GCpsr.html
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Many interesting systems can be found in GCs, such as the fastest pulsar known [Hessels
et al., 2006], a three body system with a planet [Lyne et al., 1988; McKenna & Lyne, 1988;
Thorsett et al., 1993; Thorsett et al., 1999; Sigurdsson et al., 2003] and many binary systems,
including eclipsing systems such as "Black Widows" and "Red Backs". Both of these are in tight
binaries with an orbital period < 24h. "Black Widows" have a very low mass companion (M <
0.1 M⊙) while the "Red Backs" have a low mass companion (M ∼ 0.2-0.4 M⊙). The companions
are probably non-degenerate. These binary systems were ﬁrst thought to be mostly present in
GCs because of the binary exchange interactions. However, many systems have now also been
found outside GCs. See Roberts [2013] for a discussion.
There is a diﬃculty in detecting pulsars in GCs. Because GCs are mostly far away, the pulsars
we can observe are weak. However, GCs are very compact regions and they ﬁt inside the primary
beam of most telescopes. It is therefore possible to integrate for several hours to detect these
faint signals.
This chapter reports on the ﬁrst observations of globular clusters with the Low Frequency
Array (LOFAR) at frequencies of 110-188 MHz. There are several reasons to search for GC
pulsars at these frequencies. MSPs are expected to be brighter in this frequency range, because
regular pulsars have an average negative spectral index of −1.4 [Bates et al., 2013], and MSPs are
probably no diﬀerent in this respect [Kramer, 1998]. This eﬀect is counterbalanced by the higher
sky temperature with a spectral index of -2.55 [Lawson et al., 1987], which increases the system
temperature. However, there are sources with an even steeper spectrum, such as PSR B0943+10
that has a spectral index of -4.0 [Ramachandran & Deshpande, 1994]. Many of the GC pulsars
have been found at 400 MHz. Also because of the wider beam at lower frequencies, because
of radius-to-frequency mapping [Cordes, 1978], some pulsars may only be detectable at these
low frequencies. For known pulsars, a discovery at these frequencies will extend the frequency
coverage, which gives a possibility to study pulsar emission in a dense stellar environment. A
problem at these low frequencies is scattering. At DMs above 30-40 pc cm−3 at 120 MHz or 60-80
pc cm−3 at 200 MHz, the fastest pulsars may not be visible because the scattering is too high
[van Leeuwen & Stappers, 2010]. On the other hand, the diﬀerence in DM between pulsars in a
cluster has taught us about the ISM inside the cluster [Freire et al., 2001]. Precise measurements
of the scattering, which can best be performed at lower frequencies where this eﬀect is larger,
may provide additional information about the cluster ISM. An extra beneﬁt of LOFAR is its
multi-beaming capability [Stappers et al., 2011] which can cover a larger cluster with multiple
beams, or use an additional beam on a test pulsar for system diagnostics.
The ﬁrst successful LOFAR measurements were performed on GC M13. There are 5 pul-
sars known in this cluster, PSR B1639+36A,B [Kulkarni et al., 1991; Anderson, 1992] and
J1641+3627C-E [Hessels et al., 2007], henceforth M13A-E. Their parameters are displayed in
table 6.1. This cluster was chosen because of the highest ﬂux pulsar in a globular cluster in the
northern hemisphere at 400 MHz (3 mJy for M13A). It contains three binary pulsars (B,D and
E), whose orbital parameters are displayed in table 6.2. Apart from trying to detect these known
pulsars, a search for new pulsars is also performed.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 6.2 the search method is explained.
In Section 6.3 the results of this method are presented. In Section 6.3.3 the implication on the
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Table 6.1: Properties of pulsars in M13
GC: Globular Cluster; RA: Right Ascension (J2000); DEC: Declination (J2000); DM: Dispersion Measure; S400:
average flux at 400 MHz; S1400: average flux at 1.4 GHz;
References: kapw91 [Kulkarni et al., 1991], and92 [Anderson, 1992], hrs+07 [Hessels et al., 2007]
Pulsar name GC RA [hms] DEC [dms] Period [ms] DM [pc cm−3] S400 [mJy] S1400 [mJy] Reference
B1639+36A M13 16:41:40.880 +36:27:15.44 10.3775094520 30.36(4) 3 0.14 kapw91
B1639+36B M13 16:41:41 +36:27:37 3.528072 29.5 (1.5) * 0.022 and92
J1641+3627C M13 16:41:41 +36:27:37 3.722 30.1 * 0.030 hrs+07
J1641+3627D M13 16:41:41 +36:27:37 3.118 30.6 * 0.024 hrs+07
J1641+3627E M13 16:41:41 +36:27:37 2.487 30.3 * 0.010 hrs+07
Table 6.2: Properties of binary pulsars in M13
References: and92 [Anderson, 1992], hrs+07 [Hessels et al., 2007]
Pulsar name Binary period Semi-major axis min. companion Mass Companion Type Reference
[days] [lt sec] [M⊙]
B1639+36B 1.259113 1.389 0.160590 Helium White Dwarf and92 & hrs+07
J1641+3627D 0.592 0.924 0.178036 * hrs+07
J1641+3627E 0.117 0.037 0.019532 Ultra-light or planet hrs+07
pulsar spectrum and the possibility to detect more globular clusters are discussed. The conclusion
is presented in Section 6.4.
6.2 Method
To ﬁnd pulsars there are three important steps. The ﬁrst step is to clean the data from Radio
Frequency Interference (RFI), the second step is to correct for the dispersive eﬀect of the inter-
stellar medium. The third and ﬁnal step is to search for periodic signals caused by pulsars. The
next subsections describe these steps.
6.2.1 Observations
The observations were performed with LOFAR [van Haarlem et al., 2013; Stappers et al., 2011]
using the coherent beamformed mode with 46 HBA substations from the LOFAR core. The
data was saved as complex voltage samples in 400 subbands of 195.3125 kHz bandwidth with
a time resolution of 5.12 µs, spanning the frequency range of 110-188 MHz. M13 was observed
for 4 hours, but for this analysis only the last 1.6 hours was used, because of RFI issues. For
system veriﬁcation purposes a 5 minute observation of PSR B1508+55 was performed before the
observation and a 5 minute observation of PSR J1810+1744 was performed after the observation
using the same observation setup. The latter observation was also not useable because of RFI.
6.2.2 RFI mitigation
During the analyis we use programs from the presto2 package. To ﬁnd and ﬂag RFI, we use
rfifind. We run this on the coherently dedispersed datasets, see the next section. Data sections
of 0.084 s were used. For the M13 dataset, there was a lot of interference in the 2nd quartile of
the data. Therefore, the analysis uses only the last 1.6 hours of data. In this data 8% of the
samples were ﬂagged as bad.
2 http://www.cv.nrao.edu/~sransom/presto/
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6.2.3 Dedispersion
The diﬀerent refractive index at diﬀerent frequencies caused by free electrons in the interstellar
medium causes lower frequencies to arrive later according to the dispersion law (Eq. 6.1). Emission
at frequency ν1 is delayed with respect to emission at frequency ν2 by
∆tDM = 4.15msDM(
1
ν21,GHz
− 1
ν22,GHz
), (6.1)
where DM =
∫ Source
Earth ne(l)dl is the electron column density in pc cm
−3 with ne the electron density.
This delay should be corrected for, when searching for pulsars. Especially at LOFAR frequencies,
the delay is large. The delay from 110 to 188 MHz is ∆tDM = 226msDM which amounts to 7
seconds for M13. Even for the slowest known pulsars in this clusters this eﬀect is already tens of
periods.
The dispersion measures of pulsars in a globular cluster have similar values, because most of
the DM value comes from the free electrons between the cluster and the observer, with a small
contribution from the cluster itself. For M13, the known pulsars range from 29.5 - 30.6 pc cm−3.
For this reason it is possible to ﬁrst coherently dedisperse the data, using a coarse grid of DM
values, and then do a search with a ﬁner grid of DM values. Coherent dedispersion removes the
DM smearing within a frequency channel. Without this the signal would be smeared to 4.5 ms
within a channel of 24 kHz at 110 MHz. This is longer than the period of most of the M13
pulsars. An even ﬁner frequency resolution would be needed to detect them, at the expense of
the time resolution. This would reduce the sensitivity. For M13 the data is therefore coherently
dedispersed at a DM of 29.5 pc cm−3, 29.95 pc cm−3 and 30.36 pc cm−3. Before dedispersion, the
data consists of 10 frequency bands of 7.8 MHz with 195.3125 kHz channels with 32-bit complex
voltage data. After dedispersion there are 10 bands with Stokes I data in 320 dedispersed channels
of 24.4 kHz bandwidth. The coherent dedispersion is performed by the digifil program from the
dspsr3 package. This is a recent addition to the dspsr package, and possibly the ﬁrst occasion
in which it is used for pulsar searches.
The next step is to combine the 10 observed frequency bands. For this we use a costom python
tool, because the dedispersed ﬁlterbanks all start at a diﬀerent time. The data is shifted to correct
for this time diﬀerence, but there is a sub-sample residual that is not corrected for. The data
product now contains all 3200 channels of 24.4 kHz for the data that is not eﬀected by extreme
RFI, i.e. the last 1.6 hours of the M13 dataset.
Subsequently, dedispersed timeseries are created from these ﬁlterbank ﬁles by prepsubband4.
To ﬁnd M13A, a 10 ms pulsar, the coherently dedispersed ﬁlterbank was made at the literature
DM value of 30.36 pc cm−3, after which timeseries were made at DMs from 30.20 pc cm−3 up to
30.79 pc cm−3 at a DM step of 0.01 pc cm−3. These timeseries were folded using prepfold. In
this way M13A was rediscovered at a DM of 30.43 ± 0.01 pc cm−3. At the original DM of 30.36
pc cm−3 the additional delay of dedispersing at 30.36 pc cm−3 instead of 30.43 pc cm−3 across
3dspsr.sourceforge.net
4For dedispersion at these low frequencies, the buﬀer size needed to be increased to allow for channel shifting
when creating subbands when using prepsubband and prepfold. This may have also aﬀected other low frequency
or high DM observations (e.g. to the galactic center) where the delays are large.
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Table 6.3: Dispersion delays for the diﬀerent steps in the search processing. The max values for
coherent and total delay is at the edge of the DM range search (29.0 / 31.0 pc cm−3)
Description Bandwidth ∆ DM ∆t188MHz ∆t110MHz
Channel coherent 24.4 kHz 0.25 7 µs 38 µs
Channel coherent max 24.4 kHz 0.6 17 µs 90 µs
Prepsubband subbands 195.3 kHz 0.05 11 µs 60 µs
Incoherent dedispersion 80 MHz 0.00025 56 µs 56 µs
Total 58.5 µs 91 µs
Total max 60 µs 113 µs
the band is already 1.5 periods, and therefore the pulsar was initially not visible in the folded
proﬁle of the known DM.
The dispersive delay across the band from 110 MHz to 188 MHz, for a diﬀerence of 0.005 pc
cm−3 (DM step of 0.01 pc cm−3) is already 1.13 ms. For the slower pulsar, M13A, such a DM
step is acceptable, but for the faster pulsars it is not and we need to go to an even ﬁner DM grid.
We choose a DM step of 0.0005, which gives a delay over 110 to 188 MHz of 56 µs for a real DM
in the middle of two trials. For M13 we make trial values from 29.0 - 31.0 pc cm−3, in 30 sets
with a step of 0.1 pc cm−3 for the central frequencies for the 400 subbands. For DM values below
29.7, between 29.7 and 30.1 and above 30.1 the ﬁlterbanks at 29.5, 29.95 and 30.36 pc cm−3 were
used respectively. In table 6.3 an overview of the diﬀerent delay values is given. The total delay,
added in quadratures, is less than 0.1 ms, so less than 6% of the period for the fastest known
pulsar.
6.2.4 Searching
Because of the large distance, the signals from pulsars in globular cluster are in general very
weak. The best way to ﬁnd them is to do a periodicity search on a long observation. To do this
several techniques are applied in the Fourier domain. After that, candidates are veriﬁed in the
time domain by folding them at the period and period derivative that were found in these Fourier
searches.
6.2.4.1 Fast Fourier Transform
The ﬁrst step is to apply a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to the dedispersed time series data,
using realfft. Peaks in this spectrum may correspond to the pulsar period and its harmonics.
For the DMs above 30.1, the number of samples was not a good factorable number, so we manually
changed the data size (to 585367552 bytes), by cutting of the last bytes, and changing the number
of samples (to 146341888 ) in the *.inf ﬁle. For the later analysis we used the -numout option to
get the right number of samples. The FFT takes one minute per ﬁle on one CPU. The output of
the FFT are 146341888 frequency bins with a width of 0.0001668 Hz.
6.2.4.2 Threshold
The S/Nmin for a chance detection according to Lorimer & Kramer [2005, Eq. 6.15] is
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S/Nmin ≈
√
ln[ntrials]− 0.88
0.47
. (6.2)
Given 146341888 frequency channels, the S/N in a single channel is then 7.4 and for 4000 DM
trials it is 9.2. A weak real pulsar can still show up at a lower S/N value, and because there are
less than a thousand candidates, these have been investigated as well.
6.2.4.3 Acceleration search
The data was searched using the accelsearch program, that searches the frequency spectrum
by summing up to 16 harmonics. The search was performed with the highest harmonic between
1.0 and 10000 Hz, thus for pulsars of a period of 16 seconds, down to 1.6 milliseconds. Even faster
pulsars, of which only a few are known, will still be searched by summing less harmonics.
An observation of length T gives a frequency spectrum with resolution ∆fbin = 1/T . A spin-
down frequency f˙ gives a total frequency diﬀerence over the observation of ∆f = f˙T . In number
of bins this is f˙T 2. This is only needed if f˙ < 1/T 2. For a 1.6 hours observation, this is 2.8
·10−8 s−2. The fastest spin down known is from the Crab pulsar at -3.8 ·10−10 s−2 [Manchester
et al., 2005]. Therefore for isolated pulsars we do not expect to need to combine the signal from
multiple frequency bins.
In the case of binary pulsars, however, this is diﬀerent. Because of the orbital velocity,
the pulsar frequency gets Doppler shifted. For a small part of the orbit, this acceleration is
approximately constant. The maximum acceleration is given by Lorimer & Kramer [2005, Eq.
8.26]. In simpliﬁed form, the maximum acceleration is
amax = −Ω2b
apsin(i)
1− e2 (1 + e)
2, (6.3)
with Ωb the mean angular velocity, ap the size of the pulsar orbit around the common centre of
mass, i the inclination angle and e the eccentricity. For typical binary pulsars this is not more
than a few m s−2. The known pulsars in M13 have values of 1.4, 5.2 and 5.9 m s−2 for pulsar B,
D and E respectively. The acceleration search as described in Ransom et al. [2002] needs to be
performed over multiple bins, prescribed by a = zc
T 2f0
, where a is the acceleration, z is the number
of bins, T is the observation length and f0 is the pulsars spin frequency. For M13 the maximum
value is ∼ 300 for the 2.5 ms pulsar M13E. Therefore, for this cluster, the acceleration search uses
a zmax of 400 bins for observation L215016. A higher value may lead to the discovery of more
exotic pulsars, but is also computationally expensive. Already it takes 2.15 core hours per DM
trial. This search may be performed at a later stage. This method is typically most sensitive for
Porb > 10Tobs, where Porb is the orbital period and Tobs the length of the data segment analyzed,
because over this part of the period the acceleration can be approximated as linear. For this
search, Tobs is 1.6 hours, giving an Porb > 16h. Therefore, also a search on shorter data segments
is performed, with Tobs = 16 minutes and thus Porb > 2.5h.
6.2.5 Scattering
The time resolution of the search, caused by the smearing because of the distinct DM values,
may be oversampled compared to the scattering time scale. The scattering time scale according
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to Bhat et al. [2004] for M13 at a DM of 30 pc cm−3 at 150 MHz is 0.2 ms. At 110 MHz this
is 0.6 ms. In this relation there is an uncertainty of at least an order of magnitude. There is
no measured value for M13 available. Therefore we see no reason to decrease the time and DM
resolution to more closely match any intrinsic smearing, and save computing resources.
6.3 Results
The 4000 DM trials created for the M13 data were searched for pulsars as described in Sec-
tion 6.2.4. In this section the results of this analysis are presented.
6.3.1 Known pulsars in M13
Pulsar M13A (B1639+36A) was not only found folding the data at the known pulsar proporties,
but it was also detected in the FFT analysis, at 41 diﬀerent DM trials, most signiﬁcantly at a DM
of 30.4305 pc cm−3. This proves that the search pipeline works correctly. None of the other known
pulsars were detected in the search pipeline or when folding directly on the known ephemerides.
This is further discussed in Section 6.3.3.
6.3.1.1 M13A ﬂux estimation
To compare the ﬂux of pulsars, the mean ﬂux Smean is used. This is calculated by
Smean
Ssys
=
1
σp
√
nbins
nbins∑
i=1
pi − p¯ (6.4)
where Ssys is the system noise, nbins is the number of bins, pi is the power in bin i, p¯ and σp
are the oﬀ-pulse average and standard deviation of the pulse power respectively. The system
noise level is estimated as Ssys = SEFD/
√
2 ∗ T ∗BW ∗N ∗ (N − 1)/sin(EL) where SEFD is
the system equivalent ﬂux density of a LOFAR core station of 3 kJy [van Haarlem et al., 2013],
N is the number of stations in the observation (which is 46), T is the observation duration, BW
is the total bandwidth and EL is the elevation of the observation. For M13A the S/N=3 for a 1.6
hour observation and a bandwidth of 9.75 MHz. This leads to a ﬂux of 0.6 mJy for the theoretical
sensitivity of LOFAR. However, there are still uncertainties in the beam model and the coherent
addition of the diﬀerent LOFAR stations that would decrease the sensitivity. For example for the
incoherent addition in early LOFAR data, Coenen [2013] found a factor 2.5 higher system noise
level. For the coherent addition, a factor 2 higher noise level is not uncommon (Kondratiev et
al. in preparation). In addition, scintillation may decrease the apparent ﬂux of the pulsar during
this measurement by 15-45% [Gupta et al., 1993]. Therefore there is a large uncertainty in the
ﬂux. We estimate it at 0.6+1.8−0.3 mJy.
6.3.2 Pulsar searches
As described in Section 6.2, the pulsars were searched for 3 diﬀerent kinds of pulsars: isolated
pulsars, long orbital period binary pulsars (Porb > 16h) and shorter orbital period binary pulsars
(Porb > 2.5h).
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Table 6.4: Selection of pulsar candidates. * increasing from 0.5
Candidate DM Period (ms) Period derivative Reduced χ2 Binary Real? Figure
1 29.015 4.8002 0.0(9.4)x10−14 4.354 N No 6.4
2 28.988 1714 0.0(7.9)x10−9 9.058 N No 6.7
3 29.602 5.446 0.0(1.9)x10−13 0.985∗ N Maybe 6.6
4 29.236 4.174 -3.636(61)x10−12 1.005∗ N Unlikely 6.8
5 30.055 2.427 -4.9193x10−11 0.826∗ Y Unlikely 6.9
6 30.415 2.4000 1.1062(86)x10−11 0.646 Y Unlikely 6.10
7 30.912 8.4179 2.012(46)x10−10 1.387 Y Maybe 6.11
6.3.2.1 Isolated pulsars
To ﬁnd isolated pulsars we search the data using accelsearch with no acceleration (z=0). For
M13 we found 275 unique candidates in this search, selecting only those candidates that were
detected at at least 2 DMs. In this selection we did not ﬁlter on harmonics, so some of these
candidates can be from the same signal. An additional 6 candidates were found at z=0 in the
long period binary search. These 281 candidates were folded at the DM with the highest S/N
ratio, both from the timeseries as well as from the ﬁlterbank ﬁle for a quick identiﬁcation and
full frequency information respectively. 40% of the candidates were refolded by searching for the
optimal period and period derivative, as these were too far oﬀ in the initial plots. In this search
M13A was rediscovered at 41 consecutive DM trials at 30.43 ± 0.01 pc cm−3. The folded proﬁle
is plotted in Figure 6.1. All plots were inspected by eye. For a clearer picture we masked some
frequency channels or time bins to check if the proﬁle could be explained by narrowband or short
time signals. For most candidates, this made the signal disappear, and therefore these candidates
were discarded. No clear candidates were found besides M13A. We treat a few interesting cases of
weak and rejected candidates in the remainder of this section, see also Table 6.4. The referenced
ﬁgures can be found at the end of this chapter, starting at page 93.
At ﬁrst glance the candidate at DM = 29.0150 pc cm−3 with period 4.80 ms has an interesting
double-peaked proﬁle (Figure 6.4). The phase vs time plot shows a little bent, which is not
expected for an isolated pulsar, but could be because of some binary motion. However, the
frequency vs phase plot shows some very strong RFI bands with semi-periodic signals. When
these are ﬂagged, the emission disappears (Figure 6.5). This candidate is thus a false positive.
Many candidates are of this type, especially if two or three RFI bands interfere constructively.
Another class of bad candidates is broadband emission at a DM = 0.0 pc cm−3. But because
of constructive addition of the signal, this also peaks at several higher DM values, including one
or more values in the range 29.0-31.0 pc cm−3. An example is shown in Figure 6.7.
The best candidate from this search is shown in Fig. 6.6. This is visible both in the time-phase
and frequency-phase diagrams, but is still very weak and consistent with noise. It has a period
of 5.446 ms and a DM of 29.602 pc/cm3. Follow-up observations are planned that may conﬁrm
or refute this candidate, and other even weaker candidates.
6.3.2.2 Long period binary pulsars
To ﬁnd long period binary pulsars we searched the data using accelsearch with a maximum
acceleration of z=400. In this search 411 candidates were detected, with 308 of them having an
acceleration > 0 ms−2. The other candidates were analyzed as part of the isolated pulsar search.
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Figure 6.1: M13A, folded on the known ephemerides
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These candidates were also folded and inspected by eye. Also here narrow band signals resulted
in many false positives. Weak or even very weak candidates are shown in Figs. 6.8, 6.9, 6.10
6.3.2.3 Short period binary pulsars
The acceleration search performed in the previous section is most sensitive to pulsars with a
binary period more than 10 times the observation time, or 16 hours, and loses sensitivity quickly
for shorter period binaries. To also be sensitive to pulsars with a shorter period, the data is also
analysed in parts of 16 minutes. Consecutive parts overlap by 50 %. This method is sensitive to
binary pulsars with a period longer than 2.5 hours, but the raw sensitivity is decreased because
of the shorter time stretch. In fact, M13A was not detected by this search.
The highest signiﬁcance is found at 2.8 σ. It is visible accross time and frequencies, has a
period of 8.4179 ms and a period derivative of 2.012·10−10 and is shown in Figure 6.11.
6.3.3 Discussion
This work is the ﬁrst succesful eﬀort to detect globular cluster pulsars at frequencies below 200
MHz with a wideband receiver. The brightest GC pulsar at 400 MHz has now been detected at
150 MHz. In Section 6.3.1.1 we calculated the ﬂux of M13A to be 0.6+1.8−0.3 mJy. This ﬂux is plotted
compared to the ﬂux of 400 and 1400 MHz in Figure 6.2. This is at most equal to the value of
3±0.75 mJy at 400 MHz, which is higher than the value at 1.4 GHz. Therefore this ﬁrst detection
indicates a spectral turn-over for this MSP below or around 400 MHz. This is contradicted by
the measurement of Kuz’min & Losovskii [1999], that report a ﬂux of 180 +/- 100 mJy at 102
MHz. A possible explanation for the discrepancy in ﬂux is the inﬂuence of interference, because
the authors use only 32 x 5 kHz channels for their measurement. The proﬁle is available in the
European Pulsar Network5 (Figure 6.3), and is of arguably lower quality than the result presented
here.
The turn-over in the spectrum of M13A raises the question if a turn-over is common for MSPs,
and especially MSPs in GCs. While regular pulsars do turn-over frequently, this has not been
observed often for MSPs. Kuzmin & Losovsky [2001] report no turn-over in a sample of 30 MSPs,
although J1012+5307 does ﬂatten its spectrum. Kondratiev et al. (in preparation) perform a
multi-frequency study of MSPs comparing LOFAR measurements to higher frequency data. In
this study 48 out of 75 observed MSPs are detected. None of these show a spectral turn-over
below 200 MHz. Perhaps some of the non-observed MSPs do turn-over. It is also possible that
the ﬂux measurement at 400 MHz is an overestimation. This then also holds for the M15 pulsars
and pulsars in other clusters as they are all measured relative to the M13A ﬂux. If this is both
not the case, then M13A is one of the rare cases of a spectral turn-over in this frequency domain.
To answer the second question, if a turn-over is a special feature for MSPs in GCs, we discuss
if other pulsars can be detected as well, for a further study of GC pulsars at low frequencies.
For the detection of known GC pulsars, it is more important what the peak ﬂux is compared to
the system noise. This is dependent on the width of the pulsar. The signal to noise ratio then
becomes:
5http://rian.kharkov.ua/decameter/EPN/epndb/B1639+36A/index.html
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Figure 6.2: Measured ﬂux of M13A. The green cross is the value based on the theoretical sensitivity
of LOFAR. The ﬂux is compared to the ﬂux at 400 MHz Kulkarni et al. [1991] and
1.4 GHz Hessels et al. [2007].
S/N =
Smean
√
np tint∆f
β SEFD
sin(EL)
√
P −W
W
(6.5)
where P and W are the period and width of the pulse proﬁle, SEFD is the system equivalent ﬂux
density, np is the number of polarizations, tint the total integration time of the observation, ∆f
the frequency bandwidth of the observation, and β is a correction factor for ﬁnite digitisation.
To estimate the S/N for known pulsars in globular clusters, we take these values from the ATNF
database [Manchester et al., 2005]. The Smean is extrapolated from measured values at higher
frequencies with a power law Smean = Sν(ν/150MHz)α. We use the average at 150 MHz to
calculate the S/N ratio. ν is either 400 MHz or 1400 MHz. For α we take either the spectral
index between these values, or the average value of −1.4 [Bates et al., 2013]. From this table it
appears that with a 4 hour LOFAR observation, all these pulsars should be detectable, if they do
not turn over, and are not scattered too much. The latter may happen for the large DM pulsars
from for example NGC6517 and M71, according to the empirical scattering relation in Bhat et al.
[2004].
If we look at the M13 pulsars in this table, we see that they are expected to be detected with
a S/N of 6 - 21 in 4 hours, which corresponds to a S/N of 4-13 in 1.6 hours. However, none of
them are detected. An interesting scenario would be that all the pulsars have a low frequency
turn-over in their spectrum, but there are additional plausible arguments why these pulsars were
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not detected. Firstly, the ﬂux may be further reduced by refractive scintillation. Gupta et al.
[1993] found ﬂux variation between 15-45% while monitoring nine pulsars for 400 days at 74 MHz.
Secondly, the peak ﬂux can be reduced by scattering. So far scattering time scales have not been
reported for this cluster. The scattering timescale at a DM of 30 pc cm−3 according to Bhat et al.
[2004] at 110 MHz is 0.6 ms, which is not long enough, but this number is known to vary by an
order of magnitude. In that case we would also expect the M13A pulsar to have the same amount
of scattering. However, even if the pulse width observed for M13A was all because of scattering,
it is not enough to scatter out the other pulsars, but it can still reduce the pulse peak power by
more than 50%. A third source of ﬂux reduction is ionospheric scintillation, that can refract the
beam by ≈2 arcmin and reduce the signal in the beam center by as much as 25% 6. This eﬀect,
however, should average out over the length of the observation. And fourthly it is also possible
that we are not quite folding on the correct parameters. To minimize this error we used new
ephemerides ﬁles without success.
To determine if it is indeed the spectrum that has changed longer successful measurements
are required to increase the expected S/N. Note that a factor 3 was assumed for actual noise
level over theoretical noise level in calculating the S/N in the table. A better calibration of the
coherent beam forming of LOFAR will certainly help improve the sensitivity.
6http://www.astron.nl/dailyimage/main.php?date=20140123
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Figure 6.3: European Pulsar Network proﬁle at 102 MHz from Kuzmin and Losovsky [2001].
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Table 6.5: Detection probability of pulsars in Globular Clusters with a ﬂux determined at 400
MHz or 1400 MHz and a minimum elevation of 25 degrees. An observation time of 4
hours, a bandwidth of 78 MHz is assumed with a correction factor of 3 for non-optimal
coherence at an SEFD of 3.0 kJy for a core station. If no pulse width was known, an
average correction factor in the last column of 2.85 is assumed. If the spectral index is
-1.7, the S/N extrapolated from 1400 MHz measurements would be twice the value in
the table.
Pulsar name GC P DM S/N
−1.4
400
S/N
−1.4
1400
S/N−α S400 S1400 Elevation
√
P−W
W
(ms) (pc cm−3 (mJy) (mJy) degrees
B1310+18 M53 33.1632 24.0 92 * * 1.0 * 54.2 3.06
J1342+2822A M3 2.525 26.5 * 5.23 * * 0.01 64.4 3.10
J1342+2822B M3 2.389 26.148 * 5.58 * * 0.01 64.4 3.31
J1342+2822C M3 2.166 26.5 * 4.78 * * 0.01 64.4 2.83
J1342+2822D M3 5.433 26.34 * 5.31 * * 0.01 64.4 3.14
B1516+02A M5 5.55359 30.08 * 75.8 * * 0.12 38.1 3.74
B1516+02B M5 7.94694 29.54 30.0 10.1 68.2 0.5 0.03 38.1 1.99
J1518+0204C M5 2.48393 29.3146 * 26.6 * * 0.04 38.1 3.94
J1518+0204D M5 2.988 29.3 * 3.6 * * 0.01 38.1 2.13
J1518+0204E M5 3.182 29.3 * 5.8 * * 0.01 38.1 3.42
B1639+36A M13 10.3775 30.36 873 228 2420 3.0 0.14 72.5 9.66
B1639+36B M13 3.52807 29.5 * 8.7 * * 0.02 72.5 2.58
J1641+3627C M13 3.722 30.1 * 21.0 * * 0.03 72.5 4.20
J1641+3627D M13 3.118 30.6 * 12.9 * * 0.02 72.5 3.82
J1641+3627E M13 2.487 30.3 * 6.67 * * 0.01 72.5 3.95
J1801-0857A NGC6517 7.17561 182.56 * 19.25 * * 0.04 27.0 2.85
J1801-0857B NGC6517 28.96159 182.39 * 4.8 * * 0.01 27.0 2.85
J1801-0857C NGC6517 3.73870 182.26 * 4.8 * * 0.01 27.0 2.85
B1802-07 NGC6539 4.22653 174.71 215 387 130 3.1 1.0 28.4 2.29
J1905+0154A NGC6749 3.193 193.692 * 7.75 * * 0.02 37.9 2.29
J1953+1846A M71 4.888 117 * 30.3 * * 0.06 54.8 3.00
B2127+11A M15 110.665 67.31 337.5 222 452.5 1.7 0.2 48.2 6.58
B2127+11B M15 56.1330 67.69 118.5 * * 1.0 * 48.2 3.94
B2127+11C M15 30.5293 67.13 85.5 * * 0.6 * 48.2 4.74
B2127+11D M15 4.80280 67.28 14.7 * * 0.3 * 48.2 1.64
B2127+11E M15 4.65144 66.51 13.2 * * 0.2 * 48.2 2.19
B2127+11F M15 4.02704 65.52 6.0 * * 0.1 * 48.2 2.01
B2127+11G M15 37.6602 66.43 20.5 * * 0.1 * 48.2 6.79
B2127+11H M15 6.74339 67.15 17.7 * * 0.2 * 48.2 2.94
J2140-2310A M30 11.0193 25.0640 * 38.5 * * 0.08 12.8 2.85
6.3.3.1 Studying of other clusters without known pulsars
There are other globular clusters, as mentioned in van Leeuwen & Stappers [2010], that have
no known pulsars, despite extensive searches at higher frequencies. It can still be worthwhile to
observe these clusters with LOFAR, because of the possibility to detect steep spectrum sources
that are too weak at higher frequencies. In this case the optimal DM for coherent dedispersion
needs to be taken from a model of the Galaxy (e.g. Cordes & Lazio [2002]) with a wider trial
range.
6.4 Conclusion
We presented the ﬁrst low frequency observations and searches for pulsars in globular clusters at
110-188 MHz, using the LOFAR radio telescope. To optimize sensitivity at these low frequencies
a combination of coherent and incoherent dedispersion is used. As ﬁrst GC, M13 was observed in
which PSR B1639+36A was rediscovered by the search pipeline. We estimated its ﬂux at 0.6+1.8−0.3
mJy and its DM at 30.43±0.01. This low ﬂux indicates a spectral turn-over for this pulsar. No
other known pulsars were rediscovered in M13, either because of sensitivity and reduction of their
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ﬂux by for example scatttering or scintillation, or because their spectral index is also not as steep
as -1.4. For a total overview of the behaviour of GC pulsars, we suggest to perform low frequency
observations of the other clusters with known GC pulsars. The three best candidates, based on
their location, DM and ﬂux at higher frequencies are M15, M53 and M5.
Acknowledgements
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Figure 6.4: Candidate 1. In the time-frequency plot, this candidate looks good as it is visible
over the complete time range. However, there is no signal over all frequencies in the
frequency-phase plot. When ﬂagging the most prominent frequencies the, the pulsar-
like signal disappears.
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Figure 6.5: Candidate 1, ﬂagging of channels 90:100,180:190,205:215,240:250,300:310,360:380 re-
moves the signal. This is a false positive.
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Figure 6.6: Candidate 3. This is the best candidate, as it is visible over the complete observation,
and also over the complete frequency range, allthough even barely. It is however a
very weak pulsar, at a reduced χ2 of 0.985 and therefore there is a high probability
that this is noise. However, the χ2 of surrounding DM trials, periods and period
derivatives is even lower. A follow up observation may conﬁrm this candidate. 95
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Figure 6.7: Candidate 2, DM=0 RFI, that also shows up at higher DMs.
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Figure 6.8: Candidate 4. This is also a very weak candidate. The spread in DM, period and
period derivative is very narrow, which is not expected from a real pulsar. Also the
dip in the proﬁle before the peak looks suspicious.
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Figure 6.9: Candidate 5. Likely not a pulsar. It is quite weak at two sigma, and could be a chance
detection. It is also suspicious that the proﬁle appears to be sinisoidal.
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Figure 6.10: Candidate 6. The frequency-phase plot is not so convincing, but the other plots look
reasonable. Also this plot has the problem with a χ2 << 1.0 for most of the other
trials. It has one of the best proﬁles of all the candidates.
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Figure 6.11: Candidate 7, binary with high Pdot of 2.01−10 and period 8.4179 ms
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A new limit on the
Ultra-High-Energy Cosmic-Ray flux
with the Westerbork Synthesis
Radio Telescope
S. ter Veen, S.Buitink, H. Falcke, C.W. James, M. Mevius, O. Scholten, K. Singh, B. Stappers,
K. D. de Vries
Physical Review D. 82, 103014 (2010). This chapter builds and expands upon my Master Thesis
work.
Abstract
A particle cascade (shower) in a dielectric, for example as initiated by
an ultra-high energy cosmic ray, will have an excess of electrons which
will emit coherent Čerenkov radiation, known as the Askaryan eﬀect. In
this work we study the case in which such a particle shower occurs in
a medium just below its surface. We show, for the ﬁrst time, that the
radiation transmitted through the surface is independent of the depth of
the shower below the surface when observed from far away, apart from
trivial absorption eﬀects. As a direct application we use the recent results
of the NuMoon project, where a limit on the neutrino ﬂux for energies
above 1022 eV was set using the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope by
measuring pulsed radio emission from the Moon, to set a limit on the ﬂux
of ultra-high-energy cosmic rays.
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7.1 Introduction
Cosmic rays, charged particles traveling through the universe, have been observed at energies
ranging from GeV to above 1020 eV [Abraham et al., 2008]. The highest observed energies lie
well above energies that can be reached by particle accelerators on Earth. These particles are
of particular interest to astrophysics and particle physics to answer fundamental questions about
cosmic acceleration mechanisms and particle interactions. The Astrophysics interest stems from
the fact that ultra-high-energy (UHE) cosmic rays, particles with energies above 6 · 1019 eV have
two important properties. They are less deﬂected by the Galactic magnetic ﬁelds and therefore
contain more information about their source of origin [Pierre Auger Collaboration et al., 2008;
Pierre Auger Collaboration, 2008], which is still unknown. It should be noted that the real energy
threshold at which this becomes apparent is dependent on the type of particle and scales with
their rigidity. In addition their sources are not too far from Earth since they interact with the
cosmic microwave background to produce pions and therefore experience substantial energy loss
over distances of the order of 50Mpc. This is known as the GZK-eﬀect [Greisen, 1966; Zatsepin
& Kuz’min, 1966]. To detect these particles requires a large collecting area, because the ﬂux at
60EeV is only 1/km2/century and drops oﬀ faster than E−2.6. This leads to detectors like the
Pierre Auger Observatory with a total collecting area of 3000 km2 [The Pierre Auger Collaboration:
J. Abraham et al., 2009]. However, to detect particles above 1021 eV a thousand-fold increase in
collecting area is expected to be needed.
As ﬁrst proposed by Dagkesamanskij & Zheleznykh [1989] the Moon is a suitable candidate
with an area of 107 km2. Detection is based on the fact that when a high-energy particle interacts
an avalanche reaction occurs creating a cascade (shower) of particles. The number of particles
near the maximum is roughly proportional to the total energy in the avalanche and is of the
order of 1012 for 1021 eV [Alvarez-Muñiz & Zas, 1998]. In this particle shower there will be a net
excess of electrons due to the knock-out of atomic electrons by shower positrons and high energy
photons (Compton scattering). Simulations show that this excess amounts to about 20% [Zas
et al., 1992], consistent with experimental observations [Saltzberg et al., 2001]. Since all particles
move with almost the light velocity they are closely bunched in the longitudinal as well as the
lateral direction. In a dielectric this will result in the emission of coherent Čerenkov radiation
at wavelengths that are larger than the typical dimensions of the charge cloud; this is known
as the Askaryan eﬀect [Askaryan, 1962; Askar’yan, 1965]. For materials like ice, salt or lunar
regolith this implies coherent radiation at frequencies of 3GHz and less [Zas et al., 1992] and this
mechanism is used in several experiments to detect high-energy cosmic neutrinos. Well known
examples are the ANITA [Gorham et al., 2009], GLUE [Gorham et al., 2004], LUNASKA [James
et al., 2010], and NuMoon [Scholten et al., 2009; Buitink et al., 2010] experiments.
For a particle shower deep inside the dielectric, such as is usually the case for neutrino-induced
showers, the picture for the Askaryan eﬀect clearly applies. The subject of the present work is
to investigate the emitted radiation for the case that the particle shower occurs very close to the
boundary between the dielectric and vacuum. In this case one can imagine that a dielectric layer
of minimal thickness between the shower and vacuum is required for Čerenkov emission to occur.
This relates to the concept of a formation zone/formation length for Čerenkov radiation as was
introduced by Takahashi et al. [1994] and used in calculations of the acceptance for detecting
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high-energy cosmic particles [Gorham et al., 2000; Gorham, 2001].
Since neutrinos are weakly interacting particles they can traverse many hundreds of kilometers
in dense materials before interacting. For neutrino-induced showers the issue of a possible forma-
tion length is thus not essential since they typically interact deep in the Moon, compared to which
any formation length would be negligible. Cosmic rays are particles interacting via the strong
interaction and thus induce a reaction well within a meter from the surface of a dense material.
For cosmic-ray induced showers the possible existence of a formation length for the emission of
electromagnetic radiation could make the diﬀerence between being able to observe the shower or
not especially at wave lengths of the order of a few meters. The study we present in this paper
indicates that for the motion of charged particles inside a dielectric the concept of a formation
zone does not apply. We will show that due to the ﬁniteness of a particle trajectory inside a dense
medium the radiation detected in vacuum is independent of the depth of the trajectory below the
surface, other than for absorption in the medium. This situation is very diﬀerent from that for
the opposite geometry, an eﬀectively inﬁnite electron beam in vacuum inducing Čerenkov emis-
sion in a dielectric, as has been investigated theoretically by Ulrich [1966, 1967] and conﬁrmed
in experiments [Takahashi et al., 2000]. The essence of the diﬀerence lies in the fact that for
particle showers in a medium the track length is necessarily ﬁnite for which case Čerenkov and
bremsstrahlung emission cannot really be distinguished, as was already noted by Lawson [1965];
Afanasiev et al. [1999].
Using the new ﬁnding of an absence of a formation length for radiation emitted by a shower
in a dense material we have calculated the detection probability for observing radio emission from
cosmic-ray impacts on the lunar surface. The idea to observe this type of emission from the
Moon with radio telescopes was ﬁrst proposed by Dagkesamanskij & Zheleznykh [1989] and the
ﬁrst experimental endeavors in this direction were carried out with the Parkes telescope [Hankins
et al., 1996]. It was shown by Scholten et al. [2006] that observations in the frequency range of 100-
200MHz (as suggested by Falcke & Gorham [2003]) maximizes the detection probability with small
loss of sensitivity. This was used in recent lunar observations with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio
Telescope (WSRT) to set a new limit on the ﬂux of ultra-high energy (UHE) neutrinos [Scholten
et al., 2009; Buitink et al., 2010]. Combining these observational data and our present calculation
of the detection eﬃciency we set a new limit on the ﬂux of cosmic rays at energies in excess
of 1022 eV. Such a limit is of interest since recent results of the PAO indicate a steepening in
the cosmic ray spectrum at the Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin (GZK) energy of 6 · 1019 eV [Abraham
et al., 2010]. The ﬂux of cosmic rays above this energy will be a clear indication of nearby sources
and the nature thereof. In future observations with new generation, more sensitive, synthesis
telescopes this method may be used to measure the ﬂux at GZK energies.
7.2 Shallow Showers
The argument that a formation-zone eﬀect will reduce the emission for shallow showers hinges
on two intuitive points: one, that as the distance from the cascade to the surface decreases,
the emission increasingly becomes insensitive to the presence of the dielectric; and two, that the
Čerenkov radiation from such a cascade in vacuum (a gedankenexperiment) is zero. In this section,
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we proceed to disprove the second of these two points, and establish that current calculational
methods, as used in programs to estimate the radiated intensity from particle showers in the
Moon, correctly model shallow showers. As discussed at the end of this section, this is intuitively
understandable, because for a ﬁnite track the actual radiation is mostly due to acceleration and
deceleration of the net charge at the end-points [Lawson, 1965; Afanasiev et al., 1999]. In this
process coherent radiation is emitted, known as the Askaryan eﬀect [Askaryan, 1962; Askar’yan,
1965]. As is well known [Lawson, 1965; Afanasiev et al., 1999] for ﬁnite trajectories one cannot
distinguish between Čerenkov radiation and Bremsstrahlung.
We will ﬁrst (in Section 7.2.1) outline the standard approach used in the calculation of the
emitted Čerenkov-radiation intensity for neutrino induced showers, and in Section 7.2.2 describe
how this has been used to calculate the acceptance for the GLUE [Gorham et al., 2004], LU-
NASKA [James et al., 2010], NuMoon [Scholten et al., 2009; Buitink et al., 2010], and other
experiments. In Section 7.2.3 we show that this double far-ﬁeld approach (shower far below the
surface and the observer far away from the surface) predicts that a deep cascade (excluding ab-
sorption) will produce the same observable radiation as a shower developing in the vacuum above
the lunar surface. Since a near-surface cascade (i.e. a cosmic ray induced shower) is intermediary
to these two extremes one thus expects the same radiation as from a deep cascade barring absorb-
tion eﬀects. To show this at a more rigorous level we present in Section 7.3 an exact treatment
which veriﬁes that the current double far-ﬁeld approximation gives the correct results even for
shallow showers.
7.2.1 Čerenkov radiation from ﬁnite particle tracks
The calculation of the Čerenkov radiation arising from ﬁnite particle tracks is usually performed
assuming the observer is in the far-ﬁeld in an inﬁnite dielectric medium. According to classic
electromagnetic theory a shower with a current density of Jz(r, t) = cq(z)δ(r − ctzˆ) and Jx =
Jy = 0 leads in the far ﬁeld (distance much greater than the shower dimension) to a vector
potential
Az(R, ω) =
eikR√
2πcR
∫ ∞
−∞
q(z) e−izω(n cos θs−1)/cdz , (7.1)
where θs is the angle between R and zˆ as shown in Figure 7.1, and n is the index of refraction of
the medium. The electric ﬁeld can be calculated to be E = ωAz sin θs where ~E lies in the plane
spanned by the shower and R, thus
E(R, ω) =ω sin θs
eiωnR/c√
2πcR
×∫ ∞
−∞
q(z) e−izω(n cos θs−1)/cdz . (7.2)
The function E(R, ω) can be calculated analytically for simple shower proﬁles [Tamm, 1939; Zas
et al., 1992; Lehtinen et al., 2004; Scholten et al., 2006], or can be taken from parameterisations
of detailed simulation results [Alvarez-Muñiz & Zas, 1998].
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Figure 7.1: Geometry of a particle cascade in the Moon. The ‘double-far-ﬁeld’ approach assumes
R≫ d≫ L.
7.2.2 Treatment for deep cascades
Current methods to calculate the intensity of radio emission from Lunar showers use a double-
far-ﬁeld approximation. Using the diagram in Figure 7.1, this means that the shower length L is
taken to be small compared to the shower depth, a, and the travel distance in the medium, d, and
that the observing distance, R, is much larger than the shower depth. The radiation incident on
the lunar surface can be taken as its far-ﬁeld (i.e. in an inﬁnite uniform medium) solution. This
radiation is transmitted through the surface according to simple refraction laws and the strength
at the Earth is calculated assuming the Earth-Moon distance dominates the 1/R term. Thus the
observed radiation can be expressed as
Eobs(R, θo, ω) = t(θi, n)Em(R, θs, ω) e
−d/ℓ(ω) , (7.3)
where t is the transmission coeﬃcient, which depends on the incident angle and Lunar refractive
index, and Em, given by Equation (7.2), is the inﬁnite-medium solution of the emitted radiation
for the Moon’s material properties. R is taken to be the Earth-Moon distance of approximately
3.884 × 108 m, and the exponential accounts for attenuation in the medium using the frequency-
dependent attenuation-length ℓ(ω).
The result of Equation (7.3) is plotted in Figure 7.2 as a function of the observation angle
θo. The calculation is for the plane containing the shower axis and the surface normal, so all
radiation has a parallel polarisation. Also, we take the case of a cascade parallel to the surface
(α = 0), so Snell’s law becomes n cos θs = cos θo. We use Equation (7.2) to calculate Em for a
constant charge excess q = −1012 e moving over a distance L = 3.0 m at velocity v = c. The
observation frequency is taken as ν = 150 MHz, and the regolith refractive index as n = 1.8. For
waves diverging from a point-source, the transmission coeﬃcient for parallel polarisation is
t||(θs, n) =
2 sin θo
n sin θo + sin θs
(7.4)
since for α = 0 we have sin θs = cos θi.
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Figure 7.2: Radiation pattern as function of observer angle θo at 150MHz; red drawn curve: a
cascade in inﬁnite uniform regolith; green dotted: a deep regolith cascade refracted
to the vacuum; black crosses: the total observed emission from a cascade in vacuum
immediately above a dielectric boundary. The ‘direct’ (orange) and ‘reﬂected’ (blue)
components of the vacuum emission are also plotted separately. The refracted regolith
and total vacuum cases are identical.
7.2.3 Emission in a vacuum
The double-far-ﬁeld treatment of Section 7.2.2 may be expected to break down as the distance
d of the cascade to the surface becomes small. To place a simple limit on near-surface eﬀects,
consider the following extreme case: a cascade developing immediately above the surface. In this
case, the radiation seen by an observer will be that produced in vacuum (n = 1), but consist
of both direct and reﬂected components, with zero path diﬀerence due to the proximity of the
interface. For α = 0 the radiated electric ﬁeld is thus
Eobs(R, θo, ω) = (1 + r(θo, n))Ev(θo, ω) (7.5)
where Ev is the radiation expected from a cascade in an inﬁnite vacuum, and r is the Fresnel
reﬂection coeﬃcient (identical for plane and spherical waves). Using Equation (7.2) for Ev,
radiation of some magnitude will be emitted. In Figure 7.2 the result from Equation (7.5) is
shown using the same parameters as used in the double-far-ﬁeld approximation in Section 7.2.2.
For the sake of clarity we also plot the direct and reﬂected contributions from Equation (7.5)
separately, which add to give exactly the same radiation pattern as that from Equation (7.3) for
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d = 0. That is, the emission seen by an observer from a cascade immediately above a dielectric
boundary is exactly the same as that from a cascade immediately below the surface, which in turn
is identical to that from a deep cascade if absorption in the medium is been ignored. It can be
shown analytically in the case α = 0 that the two equations give identical results for an arbitrary
mix of perpendicular and parallel polarisations.
It seems counter-intuitive that any Čerenkov radiation is viewed from a cascade parallel to
the surface, since radiation emitted at the Čerenkov angle will be totally internally reﬂected.
The solution to this apparent contradiction lies in the fact that for a shower of ﬁnite length the
emitted radiation has a large spread around the Čerenkov angle (see for example by Lawson
[1965]; Scholten et al. [2006]). For a shower in a medium only the radiation emitted at angles
larger than the Čerenkov angle will penetrate the surface while for a theoretical shower in vacuum
the Čerenkov angle lies at zero degrees. Alternatively one may regard a shower of ﬁnite extent
as corresponding to the acceleration and deceleration of charge at the beginning and end of the
shower [Lawson, 1965; Afanasiev et al., 1999] (equal to the appearance and disappearance of a
moving charge), a picture which has also been used to explain the emission of electromagnetic
radiation of showers induced in air [Scholten et al., 2008; Scholten & Werner, 2009; Werner &
Scholten, 2008].
These results indicate that there will be no change in the observed radiation as the particle
distribution induced by a UHE particle interaction lies close to the surface. In the following
section this is shown using a more rigorous method.
7.3 Exact calculation for near-surface showers
For shallow showers, such as those from UHE cosmic-ray interactions with the lunar surface, no
far ﬁeld approximation can be made for the radiation reaching the surface. For the calculation in
the previous section this was an essential assumption. We avoid making this approximation by
performing a complete wave-equation calculation.
In the following derivation we consider two half-spaces divided by the plane x = 0. For x > 0
the refraction index is n′ (=1 for vacuum). For x < 0 the refraction index is n (=1.8 for the moon).
In the lower half plane a particle with charge Q and velocity β moves from z = −L/2 to z = L/2
at x = −a, y = 0, passing through z = 0 at t = 0 which corresponds to the same geometry as
studied in the previous section. The four-vector potential for this system is determined by the
Maxwell equations. Care should be taken since the index of refraction is diﬀerent for the two
sides of the boundary.
In the present discussion it is sometimes easier to work in the space-time domain, sometimes
with energy and momentum. The relation between the two is given by the usual Fourier trans-
formation
A(r, t) =
∫
d3k dω
4π2
A(k, ω) eik·r−iωt . (7.6)
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In a homogeneous medium with refraction index n the vector potential can be calculated [Jackson,
1998] from
[k2 − n
2ω2
c2
] Φ(k, ω) =
4π
n2
ρ(k, ω)
[k2 − n
2ω2
c2
]A(k, ω) =
4π
c
J(k, ω) . (7.7)
For the problem under consideration the charge density is
ρ(r, t) = q(z) δ(r − vt− a) , (7.8)
and the current density is
J(r, t) = v ρ(r, t) , (7.9)
with v the velocity of the charge, a = −axˆ the distance under the surface, and q(z) the charge of
the particle. The vector potential can now be written as
A(k, ω) = 4π
v
c
ρ(k, ω)
k2 − n2ω2c2
, (7.10)
with
ρ(k, ω) =
Q
βc
eikxa sin (L2 (kz − ωβc))
2π2(kz − ωβc)
. (7.11)
Note that because v is only non-zero in the z-direction, Az is the only non-vanishing component
of A.
The transmission coeﬃcient for the vector potential can be derived from the ﬁeld equations
across the boundary. In general this is not easy, however, for the special case of interest here, this
can be done by considering the electric ﬁeld in the y = 0 plane. For electric ﬁelds generated by a
vector potential of the form Ai(r, t) = A0i e
i(kxx+kyy+kzz−ωt) we obtain Ei = ∂0Ai−∂iA0, and thus
E|| = Exxˆ · |ˆ| + Ez zˆ · |ˆ| = iωc kzk A0x − iωc kxk A0z. For the ﬁeld of the transmitted wave we may write
E′|| = t||E||. In our treatment it is suﬃcient to calculate A
′
z since only Az is non-vanishing,
tAz|| =
A0z
′
A0z
=
kx
kE||
E′||k
′
k′x
= tE||
kx
k
k′
k′x
, (7.12)
where tE|| = 2cos θi/(n′/n cos θi + cos θt) (see Figure 7.1 for the deﬁnition of the angles) is the
transmission coeﬃcient of the electric ﬁeld. At this point we have made the implicit assumption
that the observer is far from the surface and that the outgoing waves can be treated as plane
waves. We still perform a complete integral over all waves leading from the source to the surface.
For transmission parallel to the surface we thus derive that
tAz|| =
2k2x
kxk′x +
n2
n′2 k
′2
x
, (7.13)
where k2x =
n2ω2
c2
− k2y − k2z and k′x = kx
√
1− (n2−n′2)ω2
c2k2x
.
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An incoming wave eik·r−iωt generates for x > 0 a transmitted wave tAz ||e
ik′·r−iωt where tAz ||
is given by Equation (7.13). The transmitted radiation (x > 0) can now be expressed as
A′z(r, t) =
∫
d3k dω
4π2
2k2x
kxk′x +
n2
n′2k
′2
x
Az(k, ω)e
ik′·r−iωt , (7.14)
where Az(k, ω) is given by Equation (7.10) and k′ is a function of k.
To evaluate this expression, ﬁrst a change of variables is made to wave vectors in the n′
medium, k′x =
√
k2x − n2−n′2c2 ω2, k′y = ky, k′z = kz. Subsequently ω is integrated over by extending
the integral into the complex plane where the contributions of the poles of 1
k′2−n
′2ω2
c2
in Az(k, ω)
have to be considered. The poles are calculated by adding an inﬁnitesimal imaginary part to
account for causal propagation. This leads to the limitation βct > L/2. As the next step the d3k′
integral is written as dk′ sin θ dθ dφ where k′x = k
′ cos θ, k′y = k
′ sin θ sinφ and k′z = k
′ sin θ cosφ.
The integrals can now be reduced to two integrals of the form
∫∞
−∞ dk
′ eik
′f(θ,φ). After integrating
over k′ this gives a delta function which can be used to perform the integral over φ. The ﬁeld can
now be expressed as
Az(r, t) = A
(1)
z (r, t) +A
(2)
z (r, t) (7.15)
where the ﬁrst contribution is
A(1)z (r, t) =
−Q
πn′
∫
sin θ dθ
W (θ) (z + L2 ) +
η2
n′β
W 2(θ) +
2W (θ) (z+L
2
)
n′β +
η2
n′2β2 − y2 sin2 θ
T4Re

 1√
η2 sin2 θ −W 2(θ)

 ,
(7.16)
and the second contribution is
A(2)z (r, t) =
Q
πn′
∫
sin θ dθ
W˜ (θ) (z − L2 ) + η˜
2
n′β
W˜ 2(θ) +
2W˜ (θ) (z−L
2
)
n′β +
η˜2
n′2β2 − y2 sin2 θ
T4Re

 1√
η˜2 sin2 θ − W˜ 2(θ)

 ,
(7.17)
where
W (θ) = x cos θ + a cos θ
√
1 +
n2 − n′2
n′2 cos2 θ
− ct/n′ − L
2n′β
,
W˜ (θ) = x cos θ + a cos θ
√
1 +
n2 − n′2
n′2 cos2 θ
− ct/n′ + L
2n′β
,
T4 =
2cos θ
cos θ
√
1 + n
2−n′2
np2 cos2 θ +
n2
n′2 cos θ
,
η2 = (z +
L
2
)2 + y2 ,
η˜2 = (z − L
2
)2 + y2 , (7.18)
Note that only the real part of the square root contributes because of the restrictionW (θ) ≤ η sin θ
which is imposed by the δ-function in the derivation.
7.3.1 Checking limiting cases
In Figure 7.3 the vector potential is plotted in the y = 0 plane for diﬀerent times shortly after
creation for a homogeneous medium. It shows an outgoing pulse traveling at the light velocity
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Figure 7.3: The vector potential Az for y = 0 in the near ﬁeld at diﬀerent times ct=5, 9, 13, 17m;
n = n′=1.8, a=0, and L=4 as a function of x and z. The absence of ﬁeld near z = 2
is due to numerical diﬃculties.
Figure 7.4: Az for n=1.8, n′=1.0 at ct=20m, L=4, and a=1. The absence of ﬁeld near z = 2 is
due to numerical diﬃculties.
which is stronger and of shorter duration in the direction of the Čerenkov cone. At angles away
from the Čerenkov angle the waves emitted from diﬀerent parts for the current distribution no
longer arrive at the same time. This is reﬂected in Figure 7.3 by a broadening of the pulse which
has the immediate consequence that the signal is coherent only for lower frequencies.
When we include refraction into vacuum the outgoing wave has a diﬀerent structure as shown
in Figure 7.4. Because of the refraction at the surface the Čerenkov angle is projected at zero
degrees, however, there is still radiation transmitted through the surface.
The electric ﬁeld can be calculated from the vector potential usingE(R, ω) = ω sin θ(A(1)z (R, ω)+
A
(2)
z (R, ω)). The Fourier transform is calculated numerically by taking the sum A
(i)
3 (R, ω) =∑t1
t=t0 e
iωtA
(i)
3 (R, t)∆t/
√
2π where A(i)3 (R, t) is calculated numerically at each point. For a shower
far below the surface (a >> L) viewed from far away (R >> a) this should give the same result as
the analytic result given by Equation (7.3). In Figure 7.5 both the double far ﬁeld analytic result
and the exact numerical result are compared for two diﬀerent observing frequencies, showing that
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Figure 7.5: Electric ﬁeld strength as a function of angle at 150MHz and 1GHz at a distance of
1400km for a shower length of 3m, and a charge of Q = 1012e, calculated accord-
ing to the double far-ﬁeld analytic (see Section 7.2.1) and the exact numerical (see
Section 7.3) methods.
both results are practically indistinguishable.
7.3.2 Formation zone eﬀects
After having checked the calculation in the far-ﬁeld regime we can use it to calculate the shower
at distances close to the surface. The result of the calculation is shown in Figure 7.6 for 3 diﬀerent
angles. This shows that within an accuracy of 1.5% the ﬁeld is the same for showers at depths
ranging from 1 cm to 1 km when observed from suﬃciently far away. The error we attribute to
the numerical calculation and as a second order eﬀect in a/R and is largest for the calculation
for a = 1 km. The important implication of this is that for an observer at Earth the observed
electric ﬁeld is independent of depth below the lunar surface. There is no shallow shower eﬀect
which supports the conclusion arrived at in Section 7.2.3.
7.4 New limit on the UHECR ﬂux
As a ﬁrst application we will use the present result to obtain limits on the ﬂux of UHE cosmic
rays using the results presented in a recent publication of the ‘NuMoon’ observations of the Moon
using the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT) [Scholten et al., 2009; Buitink et al.,
2010]. The WSRT consists of an array of 14 parabolic antennas of 25 m diameter on a 2.7 km
East-West line. In the observations we used the Low Frequency Front Ends (LFFEs) which cover
the frequency range 115–180 MHz with full polarization sensitivity. The Pulsar Machine II (PuMa
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Figure 7.6: Electric ﬁeld strength as a function of depth, normalized to that at a = 10−2 m, for 3
diﬀerent angles at 150MHz at a distance of 1400km for a shower length of 3m.
II) backend [Karuppusamy et al., 2008] can record a maximum bandwidth of 160 MHz, sampled
as 8 subbands of 20 MHz each. Only 11 of the 12 WSRT dishes with equal spacing were used
for this experiment. In these observations as part of the NuMoon project, the radio spectrum
was searched for short, nano-second pulses emitted from showers induced in the lunar regolith
by UHE neutrinos. The data allowed a tightening of the bounds on the neutrino ﬂux at high
energies [Scholten et al., 2009; Buitink et al., 2010].
When an UHE neutrino interacts, most of the energy is carried away by the emerging lepton
which, in general, does not produce a detectable signal while only about 20% of the energy is
deposited in a hadronic shower which emits a signal that can be detected at Earth. When a
cosmic ray impinges on the lunar surface all its energy will be converted into a hadronic cascade
of energetic particles. This cascade will commence right at the surface and the shower maximum
is thus within meters from the surface. Due to the absence of a formation zone these events should
thus also give a signal of the characteristics of the ones that were searched for in the observations
of Scholten et al. [2009] and Buitink et al. [2010]. With its surface area of the order of 107 km2,
our ﬁnding of the absence of a formation zone thus shows that the Moon can be used as a sensitive
cosmic-ray detector.
As the ﬁrst step in the WSRT observations the narrow band Radio Frequency Interference
(RFI) is ﬁltered from the recorded time series data for each subband (with a sampling frequency
of 40 MHz) and the dispersion due to the ionosphere of the Earth is corrected for. Short, nano-
second, pulses emitted from the Moon correspond to strong pulses with large bandwidth. To search
for these pulses 5-time-sample-summed power spectra (so called P5-spectra) were constructed for
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all subbands. The data were kept for further processing when in all four subbands beamed at
the same side of the Moon a value for P5 larger than a certain threshold was found within a
certain maximum time oﬀset. In a subsequent analysis additional constraints were imposed, such
as eliminating pulses that had a long time duration and pulses that were found in both beams
within a certain time limit. The largest remaining pulse had a strength of S = 152 kJy which
is a factor 3 larger than expected for pure statistical noise. To account for dead-time issues and
ﬁltering ineﬃciencies a complete simulation of the data taking was performed where short pulses
with a random time oﬀset have been added to the raw data (considered as background). The
detection eﬃciency (DE) was determined as the fraction of inserted pulses that is retrieved after
applying all trigger conditions and cuts that were used in the analysis. The System Equivalent
Flux Density (SEFD) for the WSRT, averaged over the frequency range under consideration, is
σ2 = 400 Jy per time sample.
A more detailed description of the followed procedure can be found by Scholten et al. [2009];
Buitink et al. [2010] where it is concluded that in 46.7 hours of observation no pulses from the
Moon were detected with a strength exceeding 240 kJy with a 87.5% probability. Simulation
calculations have been performed to convert this to a ﬂux limit. In the simulation cosmic rays of
a certain energy Es hit the lunar surface at arbitrary angles and create particle cascades. Based
on Monte Carlo simulations the intensity of radio-waves emitted from such a cascade in the lunar
regolith have been parameterized as function of emission angle and frequency [Zas et al., 1992;
Alvarez-Muñiz & Zas, 1997; Alvarez-Muñiz et al., 2000; Alvarez-Muñiz & Zas, 2001; Gorham
et al., 2004]. The emitted radiation is passed through the lunar surface following the usual laws
of wave refraction which, due to the absence of formation zone eﬀects, also applies to the case
where the particle cascade occurs just below the surface. From the surface of the Moon to Earth
the intensity follows the usual inverse square law. The details of the simulations are described in
detail by Scholten et al. [2006]. Using the model-independent procedure described in by Lehtinen
et al. [2004] the non-observation of pulses of a certain strength can thus be converted in an
energy-dependent 90% conﬁdence limit on the cosmic-ray ﬂux as shown in Figure 7.7 by running
the simulation for diﬀerent values of Es. In the simulations the eﬀects of surface roughness can
be ignored [Scholten et al., 2006].
The present limit for the ﬂux of cosmic rays that follows from the existing WSRT observa-
tions [Scholten et al., 2009; Buitink et al., 2010] is well above what could be expected based on
the observations made by the Pierre Auger Observatory [Abraham et al., 2010]. The thin dotted
straight line in Figure 7.7 shows the model-independent diﬀerential ﬂux limit, comparable to the
presently set limits, for observations of the Pierre Auger Observatory, showing that the limit
set by the WSRT observations is considerably lower albeit at considerably higher energies. The
thick line corresponds to a polynomial expansion E−4.3 as advocated by Abraham et al. [2010]
where the grey band corresponds to an uncertainty in the exponent of 0.8. The lower limit of the
exponent has been taken from High Resolution Fly’s Eye Collaboration et al. [2009]. The quoted
values for the ﬂux in High Resolution Fly’s Eye Collaboration et al. [2009] lie well above the
ones shown in Figure 7.7 which might be due to an uncertainty in the energy calibration [Abra-
ham et al., 2010]. Future observations with new-generation radio telescopes such as LOFAR [van
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Figure 7.7: The currently established cosmic-ray ﬂux limit from WSRT observations [Scholten
et al., 2009; Buitink et al., 2010] (thick red drawn line) is compared to the ﬂux deter-
mined by the Pierre Auger Observatory [Abraham et al., 2010] (data points with error
bars) and a simple polynomial expansion (black line, see text). Also the prospective
ﬂux sensitivities are indicated that can be obtained with LOFAR and SKA observa-
tions.
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Haarlem et al., 2013]or SKA 1 should reach much higher sensitivity for pulse detection, resulting
in correspondingly lower energy thresholds as shown in Figure 7.7. We show the sensitivity that
can be reached in a one week measurement using the LOFAR telescope where the drawn curve
uses only the core stations (SEFD of 93 Jy, using 50MHz bandwidth) while the long-dashed curve
uses all E-LOFAR stations (SEFD of 30 Jy, using full bandwidth). We have assumed here a 100%
moon coverage and a detection threshold of 6σ where σ is the amplitude of the noise. In a one
week measurement with the future SKA telescope (SEFD of 1.8 Jy) the results depend on the fre-
quencies used for the observation. At lower frequencies (100-300MHz band, SKA-l in Figure 7.7)
one is sensitive to a smaller ﬂux while at intermediate frequencies (300-500MHz band, SKA-m in
Figure 7.7) one is sensitive to cosmic-rays of lower energy. The increased sensitivity will make this
method sensitive to cosmic ray energies of the order of 1020 eV where, due to the large collecting
area, competitive measurements are possible.
7.5 Conclusions
We have shown that the concept of a formation zone does not apply for the emission of elec-
tromagnetic radiation from a moving charge distribution over a ﬁnite distance inside a dielectric
emitting Čerenkov radiation. In particular we have considered the system where the charges move
at close proximity to the surface separating the dielectric and vacuum. We have shown that the
radiation penetrating the surface is independent of the distance of the charge distribution to the
surface even for distances that are much smaller than the wavelength, provided the observer is
suﬃciently far away from the surface. In principle we have shown the absence of a formation zone
only for a charge distribution with a block proﬁle, however, the superposition principle can be
used to show that this conclusion extents to showers with a realistic proﬁle.
One ﬁeld where this ﬁnding has a large impact is in the calculation of the acceptance of large
scale cosmic-ray and neutrino detectors. As one application we have calculated the acceptance of
the observations for the NuMoon project to cosmic rays and used this to derive a limit on the ﬂux
of cosmic rays for energies in excess of 2× 1022 eV. If there would have been a formation length of
the order of the wavelength of the observed radiation, the acceptance would be vanishingly small.
We instead ﬁnd that this approach will oﬀer a competitive means of detecting the ﬂux of cosmic
rays with energies in excess of 1020 eV with future synthesis radio telescopes.
1www.skatelescope.org
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This thesis describes novel techniques to search for fast radio transients with LOFAR, a new large
and ﬂexible low frequency radio telescope built in the Netherlands and surrounding countries.
Fast radio transients are sub-second dispersed pulses, that come for example from pulsars, the
sporadically emitting rotating radio transients and the recently discovered Fast Radio Bursts
(FRBs) that have an unknown origin that could very well be extra-galactic. The searches are
performed in two ways, one by the development of a real-time trigger to search for dispersed pulses
and use buﬀered data to ﬁnd out the origin of the pulse, and the other by combining coherent and
incoherent dedispersion to do a search for pulsars in globular clusters in the frequency (period)
domain. As last topic, I show that even faster radio transients, from ultra-high energy cosmic
rays hitting the lunar surface, should also be observable from earth.
The ﬁrst project is the Fast Radio Transients Search (FRATS) project that searches in real-
time for dispersed pulses on LOFAR beamformed data, ﬁrst between 110-190 MHz and in the
future over the whole LOFAR frequency range from 10-250 MHz. In Chapter 3 the real-time
trigger is explained and the ﬁrst results are presented. Besides the detection of several pulsars,
no isolated dispersed pulse was detected above a ﬂuence of 761 Jy ms for a 2 ms pulse up to a
DM of 110 pc cm−3. This sets a limit of 1360 events per sky per day. Further measurements were
performed in Chapter 5 up to a higher DM of 500 pc cm−3, to be able to detect extra-galactic
sources up to a redshift of ∼ 0.3. The limit derived here is 185 events per Gpc3 per day for a
1.5 kJy ms pulse of 10 ms duration. This is still more than an order of magnitude away from the
expected rate of 17 events per Gpc3 for FRBs. The expected rate is 1 per beam per 23 days for
a uniform extra-galactic distribution of FRBs up to a DM of 500 pc cm−3. Alternatively, if the
FRBs follows the star formation rate instead, we expect a rate of 1 per beam per 86 days. This
expected rate also requires a negative spectral index for FRBs of ≈ −2, such that they are bright
enough to be detected by this method.
Because of the low event rate, a lot more observing time is needed to ﬁnd these pulses.
Therefore further commensal observations are required. This is best done also with the imaging
data, but this has not always been easy to organize within the LOFAR daily operations. We
want to expand on this in the near future. As a ﬁrst test we have observed commensally with
the Radio Sky Monitor, a 24 hour zenith observation that searches for transient in the imaging
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domain. It uses 11 minute observations of 6 ﬁelds separated by a 2 minute calibrator observation
at declinations +50.94, +52.90 and +54.86. Each ﬁeld is observed twice. The observation are
performed in 4 frequency bands of 2 MHz width centered at 123.9, 148.9, 156 and 184.9 MHz.
The FRATS trigger ran on two parts of 5 minutes. There were some gaps during these 24
hours in which we had to debug the software. In Figure 1 the triggers are compared with the
properties of the pulsars up to a DM of 100 pc cm−3. In total 5 pulsars have been discovered:
PSR B0329+54, PSR B1120+50, PSR B1508+55, PSR B1953+50 and PSR B2021+51. Most
notable is PSR B1112+50 that has a weak average strength, but is known to emit giant pulses
[Ershov & Kuzmin, 2003; Karuppusamy et al., 2011].
Figure 1: Results from a 24 hour commensal FRATS run. The top plot shows dispersion measure
(DM) vs right ascension (RA) for the pulsars in red circles. The ﬂux at 400 MHz is
depicted by the size of the circles. Only pulsars with a ﬂux above 5 mJy are shown.
The smaller blue circles denote the DM and RA of the coincidence triggers during these
observations. In the bottom the pulsars and trigger are plotted now in Declination and
RA. The error bar of the blue points denote the beamsize. Pulsar names are plotted at
the bottom.
Apart from just detecting fast radio transients at low frequencies, the other interesting part
of the FRATS project is the follow-up in great detail of the detected transients using buﬀered
data from all dipoles (Chapter 4). This gives great ﬂexibility to repoint the telescope in any, or
even every direction, at full time and frequency resolution and to check if there is a misbehaving
element. We have shown from data triggered with the real-time trigger that one event was due to
a misbehaving element and another was caused by a sidelobe signal from a solar burst. We further
showed a higher resolution image, of 0.5o, of PSR B0329+54. With the same technique it will be
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possible to make high resolution images, perhaps even up to and beyond arc second resolution,
depending on how well the baselines can be calibrated. Extra information can be taken from
higher resolution data in both polarizations. With this the rotation measure of PSR B0329+54
has been determined, in agreement with the literature value.
The technique to use this buﬀered data is not limited to self-triggers from this real-time trigger.
In principle it is also possible to trigger from external telescopes, such as the SWIFT satellite
looking for gamma ray bursts, or a search by Eﬀelsberg for FRBs, the northern hemisphere
addition of the succesful Parkes survey. A real-time trigger from Eﬀelsberg would enable us
to add all stations coherently and therefore have the most sensitive low-frequency observation
possible, although this may be limited by the available bandwidth for a high DM pulse. For a
10 MHz bandwidth around 150 MHz, the ﬂuence limit at zenith is 0.6 Jy ms for core stations or
0.24 Jy ms if all stations can be combined fully coherently, more than a factor 1000 better than
the trigger in Chapter 3. It would therefore also be possible to detect ﬂat spectrum FRBs at
frequencies below 250 MHz.
The other new project, presented in Chapter 6, was to search for pulsars in globular cluster
M13. This uses a combination of coherent dedispersion at a few values witihin the known range of
DM values for this cluster, with a search on a ﬁner DM grid obtained via incoherent dedispersion.
The search pipeline has rediscovered PSR B1639+36A, which at 400 MHz is the brightest known
GC pulsar. However, it appears the spectrum has turned over, as we measure a ﬂux of 0.6+1.8−0.3
mJy, while the ﬂux at 400 MHz is 3 mJy. If there is no spectral turn-over, but a spectral index of
-1.4, we predict that many more GC should be detectable with LOFAR. Therefore it is interesting
to see if other pulsars are detectable. None of the other known pulsars in M13 was detected, which
also hints at a spectral turn-over. But these pulsars are much weaker and have a shorter period,
so there may be other eﬀects like scattering that weakened these pulsars. Also a number of weak
candidates are shown, for which new observations are required to conﬁrm them.
As last science result Chapter 7 shows that the radio emission from lunar showers induced by
impinging ultra high energy cosmic rays should be visible at earth and is not hindered by total
internal reﬂection. These showers are created by the Askaryan eﬀect, and should not be seen as
Čerenkov radiation, but mostly as the acceleration and deceleration near the start and end of the
shower. Therefore there is no reason why all the radiation should bounce back because of the
geometry. At frequencies around 150 MHz, there is a wide spread of this signal, and therefore
a larger area of the Moon that can be seen, compared to observing at higher frequencies, that
provide more sensitive measurements. With this we have been able to set the most stringent limit
on UHECR with an energy above 1022 eV, using measurements by Buitink et al. [2010]. that used
the same technique to search for neutrinos. Buitink et al. [2010] found no pulse above 240 kJy in
46.7 hours of observations with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope at a 87.5% probability.
From this we derived the limits shown in Figure 7.7. Further work with LOFAR, using similar
techniques as the FRATS project, and with the Square Kilometer Array2, may one day detect
these cosmic rays and determine the origin of the highest energy signals that arrive at earth.
2www.skatelescope.org
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Introductie
Wanneer we op een nieuwe manier naar de sterrenhemel kijken hebben we kans om nieuwe fe-
nomenen te zien en daardoor de puzzel van hoe de natuur in elkaar steekt een stukje verder
op te lossen. Denk hierbij bijvoorbeeld aan Galileo Galilei, die de telescoop verbeterde en deze
gebruikte om de hemel te bestuderen en hierdoor in 1610 de manen van Jupiter ontdekte. Dit gaf
nieuwe argumenten voor het idee dat de zon het middelpunt van ons zonnestelsel is, en niet de
aarde. Helaas voor Galilei waren er nog betere telescopen nodig om te bewijzen dat de aarde ook
daadwerkelijk beweegt ten opzichte van de sterren, en werd zijn theorie niet gelijk aangenomen.
Pas in 1838 kon Friedrich Bessel de benodigde verschuiving van sterren meten, de zogenaamde
parallax bepaling, en daarmee vaststellen dat de aarde inderdaad om de zon beweegt.3
Sinds Galilei is er een enorme vooruitgang geboekt wat telescopen betreft. Er zijn verschil-
lende eigenschappen aan een telescoop die verbeterd kunnen worden: de gevoeligheid, de resolutie
(scherpte), de frequentieresolutie, het frequentiebereik en de uitleessnelheid. Naast optische tele-
scopen is er veel kennis vergaard door op andere golﬂengten te kijken met bijvoorbeeld infrarood-,
ultraviolet-, röntgen- en radiotelescopen. In Nederland en de omliggende landen is de afgelopen
jaren een nieuwe radiotelescoop gebouwd, de Low Frequency Array (LOFAR). LOFAR is een grote
stap vooruit voor observaties tussen 10 en 250 MHz. LOFAR heeft hier een groot instantaan fre-
quentiebereik (100 MHz), is daardoor gevoeliger dan vorige telescopen, kan tegelijkertijd een groot
deel van de hemel bekijken en kan op verschillende resoluties observeren, mede dankzij de inter-
nationale stations die voor de hoogste resolutie zorgen. In plaats van gebruik te maken van grote
schotels bestaat LOFAR uit velden met eenvoudige antennas. LOFAR maakt gebruik van digitale
technieken, waar nu genoeg rekenkracht voor beschikbaar is, en is daardoor heel ﬂexibel. Zo kan
bijvoorbeeld in meerdere richtingen tegelijk gekeken worden en kan zowel hoge tijdsresolutie als
hoge resolutie data tegelijk worden berekend. In het onderzoek in dit proefschrift wordt juist van
die ﬂexibiliteit van LOFAR optimaal gebruik gemaakt op zoek naar nieuwe ontdekkingen.
3De ogenschijnlijke beweging van sterren veroorzaakt door de beweging van de aarde werd al eerder door James
Bradley waargenomen, in 1729, maar dit was een ander eﬀect: aberratie.
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LOFAR
LOFAR is een nieuwe radiotelescoop, ontworpen en gebouwd door ASTRON. De kern van LOFAR
staat in de buurt van Exloo in Drenthe. In de kern zijn 24 "Core Stations". In het midden staan
zes van deze stations heel dicht bij elkaar op de zogenaamde "Superterp". De core stations zijn
verbonden met hetzelfde kloksignaal, waardoor ze gesynchroniseerd kunnen worden opgeteld.
LOFAR heeft twee soorten antennas: de Low Band Antennas (LBAs), die werken van 10-90
MHz, en de High Band Antennas (HBAs), die werken van 110-250 MHz. Bij de laatste worden
16 antennas samengevoegd in een "tile". Hierbij zorgt een analoge beam former voor de eerste
optelling van het signaal. De antennas staan samen in een veld van 24, 48 of 96 antennas of tiles.
De Core Stations hebben 2x24 HBA tiles en 1x96 LBA antennas. Van de LBAs kan maar de
helft tegelijk uitgelezen worden. Naast de kern staan er verder in Nederland ook nog 14 "Remote
Stations". Deze staan tot op afstanden tot ongeveer 100 kilometer van de core. De Remote
Stations bestaan uit 1x48 HBA tile en 1x96 LBA antennas. Ook van deze LBA antennas kan
maar de helft tegelijk uitgelezen worden. Tevens zijn er internationals stations. Daarvan staan
zes in Duitsland, een in Engeland, Frankrijk en Zweden en binnenkort ook drie in Polen. De
internationale stations zijn groter en dus gevoeliger, met 1 veld van 96 HBAs en 1 veld van 96
LBAs, die wel allemaal tegelijkertijd uitgelezen kunnen worden. De internationale stations zorgen
voor de hoogste resolutie, omdat de resolutie omgekeerd evenredig is met de afstand tussen de
stations.
LOFAR heeft 3 observatie modes. De eerste is de standaard radiointerferometrie, waarbij
de signalen van alle stationsparen worden gecombineerd. Hiermee worden op lage tijdsresolutie
kaarten van de hemel gemaakt. De tweede mode werkt juist snel, door het signaal van de stations
simpelweg bij elkaar op te tellen. Dit kan zowel in absolute veldsterkte als in fase. De eerste
methode zorgt voor een groter blikveld, maar is niet zo gevoelig als de tweede methode. De derde
methode leest de buﬀers van de individuele antennas uit. Hierna kunnen de antennas alsnog bij
elkaar opgeteld worden in verschillende richtingen. Dit is vooral handig voor korte signalen (de
buﬀer is slechts 5 seconden) en signalen waarvan wel bekend is wanneer ze plaatsvinden, maar niet
per se uit welke richting het signaal komt, zoals bliksem en radio straling van kosmische deeltjes.
De laatste methode wordt door de Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen veel gebruikt, maar was nog
niet ver ontwikkeld. Om dit onderzoek toch mogelijk te maken heb ik dan ook een data acquisitie
methode opgezet om deze data uit te lezen. Dit is beschreven in Hoofdstuk 2 en heeft naast het
mogelijk maken van het onderzoek in dit proefschrift ook voor een grote ontwikkeling gezorgd in
het begrijpen van radio straling van deeltjescascades van kosmische straling. Het is daardoor nu
zelfs mogelijk om op deze manier te bepalen om wat voor type deeltje het gaat.
Snelle variabele radiosignalen
Het onderzoek in dit proefschrift richt zich op drie verschillende terreinen die alle te maken hebben
met (erg) kortstondige radiosignalen. Het eerste kortstondige radiosignaal werd ook ontdekt door
nieuwe ontwikkelen in het bouwen van een radiotelescoop. Om interplanetaire scintillatie te meten
werd onder leiding van Anthony Hewish de Interplanetary Scintillation Array van de UK Mullard
Radio Astronomy Observatory gebouwd met de mogelijkheid om variaties waar te nemen op een
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tijdschaal van 0.1 seconde. In deze observaties zag zijn promovenda Jocelyn Bell een signaal dat
elke dag 4 minuten eerder terugkwam en dus van de sterren afkomstig is. Bij nadere inspectie
bleek dit een signaal te zijn met een constante periode van 1337 milliseconde en een pulsduur van
40 milliseconde. Die korte duur en korte periode moeten overeenkomen met een compact emissie
gebied van een klein object: een witte dwerg of een neutronenster. Het signaal werd een pulsar
(pulsating star) genoemd. Uit waarnemingen van andere pulsars bleek dat het hier wel om een
neutronenster moet gaan, waarvan het bestaan hierdoor voor het eerst aangetoond werd. Pulsars
worden nu omschreven als hoogmagnetische roterende neutronensterren, die continu een bundel
radiogolven uitzenden, maar waarvan de bundel alleen waargenomen wordt als deze richting de
telescoop wijst, net zoals een vuurtoren.
Het eerste terrein richt zich op het zoeken naar individuele pulsen van zowel pulsars als andere
objecten. Het tweede gaat over het waarnemen en zoeken van zwakke pulsars in bolhopen. Het
derde gaat over nanoseconde pulsen afkomstig van de inslag van kosmische straling op de maan.
Dispersie en dedispersie
Voordat de hoofdstukken behandeld worden is het eerst belangrijk om dispersie uit te leggen, dat
een groot eﬀect heeft op het ontvangen van korte radiosignalen op lage frequentie. De snelheid van
licht is namelijk afhankelijk van het medium en van de frequentie. Dit geldt ook voor radiogolven.
Hierbij is de snelheid afhankelijk van het aantal vrije electronen in het interstellair medium en
van de frequentie van de golven. Op lagere frequentie is de aankomst vertraagt, afhankelijk van
het totaal aantal vrije electronen tussen de bron en de ontvanger. Dit is een kwadratisch verband
en veel sterker op lagere frequentie. Tussen frequenties ν1 en ν2 is de vertraging
∆tDM = 4.15msDM(
1
ν21,GHz
− 1
ν22,GHz
) (1)
Hierin is de dispersiemaat DM =
∫ Source
Earth ne(l)dl de electronen kolomdichtheid in pc cm
−3 met
ne(l) de electronendichtheid op afstand l.
Dit vertragingseﬀect noemen we dispersie. Hiervoor moeten we corrigeren om korte signalen
waar te kunnen nemen, anders zijn deze teveel uitgesmeerd en daardoor niet meer waarneembaar.
Deze methode noemen we dedispersie. Dit kan op twee manieren. De ene manier is om veel
frequentiekanalen te maken en deze ten opzichte van elkaar te verschuiven voordat de frequentie-
kanalen bij elkaar worden opgeteld. Dit wordt incoherente dedispersie genoemd. Hierbij wordt
echter niet gecorrigeerd voor de versmering binnen een frequentiekanaal. Is correctie hiervoor
wel noodzakelijk, dan kan de tweede methode toegepast worden: coherente dedispersie. Dit kost
echter wel meer rekenkracht en kan dus moeilijker op grote schaal worden toegepast. Incoherente
dedispersie wordt vaak toegepast bij het zoeken naar bronnen met een onbekende dispersiemaat,
terwijl coherente dedispersie toegepast wordt voor pulsars met een bekende dispersiemaat. Dis-
persie is niet alleen een probleem, we kunnen er juist ook mee meten of een bron dichtbij of ver
weg staat, dus of het gaat om aardse interferentie of om een (extra)galactisch signaal.
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Fast Radio Transient Search (FRATS)
Het grootste deel van het onderzoek is besteedt aan het zoeken naar op zichzelf staande ﬂitsen
(Hoofdstuk 3, 4 en 5. Dit project heet FRATS: Fast Radio Transient Search. Hiervoor zien vier
belangrijke klasses van kandidaten. De eerste zijn de reguliere pulsars, waarvan de sterkste pulsen
zichtbaar zijn met een gevoelige radiotelescoop zoals LOFAR. Omdat deze pulsars zo sterk zijn
zijn ze meestal al bekend, en ze kunnen daardoor als testbron gebruikt worden. De tweede zijn de
extra sterke pulsen, de "Giant Pulses". Deze worden uitgezonden door enkele pulsars, waarbij de
Crab pulsar de bekendste is. Giant Pulses van ver weg staande pulsars zijn misschien het enige
signaal om deze pulsars te ontdekken. Ditzelfde geldt voor de Rotating Radio Transients (RRATs),
waarbij de sterkste pulsen wel zichtbaar zijn, maar het opgetelde signaal niet sterk genoeg is voor
een pulsar detectie. Misschien dat sommige hiervan inderdaad Giant Pulses zijn van een gewone
pulsar. Het laatste signaal was eerst bekend als de Lorimer Burst, een sterk signaal (30 Jy) dat
zoveel dispersie heeft dat het waarschijnlijk van buiten ons eigen melkwegstelsel afkomstig is.
Terwijl ik dit onderzoek deed zijn er nog meer van dit soort bursts ontdekt die nu Fast Radio
Bursts genoemd worden. Als deze daadwerkelijk extragalactisch zijn dan veroorzaken ze een zeer
sterk signaal en zijn afkomstig van een heel heftige gebeurtenissen. Enkele voorstellen zijn een
verdampend zwart gat, een supernova explosie, en het ineenstorten van een superzware roterende
neutronenster naar een zwart gat.
Om dit soort signalen te detecteren heb ik real-time software geschreven. Deze doet de de-
dispersie op verschillende testwaarden, in Hoofdstuk 3 tot een DM van ongeveer 110 pc cm−3 in
stappen van 0.3 pc cm−3, en in Hoofdstuk 5 tot een DM van 500 pc cm−3 in stappen van 1.0 pc
cm−3, corresponderend met een roodverschuiving van 0.3. Dit gebeurt in vijf verschillende fre-
quentiebanden. Een coïncidentie trigger bepaalt of er een echt signaal gedetecteerd is. Dit zorgt
ervoor dat van de miljoenen kandidaten er slechts enkele tientallen overblijven. Als er een echt
signaal gedetecteerd wordt willen we graag weten hoe betrouwbaar deze detectie is, en waar het
precies vandaan komt. De initiële detectie heeft maar een nauwkeurigheid van 3 graden. Door bij
een detectie de buﬀers van alle antennas uit te lezen kunnen we elk afzonderlijk element inspecte-
ren op storing en de telescoop iedere kant op richten en met grotere nauwkeurigheid dan voorheen.
Bij goede calibratie is een nauwkeurigheid van enkele boogseconden mogelijk. Bij het gebruik van
de internationals stations misschien zelfs onder een boogseconde. In de praktijk hebben we tot
nog toe een detectie op 0.5 graden nauwkeurig kunnen meten.
In totaal hebben we 35 uur gemeten tot een DM van ongeveer 110 pc cm−3 en 83 uur tot
een DM van 500 pc cm−3. Hierbij zijn 10 bekende pulsars gedetecteerd. Ook hebben we dankzij
de buﬀers kunnen constateren dat een signaal afkomstig was van de zon, terwijl we eigenlijk een
andere kant uitkeken, en dat een ander afkomstig was van een enkele antenna. Helaas zijn er geen
fast radio bursts of andere nog niet bekende pulsars of RRATS gevonden. Met behulp van de
eﬀectieve meettijd, gevoeligheid afhankelijk van zenit hoek, en de afstand (die van de DM afgeleid
kan worden) voor elke meting te gebruiken kunnen limieten afgeleid worden op het bestaan van
deze signalen. Uit de meting tot een DM van 110 pc cm−3 concluderen we dat er minder dan
1360 events per hemel per dag zijn met een ﬂuentie boven 761 Jy ms voor een puls van 2 ms.
Uit de resultaten tot een DM van 500 pc cm−3 concluderen we dat er minder dan 185 events per
Gpc3 per dag voor een 1.5 kJy ms puls van 10 ms. Op basis van simulaties voor vorige detectie
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verwachten we pas iets te zien bij een 20 keer langere observatietijd, dus 1 per beam per 23 dagen.
In het geval dat de FRB rate afhankelijke is van de stervorming rate is dit nog minder, namelijk
1 per beam per 86 dagen. Hiervoor moeten de FRBs ook veel helderder zijn op lagere frequentie
om boven de detectielimiet uit te komen, met een spectrale index van minimaal -2.
Pulsars in bolhopen
Het tweede deel gaat over het zoeken naar pulsars in bolhoop M13. Dit wordt beschreven in
Hoofdstuk 6. Bolhopen, of bolvormige sterrenhopen, zijn verzamelingen van sterren die tegelij-
kertijd uit een gaswolk ontstaan zijn. Er is een hoge dichtheid aan sterren. Dit zorgt voor een
grotere kans op het vinden van pulsars, en er zijn ook veel interacties waaruit dubbelsterren ge-
vormd kunnen worden. Hieruit kunnen milliseconde pulsars ontstaan, met een periode van slechts
enkele milliseconden. Deze pulsars draaien sneller dan de normale pulsars doordat ze materiaal
van hun partnerster hebben opgeslurpt. In totaal zijn er 144 pulsars gevonden in 28 clusters.
Hiervan hebben 124 een periode van minder dan 12 milliseconde. Het nadeel is dat de meeste
bolhopen ver weg zijn, waardoor het signaal op aarde zwak is. Echter doordat ze maar een klein
gebied bestrijken kan een radiotelescoop lang naar hetzelfde punt kijken om dit te compenseren.
Met LOFAR hebben we voor het eerst een gevoelig instrument op frequenties onder de 250
MHz en een grote bandbreedte om pulsars in globular clusters waar te nemen. Hiermee kunnen
we de bekende pulsars over een groter frequentie bereik observeren en mogelijk ook pulsars vinden
die nog niet op andere frequenties gevonden zijn.
Een pulsar zoektocht bestaat uit drie stappen. De eerste stap is het compenseren van de
dispersie van het radiosignaal in het interstellair medium. De tweede stap is het zoeken naar een
signaal. De derde stap is het veriﬁëren van mogelijke kandidaten. Op deze drie stappen wordt nu
verder ingegaan.
Voor pulsars in bolhopen kunnen we deels gebruik maken van coherente dedispersie. Het
totaal aantal elektronen is a priori niet bekend, maar de grootste bijdrage komt van het medium
tussen de bolhoop en de aarde. Voor het cluster zelf hoeft dan maar een klein bereik doorzocht
worden. Voor dit onderzoek worden waarden voor de DM van 29.0 tot 31.0 pc cm−3 gebruikt.
Coherente dedispersie is behoorlijk computerintensief, en is daardoor slechts drie keer toegepast,
voor een DM van 29.5, 30.0 en 30.36 pc cm−3. De laatste is de DM voor de helderste pulsar,
volgens eerdere metingen. De incoherente dedispersie werd toegepast in stappen van 0.0005 pc
cm−3. Het resultaat is 6000 tijdsseries die doorzocht werden op aanwezige pulsars.
Elke tijdserie werd doorzocht op pulsars. Hierbij werd in eerste instantie ervan uitgegaan dat
de pulsar niet beweegt. In dat geval is de pulsar een herhalend signaal met een vaste frequentie,
nadat voor de beweging van de aarde is gecompenseerd. Door een Fouriertransformatie toe te
passen op de tijdserie is het mogelijk naar dit soort signalen te zoeken. In het tweede geval werd
gezocht naar een pulsar die met constante versnelling beweegt in een baan om een andere ster, of
in het gravitatieveld van de andere sterren. In dit geval verschuift de frequentie langzamerhand.
Hieruit komt een lijst met kandidaten met een DM, periode en afgeleide van de periode.
Na ﬁltering voor dubbele kandidaten werd iedere kandidaat bekeken om te zien of dit er echt
uitziet als een pulsar. Hierbij werd gekeken of het signaal in alle tijdstappen en op alle frequenties
zichtbaar is. Vaak werden hiervoor enkele sterke frequentiekanalen eruit geﬁlterd. Hierdoor
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verdween het signaal, waardoor het dus duidelijk is dat deze kandidaten interferentie waren. In
deze zoektocht werd pulsar B1639+36A herontdekt (Figuur 6.1). Dit is de helderste pulsar in
M13. De vier andere bekende pulsars werden niet herontdekt. De DM voor B1639+36A werd
vastgesteld op 30.43±0.01 pc cm−3 en de ﬂux op 0.6+1.8−0.3 mJy. Hiermee is deze pulsar zwakker
dan op 400 MHz. Dit komt niet vaak voor bij milliseconde pulsars buiten bolhopen. De vraag is
nu of dit een algemene eigenschap is van milliseconde pulsars in bolhopen. Hiervoor is echter nog
niet voldoende bewijs.
Van de onbekende kandidaten zijn er geen hele duidelijke pulsars. De beste kandidaat is te
zien in Figuur 6.6 en heeft een DM van 29.602 pc cm−3 en een periode van 5.446 ms. Een nieuwe
waarneming van M13 moet uitwijzen of dit daadwerkelijk een pulsar is.
Ultrahoogenergetische kosmische straling
Als laatste heb ik gekeken of het mogelijk is om radiopulsen van enkele nanoseconden te zien
die ontstaan als ultrahoogenergetische kosmische deeltjes op de maan knallen. Deze kosmische
deeltjes zijn atoomkernen met een energie boven de 6 · 1019 eV. Deze deeltjes zijn heel zeldzaam.
De grootste detector, het Pierre Auger Observatorium (3000 m2) detecteerd slechts 30 deeltjes met
een energie boven 6 · 1019 eV. Dit is de energie van de GZK cut-oﬀ. Boven deze energie reageren
deeltjes met de kosmisch achtergrondstraling en verliezen energie over een afstand van enkele
tientallen megaparsec. Deeltjes die we wel zien komen dus van dichtbij, waarbij we kunnen leren
over de beste kosmische versnellers of over exotische zware deeltjes die tijdens de big bang zijn
ontstaan en nu vervallen in hoogenergetische kosmische straling. Van deeltjes met hoge energie
die al vervallen zijn verwachten we ultrahoogenergetische neutrinos, die op dezelfde manier te
meten zijn.
De maan bied een duizend maal groter oppervlak dan het Pierre Auger Observatorium, en dus
een uitstekende kans om meer deeltjes met een hogere energie te zien. Als een deeltje op de maan
knalt produceert dat een douche van geladen deeltjes, die vervolgens radiostraling veroorzaakt
in de vorm van een puls van enkele nanoseconden. Een belangrijke vraag is of de radiostraling
de maan wel verlaat. Voor neutrinos is deze berekening geen probleem aangezien de reactie ver
onder het maan oppervlak gebeurt en er twee keer een benadering gemaakt kan worden die de
berekening gemakkelijker maakt. Voor het geval van kosmische straling is dit niet het geval omdat
de reactie vlak onder het oppervlak plaatsvind, en zou interne reﬂectie misschien zorgen voor een
weerkaatsing van het signaal. In hoofdstuk 7 is dit probleem opgelost. De straling verlaat de
maan wel, aangezien het gezien moet worden als afkomstig van de acceleratie en vertraging van
deeltjes aan het begin en einde van de deeltjescascade. Het is dan ook geen probleem om deze
methode te gebruiken om hoog energetische kosmische straling waar te nemen. Op basis van
eerdere metingen wordt geconcludeerd dat er geen pulsen zijn gevonden sterker dan 240 kJy in
46.7 uur, met een 87.5% zekerheid. Dit vertaald zich naar een limiet voor kosmische deeltjes met
een energie van meer dan 1022 eV, zoals weergegeven in Figuur 7.7.
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